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-iPREFACE

The present handbook has been prepared by
Mr. TOW) Saxaoevic and bt . Judith B. ilbod, urxkx a contract

established in January 1980 between Unesco and the
Mathew A. Baxter School of Information and Library Science of
Case Western Reserve University (Cleveland, Ohio,U.S.A).
It attempts to systematically present the various procedures
involved in providing information services tailored to the
needs of all potential information users including development
planners, professionals, technicians and local workers, as
well as others who participate in the development process.
Although the study was originally intended to emphasize mainly
techniques for the packaging and repackaging of information, the
authors have found that the role of these techniques could not
be effectively studied without due consideration of the
information content which is needed by users; hence the
problems of information evaluation, analysis and synthesis, as
well as those of packaging and repackaging of information, have
been extensively covered in this handbook on consolidation.
It is hoped that the present pilot version of the
handbook can be reviewed and tested by persons who have
responsibilities or interest in consolidating information and that
subsequently improved and disseminated to a wider
it can be
audience of specialists, particularly in the developing
countries. Suggestions for improvement of either the content or
the presentation of the document are therefore very welcome. They
should be addressed to

:

Division of the General Information Programme
Unescc

7 Place de Fontenoy
75700 Paris
France

The present pilot edition is a photographic reproduction
of the authors' original manuscript; the opinions expressed are
not necessarily those of Unesco and do not co7lit the
Organization.
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1.

INTRMUCTICti

1.1 AIMS

The general aia of this work is to contribute to the art of information
handling by tryint% to provide a better understanding of concepts, processes,

and options involved in specific information practices called information
consolidation which are leading to a widening of the population of users served.
The objectives are:
1.

To survey and synthesize a variety of ideas, methods, and processes
related to consolidation of information and to present an international
state-of-the-art on the topic.

2.

To propose a set of standardized definitions of the concepts involved.

3.

To discuss the role and importance of consolidation of information as
one means for communicating scientific, technical, and related information to wide audience - particularly in relation to social and economic
development.

4.

To present requirements for setting up criteria, operations, and processes
for consolidation of information.

The work is intended to serve as a handbook for use in discussions,
decisions, and practices related to information consolidation - that is:
*

as an aid in decision making on the available options for providing
consolidated information;

*

as a checklist for identifying requirements for setting up specific
procedures for consolidation of information;

*

as a text introducing end clarifying the concepts involved and as a
standard for definitions.

1.2 OR I EMT ION

The base for this work is the Final Report, of the Symposium of

Information Analysis and Consolidation (organized by UNESCO and held in
Sri Lanka in 1978)

(1-1).

As such this Handbook is oriented particularly

toward information specialists and persons concerned with information
policy in developing countries to alert them to:
*

possibilities and requirements for reaching more people through
services involving information consolidation;

*

needs for projects, studies, applications, refinements, and evaluations in this area.

The work is suitable particularly for information systems, analysis
centers, and consolidation units dealing with scientific, technical, and
related information (including information in social sciences, business,
and commerce).

The Handbook was commissioned by UNESCO in response to

the ever more often expressed desire for information in the above subjects
which mor be evaluative in nature as well as appropriate for a much wider
population of users than are served at present.

In other words, even though

the content of this work deals primarily with processes in consolidation of
information, the main idea behind it is:

How can scientific and technical

information reach a wider population of users?

Or even better:

Haw can

it reach the present nonusers?

1.3 METHOD

The method of preparing this Handbook consisted of:

9

First, selecting,
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obtaining, and organizing information on the topic, and second, interpreting, analyzing, evaluating and synthesizing that information deemed
most relevant to the objectives and orientation of the work.

In other

words, this work was in itself an exercise in one form of information
consolidation.

The information was obtained in three ways:
2.

personal solicitation, and 3.

1.

literature searching,

personal conversation.

1,3.1 LITERATURE SEARCHING

A wide variety of primary and secondary literature sources were searched
to isolate relevant information.

The search of primary literature involved:

*

major world journals in information science and librarianship

*

texts and articles from subjects other than information science,
such as technical writing, technology transfer, appropriate technology, diffusion of innovations, international relations, transborder data flow, and the like

*

reports and monographs from UNESCO and other UN agencies and results
of search by UN2SCO staff

*

reports and monographs from a variety of nongovernmental international

organizations such as the International Federation for Documentation
(FID) and the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU)
*

reports, monographs, and products of various information analysis
centers which could be obtained from various parts of the world

*

citations from relevant articles, reports, and monographs.

- 4

Secondary information sources were searched by computer and manually
to identify possible relevant primary sources.

The search of secondary

sources involved the following files or printed indexes:

ERIC, NTIS,

LISA, COMPENDEX, INSPEC, ISMEC, Science Citation Index, Social Science

Citation Index, PATS, Information Science Abstracts, Referationyj Zhurnal's
English section on Informatics, and catalogs of UN publications.
The result was close to a thousand citations which served as a pool
for selection of the most relevant items as

isted in the bibliography.

Unfortunately, most of the items found in the literature wIre not very
useful for what was attempted in this Handbook, e.g. a lot of literature
was repetitive in saying in one way or another that information consolidation is needed but not giving any other details, practical suggestions,
or examples.

Overall, the literature on information analysis and synthesis (as a
process or function) and on information analysis centers (as organisttional
units) in general, and on information consolidation in particular, is not
so much technical as philosophical, not so much methodological as conceptual.

1.3.2

PERSDNAL SOLICITATION

This was done through a letter sent by the authors to about 500 individuals (identified from mailing lists of professional societies, personal comr
munications, and through authorship of articles in the literature).

The

letter was also sent by the General Information Program (PGI) of UNESCO to
their contacts in member countries.

The letter asked for information on any

system and practices of information consolidation as well as examples of
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products or services.

The response was much less than hoped for, with only

about two dozen answers received.

However, those responses we.7.7. very

helpful.

1.3.3 PERSONAL CCNVERSATION

Opinions, experiences, and suggestions were solicited from a large
nuMber of colleagues met by the authors at local, national, and international

meetings and through long distance telephone calls.

Particularly helpful

were suggestions and feedback from the staff of PGI, who in turn conversed
on the topic with their professional contacts in many countries.

No visits

to information systems dealing with information consolidation were scheduled
within the realm of this project.

However, the authors' experiences from

previous works, contacts, and visits were, of course, heavily utilized.

1.3.4 APPROKH

The information obtained was orgarized into a number of logically
connected sets very much influenced by the mentioned UNESCO symposium on
Information Analysis and Consolidation.

This resulted in an outline of

the Handbook, first in a rough and general form and then in more and more
detail.

Next, the criteria for presentation of the content were specified

and the content fitted accordingly into the outline.

Finally, the product

was circulated to a number of colleagues and the staff of PGI for comments.
This version of the Handbook may be considered as a first edition in need

."

6

of considerable testing and feedback.

1.4 LIMITATIONS

There are a number of serious objective limitations imposed on this
work, all stemming from the limitations of the subject area itself.
First, the subject is small.

In comparison to information represen-

tation (e.g. indexing, abstracting, classifying, cataloging), inform.tion

consolidation in any form or shape is practiced by far forr information
systems.

Information representation is widely practiced, but information

consolidation la not.

As a result, there is not much to draw from.

Second, the concepts involved in information consolidation are not
vell defined -- if defined at all.

The terminology is chaotic, making it

hard even to talk or communicate about the subject.
Third, the literature on the subject is very snall, fragmented, and
hard to obtain.

As mentioned, the efforts that deal with information consol-

idation are not many, and even fewer of these are described in open literature.
People who did things, didn't write about them, and if they did it vas generally in the fugitive report literature.

As a result, a synthesis of this

area has to depend more on reconstruction than on literature review.

There are also subjective limitations. A relatively short time and small
resources were available for the project (2 person/months).

In addition,

although many literature and personal sources were consulted and much advice
sought (and gladly received), still in the end, it was the best judgement
of the authors alone that was responsible for the final organisation and
content of this Handbook.

13
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1.5 ORGANI7ATION OF THE HAWBOOK

The Handbook is organised in thirteen chapters:
1.

Introduction:

the objectives of the Handbook, the methods used in its

compilation,and the limitations of the work.
2.

the definitions of basic concepts

Definitions and Conceptual Framework:

involved, culminating in enumeration of processes involved in information
consolidation and in discussion of its value.
3.

Framework within Social and Economic Development:

the role and place

of information consolidation within the frame of the most often perceived information problems in developing countries.
4.

Users and User Studies:

variables and aspects of users to be studied

as a prelude to efforts in information consolidation; summary of the most
frequently used methods.
5.

Frollt User Studies to Products:

development of information consolidation

products and examples of producta targeted to steecific audiences.
6.

Selection:

the elements involved in oelection of items to be consolidated,

i.e. selection policy,aids and methods.
7.

Evaluation:

the criteria methods and problems ueed iii evaluation of in-

formation and information sources to be consolidated and analysed.
8.

Information Analysis and Synthesis:

the concept of evaluattve analysis

and synthesis; information analysis centers; major approaches and methods
used; and a sample of existing information analysis centers involved in
information consolidation.
9.

Reviews and State-of-the-Arts Reports:

description of these end-products

as one type of information consolidation; methods used and problems
encountered.

8

10.

Technical Writinz and Scalinz to Audience:

the requirements and

techniques for processes of writing and rewriting of information for
a wide audience not familiar with technical language, jargon, and
style -- as another type of information consolidation.
11.

Packaging, and Renackazinz of Information:

an overview of forms in

which information is presented to increase its acceptance by a wide
audience.
12.

Dissemination and Marketinz of Information:

the basic principles

of information dissemination and marketing aimed at increasing the
utilization of information.
13.

Requirements for Information Consolidation:

summary of tha sugges-

tions of previous sections; a checklist of aspects which need to be
considered in instituting and conducting any information consolidation
effort, particuarly stressing the human and economic requirements.
The references from which the ideas and concepts in this Handbook were
synthesized, are listed for each chapter separately.

Even though we have not

referred directly in the text to every single reference listed, we used all
of them and we fully and gratefully acknowledge the contribution of every One
of them to this work.

A great number of definitions are provided.
SU8SE1UENTLY DEFINED ARE CAPATALIZED.

I5

THE TERMS AND CONCEPTS
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2.

DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 OVERVIEW

All of the activities that deal with information throughout the world
are in a state of rapid and great change.

This involves:

influx of new

ideas from a number of disciplines; expansion of applications; deployment of
new systems, techniques and technology; expansion of new theoretical, experimental, and even philosophical grounds; and so forth.
Many fields of human scientific, technical, commercial, social, and
cultural endeavors have increasingly become concerned and involved with
information, particularly with efforts that deal with controlling the so
called "information explosion" and with dissemination of informmition to a
wider audience in countries at all stages of development.
It is not surprising then that the terminology and concepts dealing with
information work in general, and consolidation of information in particular,
are in a state of flux, if not outright chaos.

The same thing is often

denoted (labeled) by different names, and conversely, different things are
given the same name.
new concepts.

As yet there is no consensus for common names for many

On the other hand, a number of concepts talked about are often

given different connotatioas (sum of meanings, implications).

This can be

found not only among different works in time and place, but even within
the same work.

Obviously, this makes for great difficulties in communication

and thus even acts as a barrier to progress.

It is no consolation that a

similar situation exists in other (even older) fields where multidisciplinary
and problem oriented approaches are the order of the day.
For these reasons we have found an implicit need to devote a whole

- 10 -

chapter of this Handbook to definitions and to clarification of concepts
involved.

Besides, a clear terminology, consistently applied and mutually

understood in the same way by both senders and recipients is a fundamental
prerequisite for the effectiveness of any and all efforts in consolidation of
information.

2.2

INFORMATION:

THE BASIC PHENOMENON

Underlying consolidation of information are the phenomenon of information
and the process of communication.

But what is information?

a phenomenon as basic as energy and matter.

Information is

A11 living systems, from the lowest

to the highest, from a cell, to an organ, to an organism, to a group, to
an organization, to a society, to a supranational system, are distinguished
by processing matter-energy on one hand and information on the other hand (2-2).
Information is needed for patterning of matter-energy.

Being such basic phenomena, a number of working definitions of information
are possible.

Mdse are not necessarily contradictory at all, but supplementary-

they are derived from looking at information from different levels and angles.
In this sense we shall provide four working definitions of information
that are most applicable to the concept of information consolidation.

Each

is derived from a somewhat different point of view and having in mind a
different property (characteristic) or effect of information.
illuminates an important aspect to be considered.

But each

Here is the first working

definition:

1.

INFORMATION i.45 a Aetection iltom a Aet oi avaaabte

meduageA, a Aetection which Iteduces uncettamty.

Inionmation 4:4 Via dath utima uncettz4pay.

This definition, extracted from Shannon's information theory (2-3)
treats information as an invariant property of something else - a message,
a signal, or document.

In a very basic and universal sense information is

here considered as the degrees of freedom that exist in a given situation
to choose among signals, symbols, messages or patterns to be transmitted.
Such a probabilistic viewpoint allowed for development of a bit, a particular
(and restrictive) numerical measure of the amount of information.

2.

INFORMATION a4 the meaning that a human aloSignA

to data by mecum od the known eonvention4 u4e4 in
their' tepke4entatio,..

This definition is accepted by the American National Standards Institute
in connection with efforts to streamline data processing and computer terminology.
of data.

The stress here is on human interpretation and the representation
This definition illuminates very well the critical role which the

conventions for representation, mutually accepted rules, linguistic aspects,
etc. play in relation to information.

The definition involves or adds the

concept of meaning, where in a somewhat circuitous way we may define

MEANING

ia the Aignidicance od indountion to a 40tem which jotoce44e4 it.; it constitutes a change in that system's processes elicited by the information, often
resulting from associations made to it on previous experiences 'with it.

3.

INFORMATION 4.4 the 4txuctute oi any text which AA
capabte og changing the ifflage-4tAuctuhe oi a. imapient.
(TEXT 44 a cottection oi 4ign4 puhpo4etfutt4f 4txuctune4

by a benda with the intention od changing the image4tauctune cod a aecipient).
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This (somewhat cumbersome) definition, proposed for use in information
science (2- ), is even more closely aligned with .what is attempted by information consolidation.

In this view, the concern is with changes (additions,

deletions, confirmation, reorganization) of a person's state of knowing and
being ("image").

One's image is at least in part structured by what one

receives in the form of messages from others.

When a receptive individual

is exposed to and accepts a message from the external environment he has the
potential for an "in-formation", an inner forming, changing, or alteration.
Texts which may be purposefully structured to affect in a positive way the
image-structure or knowledge of recipients are of particular concern to information science end to information transfer as promoted by UNISIST in particular.

4.

INFORMATION 4.4 data oi value in deciaion making.

This misleadingly simple definition taken from decision theory (2-4) is
also closely aligned to what is attempted by consolidation of information.
Here information is linked to a value (be it esthetic, moral, ethical, economic, or societal values)and to hunan decisions of whatever kind.

The notion

of potential value of information in human affairs is basic to justification
of any and all information activities.
is a most important distinction:

However, implied in this eefinition

information kit itself has no inherent value.

It has value only when used in some decision process whether personal, institutional, national, or international in scope.

Information conserves other

resources through better or improved decisions.

Use of information, not

information itself is what makas it valuable for individuals and society.
It doesn't matter how much information is available at the fingertips of an

individual or a society - if it is not used, it is useless.

Thinking about

information in this way clearly has a great potential to affect the nature
of information activities.

Finally, let us provide one more useful definition:
knowledge (2-5).

that of public

The concept of knowledge is used closely with information,

at tines even interchangeably.

It is very hard, if not impossible, to specify

in any detail the relation or differences between information and knowledge.
In philosophy, knowledge is accepted as a psychological state which can be
neither fully defined mor measured. But for our purposes of working definitions,
a useful distinction is often made between private and public knowledge.
Private knowledge is analogous to the image-structure of an individual as
viewed in the third definition of information.

In turn,

PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE i4 a Aationat conten4a6 oi idea4 and
intiolunation.

Throughout the history of human affairs public knowledge has been changing
constantly.

The rate of change may have varied from subject to subject and

time to time but the change was and still is a constant.

Public knowledge

will inevitably continue to change and grow in size and complexity.

Thus

the need for continuous efforts to effectively and efficiently transmit these
changes.

From these definitions we can identify the basic aspects and definitions
of consolidated information.
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2.3

CONSOLIDATED INFORMATION

As can be seen a number of working definitions of information can be
provided.

So can a number of working definitions of consolidated information.

Three of them are given here.

But to stress again: these are not contra-

dictory, but complementary, explaining different aspects.
The aforementioned UNESCO Symposium on Information Analysis and Consolidation (1-1) was among others very much concerned with definitions and
distinctions particularly of the terms "analysis," and "information consolidation unit" in relation to their particular function.

It was observed that

"analysis" comprised a wide range of functions, such as abstracting, indexing,
translation, reviewing, consolidation, etc.

However, a number of analysis

centers do not always perform the consolidation function.

It was also pointed

out that information consolidation activities can be performed within
institutions or systems other than information analysis centers, even by
individuals or group of individuals.

It was therefore decided that the term

"information consolidation activities" should be used as follows:

INFORMATION CONSOLIDATION ACTIVITIES .1.5 u4ed to deine

the ne4pon4ibitity exena4ed by individuat4, depat2ment4
on onganization4 ion evaluating and compte44ing nelevant

document4 in widen to puvide delinite (WA gnoup4 with
netLabte and conci4e new bodie4 oi knowledge.

Individuat4 04 g40144 Oi indimiduatA patio/wing inionmatADn
con4otkdatLon activiti.e4 woutd each couti.tute an INFORMATION
CONSOLIDATION UNIT (ICU).

21
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It was emphasized that the most important consolidation function was evaluation, i.e. the retaining :of reliable information only. The outputs of infor-

mation consolidation activities are reliable and concise products carrying
usually an added value.

Within a group of peers and management consolidated

information may be provided without being restructured or repackaged, but
it is usually restructured or repackaged for entrepreneurs and other users.

The evaluative function is what distinguishes information consolidation from
processes such as indexing, summarizing, and abstracting.

Integrating these

concerns and definitions with those previously given for "information" we
may now provide a more comprehensive definition of consolidated information:

CONSOLIDATED INFORMATION 46 public knowtedge 4pecificatty

tetected, anatyzed, evatuated, and po44ibty xe4txuctu4ed
and Acpackaged OA the pukpo4e oti 4exving 4ome oi the

immediate decaionA, pubtem4, and iniomation need4 oti
a deiined ctientete ox Aociat gAoup, who otheAwi4e may

not be abte to eiiectivety and eiiicientty acce44 and we
thiA kmmtedge a4 auaitabte in the gAeat amount4 oi
documentA ox in it4 oAiginat tioAm.

The etLtekia iox

4etect2on, evatuat44n, AcAtxuctuAing, and Aepackaging

oi thiA knowtedge axe &timed ecom the potentiat ctientete.

In a little more concise and generalized way we may also take this view:

CONSOLIDATED INFORMATION 44 a tezt(4) OA me44age(4)
puApo4eiuJ2y AtAucluxed inom exiAting pubtic knotatedge

ArLarrairffrm.arromr.
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t.o aiiect the pkivate knowtedge and decikionA o indivi-

duat4 who otheui4e may nat be abte to egiectivety and

efficientty aect64 04 u4e AAA pubtic knoutedge Aom
the oniginat =IOWA 04 in the ortiginat 6tAuc2uAt and
iokm.

Consolidated information is then a particular form of representation of
information Where all the general aspects of information (as defined above)
are still fully valid but where specific constraints are imposed; namely:
* it is a set of messages which has a probability/potential of
reducing uncertainty, but with the particular constraint that
the message(s) must be selected, evaluated, and structured on the
basis of the needs of potential recipients;
* it has meaning assigned to data by conventions used in their
representation, conventions which are known by both senders and
recipients, and which are particularly selected from the point
of view of recipients;

* it is a structured text which has a potential for affecting the
knowledge of recipients, where the structure of the text is constructed primarily on the basis of the needs of the recipients;
* it has a potential of being of value in decision making, where the
problems and processes of decision makers are paramount in its

selection, ewluation, and structure.
Figure 2-1 presents the relation between public knowledge and users, having
in between primary and secondary information sources and consolidated information.
As can be seen not all primary or secondary sources may reach the users or be
appropriate for users.

The role of consolidated information is to be as

PROBLEMS

DECISIONS
USERS

...NOT ALL 4AY

CONSOLIDATED

REACH OR BE

INFORMATION

APPROPRIATE
FOR USERS.

SECONDARY
SOURCES

PRIMARY
SOURCES

PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE
OBSERVATIONS; IDEAS

u

94

..., '2

FIGURE 2-1:

RELATION BETWEEN PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE, CONSOLIDATED INFORMATION AND USERS
....

25
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appropriate for users as possible.

2.4

COMMUNICATION:

A PROCESS

TNE BASIC PROCESS

ids a 4equence oi5 events

with

40me 'watts.

Phenomena such as

energy, matter, or Information undergo many processes; sometimes it is even
difficult to distinguish between a phenomenon and an associated process.
are many

There

processes assoc4ated with information, one of them being communication.

Communication is a fundamental process of civilisation.

In its original

Latin meaning communication refers to sharing - particularly sharing of
knowledge among human beings.

This notion of sharing is still basic to the

modern understanding of the concept of communication, even though the use of
the term "communication" proliferated into many contexts, some quite
inappropriate to this original notion.

For instance, transmission of signals

or documents (which sometimes is referred to as "communication"), although
a prerequisite is not at all the same as communication of information.

COMMUNICATION i4 o ptocesa by which ingotmation 4:4 conveyed

among the membeA4 oi a

population

thtough a common 4y4tem

ot5 Aymbot.s.

Ln a more detailed sense:

COANIUNICATION LS a poem Avieby

inioomatAon 4.4

.tiutnaimed

thooggh a given channet (ox channets) Poo a 40uAce oh

4endet to o &Wootton at xeciptent.

26
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in bath dixectiono invotving ieedback tam the aec2pient4;

it may a24o have an abitity Loa Aeti-adjuament.
uauatty camied out in a number:. oi 4tage4.

be a noise 40Ukees

It .14

Them may atto

40UAtt Oi unwanted iniommation.

This definition, shown graphically in leisure 2-2 although an oversimplification,
represents the most widely accepted model of communication today, even though
it traces the origin of its basic form directly to Aristotle.

Together with

all
problems enunciated below, it defines the essential elements involved in

kinds of communication processes.

There are many problems encountered in communication.

Warren Weaver (2-3)

pointed to three levels of communication problems:
J..

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:

deatingtaith the accuracy with which 4ymboto

08 communication afte taanamitted (Joeke the 4ymbo14 ateeived a
2.

SEMANTIC PROBLEMS:

6 ent2

ducting with the paecision with which the

transmitted apbota paeaenve the meaning oi conveyed inioamation
bums the meaning undeutood in the 4ame way by both 4endet and aecipientl)
3.

'RELEVANCE OR EFFECTIVENESS PROBLEMS:

detain with e66ectivenes4 with

&thick the teceived inioamation aiiectA the maPient'4 conduct in
the destideaited wag; achieving a ae4utt deaiaed by eithea the 40LACt,

achieved Ma the
nation, oa both. MA Je detited eiiect ox puapo4e
inioamation indeed Inansitakedf

of
The technical problem deals with the fair:y straightforward process
signal transmission (including for instance, the way something is printed or
notions of meaning
layed-out) while the other two deal with Much more ambiguous
and relevance respectively.

However, the three levels of problems are not

SOURCE

DESTINATION
(RECIPIENT)

CHANNEL (S) I

(SENDER)

ft
INOISE SOURCE

I

M."

FIGURE 272:

ELEMENTS IN A COMMUNICATION PROCESS

I
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independent; while dealing with the semantic problems one has to be concerned
with technical problems, and while dealing with effectiveness problems one
has to be concerned with the other two.

Ali communication problems are com-

plex, but the complexity increases greatly as one proceeds to deal with
technical and then with semantic and then with effectiveness problems.
Furthermore, no communication is carried out in a vacuum.

The

environmental (social, cultural, political, economic, etc.) factors greatly
affect any and all aspects and problem levels of communication.

And often

the consequences or impact of conmunication is assessed not only in terms
of recipients (or even senders), but in terms of the environmental factors.
Different systems and types of communication processes are instituted
to deal with specific conmunication problems.

Information consolidation

is one of the attempts to deal with the effectiveness problem of communication
and thus with the other two levels of problems as well.

centration is from the recipients point of view.
great complexity and considerable cost.

However, the con-

AA such it is a process of

It is an art rather than a science.

And, it is a high art at that.

2.4.1 DIFFUSION

There are, of course, many specific types of communication processes,
instituted for specific purposes, audiences, times, circumstances.

.

. such

as mass communication, scientific and technical communication, interpersonal
communication, teaching, propaganda, advertising, etc.

Diffusion is a specific

type of communication of special interest in the context of consolidated
information.
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DIFFUSION iA a communication ptoce44 by which a new
idea 04 an innovation 412,Lead4 among the membem 06 IL

Aociat Aptem (ot among a de6ined Aociat gtoup).

In diffusion the absolute newness of an idea or innovation is not important,
but its relative newness to a social group is.

It doesn't matter if an idea

was known or innovation was used for a long time (or a period of time) elsewhere, what matters is that it is new to a given social system or a social
group of individuals.

In connection with this also of importance is to

consider (0 the time lags in diffusion and the rate of adoption and (ii)
the consequences which occur as a result of the adoption or rejection of an
idea or innovation.

(The concepts related to diffusion are further elaborated

in Chapter 4 on Users and User Studies).
To underscore:

diffusiOn has to be understood as a communication process

in which all components - particularly users and their situation (Jar social

Aystem) - deserve comparable and undislocated attention.

For instance, the

manner and rate with which technology is adopted cannot be studied and interpreted independently from the social and economic system where that technology
is induced.

One of the obvious principles of human communication is that the transfer
of ideas occurs most frequently between a source and a receiver who are alike,
similar, homophilous.

HOMOPNILY 4tom the &Leek, Me4Xille atike 04 equat) i4

the degtee to which paitA o

individuato who intvutc-t ate AintitaA. in cettain

atta2bute4, 4uth a4 tanguage, betiep, vatuea, education, Aociat Atatua, and
the tike,

NETEROPHILY iA the MillA0A oppote: the degtee to which pain4 oi

individuat4 who inteitaet atm diVvient in aetain atttibutes,

more effective

communication occurs when source and receiver are hamophilous.

However,

one of the most difficult problems in the communi-ntion of innovations
and new ideas is that the eource is usually quite heterophilous to the
receiver.

On the one hand, they simply do not talk the same language, but

on the other hand, the very nature of diffusion demands that at least some
degree of heterophily be present between source and receiver.

This heterophily gap in diffusion is much wider when source and receiver
do not have a common culture, as is the case upon transfer of technological
innovation from more to less developed countries as discussed in the next chapter.
Information consolidation is about diffusion, about bridging the heterophily gap.

It is an attempt to enhance communication of new ideas and innova-

tions by making the messages evaluative and more appropriate to users and
to make this communication more effective, easier, faster, and the consequences
more as desired.

The conounication model presented previously in Figure 2-2,can be

easily utilized to describe the specific elements involved in diffusion of information as shown in Figure 2-3 and as described in Chapter 4 and seen in Figure 4-3.

2,5

INFORMATION SYSTEMS:

THE GENERIC STRUCTURE

Information consolidation is carried out by a given type of information
system or by an information consolidation unit, which in itself is a system.
Hence it is of importance to examine information systems in general.

A SYSTEM i4 a set oi etememts in intetaction, and a MAN
MADE SYSTEM A.

an integeated assembty oi components that

OWN

410 10C
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inte&act to pekiohm pkedetemnined iunction4 (pAoce44e4)

OA given objective4 (punpv4e4).

Thus for any design, operation, evaluation, or optimization of a system, it
is essential to specify both:

(i) its objectives and (ii) the functions

(processes) that interact to make certain inputs and provide certain outputs in the achievement of these purposes.

A performance can be specified,

evaluated, and optimized only in terms of the inputs to and outputs from a
system as they are related to its objectives.

Without a clear statement and

understanding of its purposes, a system, if operating at all, operates at
random and in a vacuum.
Systems are instituted to carry out processes.

As mentioned, there are

a variety of types of communication and thus a variety of communication
systems (i.e. systems that carry out communication processes).

INFORMATION SYSTEMS aim a type oi communication 4y4teA4

which 4etect, omanize, Atone, and di44eminate pubtic
knowledge ioA the purcpo4e oi communication oi that know-

Ledge to u4eA4.

In other words, the

PURPOSE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 44 AecoveAy and complication

og Aetevant public knowtedge to cache, AVM
RELEVANCE L the muute olf the eiiectimene44 oi a contact
between a 4ounce and a datination in a comunication ptoce64.
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There are many types of information systems - e.g. libraries, information
retrieval systems, information analysis centers, question answering systems,
airline reservation systems, market information systems, technical writing
centers, and so forth.

Each of these has to deal with semantic problems of

information and to varying degrees may deal with the effectiveness problem
as well.

Information consolidation may be a part of any of these systems;

however, some information systems have consolidation of information as one
of their prime or even exclusive orientations.

For instance, many (but not

all) information analysiu centers are dealing with information consolidation
exclusively or as one of their products.

On the other hand, there are also

individuals or units performing information consolidation within some
larger system or organization which is not engaged in information processing,
such as a technical writing center in an industry.

As yet no widely accepted

name exists to cover systems or units with such activities; the closest to
a standardized term is the term already mentioned, i.e."information
consolidation unit"(ICU) proposed by UNESCO.

It should be realized that every

one of the ICU's, be it in an information analysiscenter or in a non-information
organization still has all of the information systems' properties enumerated
here.

Every information system, including those that deal with consolidation
of information (i.e. ICU's) has at minimum the following objectives:

To provide for information needs
* of a given group of users
* in relation to their given problems
* with information from given subject(s)
* contained in given information s'Airces

*under given economic arl other constraints and requirements.

Therefore, to specify objectives all information systems (particularly
those dealing with information consolidation) have to study and specify the
aspects underlined above in great detail.
Here are the minimum functions or processes of every.information system:
1.

Selection and acquisition of information sources

2.

Representation or restructuring of information

3.

Organization, storage, and/or making of information products

4.

Retrieval (question analysis, searching)

5.

Dissemination and provision of information services

Depending on their purpose, various information systems (including ICU's)

may stress more or less any of these functions and have additional functions,
but an absence of concern for any of these basic functions in a given information system makes for an incomplete and thus ineffective information system.

However, due to recent developments of information networks, performance of
some of the functions nay be shared among systems or even completely taken
over from other information systems, e.g. as is the case of computer searching
of data bases represented, constructed, and organized by some other system.

2.6 PRocEssEs IN INFORMATION CONSOLIDATION

Already implied in the definitions given so far are these basic processes
associated with consolidation of information:
1.

Study of potential users to derive criteria for all the other
processes

2.

Selection of information source(s) potentially containing the most
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useful information for given user problems and information needa;
the selection can be done from a variety of primary and secondary
sources
3.

Evaluation of information as to its intrinsic merit, validity,

and reliability
4.

Analysis totidentify and extract the most salient features

5.

Restructuring (if necessary) of the extracted information into
a content that can be used most effectively and efficiently by
users; this may involve synthesis, condensation, reWriting,
simplifying, review, state-of-the-art presentation, etc.

6.

Packaging and/or repackaging of restructv ad information in a
fora that will enhance the potential of its use.

(Restructuring

deals with contents or substance of information while packaging
deals with the form of its presentation.)
7.

Diffusion or dissemination of information in ways that will
encourage and promote its use; this may also involves education
of users in the use of information and marketing of information

8.

Feedback from users, evaluation of the efforts, and adjustments.

These processes will be dealt with at some length in other sections of
the Handbook.

Here are some working definitions:
SELECTION (oli inionmation 4ounce4) i4 a phOCe44 04 Ch004illa

the potentially most Attevant inionmati.on 40MAC24 p.m a
tange.x poat oi avaitabte 4ourceeA Lox &Whe n. puet46.in9
by an inionmation systtm and GIL tejecting the other,. 4ounce4,

on the ba444 oi pude.teAmined Ceathia, pn.i.nd.pleA, and
paticits.

Lt is a deasion whethex the inionmation 40U/tea
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axe oi atitity and meet the need& oi MAA.

FROM a diiiekent

point oi vie" Aetection may atso be viewed 44 an etimination oi 4.40AM42s0R 40UACth that aae t444 U4tita in OAdeA

to make

tho.se that

a/Le mom wseicut

manageable.

EVALUATION 4:4 a pROCe44 oi aAceataining and apptaiAing

the intainsic meait, waidity and aetiabitity

oiAe

inioa-

nation conveyed, COMF444:40A Oi inioamation OR the Aame

topic iaom

a

vaakety oi AouateA and 44 paisibte

a hada-

tion OA aeconeitiation j coniticting inioamation.
ANALYSIS (oi inioamation)

6 a 'mew oi detemining

and iAotaling the most Aatient inioamatien conveyed by
4A inioamation Aouace and Aepaaating thiA inioamation iR

itA conAtituent etementA on the baA46 oi pudeteamined
evatuation and othen caiteaia.
MERGING (oi inioamation)

a paccesA oi combining the mott

Aatient iA150AM4t2OA 44 anatyzed ti40m a numbea oi inioamation
4OLLACe4.

RESTRUCTURING (oi inioamation) is a genet& name iaa
p4OCI64C4 cleating with paeAenting the anatyzed inioamation

aA a new

whate

which diiiem iaom the oaiginat pteAentat2on(4)

OA amangement(A).

Among othens theAe paocesAeA include:

CONVENSUION - deitivation oi atshott Aummaty oi inioammtion

WM a Aouate ox extaaction oi key AtatementA (AentenceA,

magnaph4, iftigutbS, etc. )
SYNTHESIS - condenAation and diAlittation oi anatyzed

inionmation iaom one 04 moxe Aouaces

',V

and poosentation
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iniouwtion in a new amangewent ox Attuetufte with an
inteAptetative 04 evatuative paint oi view.

REVIEN - a AywtheAAA and etitieat examination od WADApective information on S topic accounted dot in i.t4 b404dek
immeworde.

STATE-OF-THE-ART - a teuiew concentating on the moat up
to date information on a topic.
SIMPLIFYING (RENRITING) - expteming impaction uhieh

0/142i10214 in a teehnied Language not undetstood by an
audience, in the tomguage of Ike Audience.
PACKAGING od indormation 14

indormation in a given

a

*Weal pLeaentation od

£011111.

REPACKAGING od indormation tA a teamangestent od phoicat
io/uno in uhieh indormation

oteoented oa phoicat ptesenta-

tion in a given itYAM od teottuctuted indouctior. taitoted
to the tequitemento od a opeeidic etientete.
Figure 2-4 sunearizt4i the processes and elements involved.

Information

consolidation is quite evidently a complex proposition with many aspects to
consider and many processes and elements to be linked.

As in many other

complex situations, information consolidation will be as strong as its weakest
link.

For information consolidation to be effective as a whole, all of the

processes numerated have to be strong.

USER STUDY

CRITEI1A

RESTRUCTURIM

LLI

PACKAGING
REPACKAING

FIGURE 2-4:

PROCESSES IN INFORMATION CONSOLIDATION

42
41
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3, FRATOK WITHIN SOCIAL No Eaten DBELORENT

3,1

CNERVIEW

What is development?
ings depending on context.

The term has, of course, a variety of meanThe meaning of concern here is the one that

describes the highly complex process by which a society is transformed,
changed, to exhibit traits of wore self-sufficiency and less dependence,
and a greater degree of (or an accelerated) social change.

SOCIAL CHANGE i4 tke pkocem by which attenationA
OCCIA iR the ottuctuke and lunation 011 a 40cAO2 opts!.

VEVELOPMENT 44 a pAApooe/ut oftiat chow towaAd
kind oi.sociat and economic oaten that a 4ociety
decided it wanted.

In other words, development is change; it is a planned, directed social
change.

It is an introduction of new ideas and configurations in a social

system in order to produce higher levels of living and higher per.capita
income coupled with equitable distribution, to be achieved through improved
and more just social organization and behavior, and more modern production
methods.

Many changes can and do occur at an individual level, e.g. a

person adopts or rejects an innovation or new ides.

However, development

(as defined today by governments and international organizations) is a change
that occurs at a level of society; development is modernization at a level
of a social system as a wbole.
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Many factors are involved in and do affect social change, for better
or worse.

Communication is one of them.

for social change.

In fact, communication is essential

In this way consolidated information is related to

development.

eal

But is consolidation of information a slogan in search of a substance or
does it have substance as a solution to serious contemporary information
problems particularly in relation to development?

In order to answer this

question beyond some simple positive or negative statement we need to analyze
the contemporary information problems as they affect the developing world.
The problems are myriad, complex, and interdependent.
ization of these problems is a problem.

Thus even a categor-

However, it is important to attempt

such a categolisation in order to provide a general framework for viewing
of efforts dealing with information consolidation and furthermore in order
to place information consolidation within the spectrum of other information
activities.

If we accept that the basic aim of any and all information activities
is for information to be utilized, then we have to consider that the minimum
conditions for effective transfer and use of information for socioeconomic
development include:
1.

a propensity on the part of the decision makers and problem solvers
to use information, which is based among other things, on recognition of the value of and

2.

Amed for information.

A level of infrastructure (indigenous information systems and
services) that makes the right information first available and then
accessible for use.
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3.

A type of political and social conditions which are favorable for
encouraging the use of information and development of an information
infrastructure.

In contrast to industrial countries, developing countries meet these
conditions only partially and to highly variable degrees.

Thus the problems

are categorized here, add the framework is organized along these aspects:
1.

Recognition of the value and role of information in the process
of socio-economic development.

2.

Availability of information, particularly the definition of the
kinds of information needed for development.

3.

Accessibility of information, particularly the intellectual organization/representation of information.

4.

Utilisation of information and the requirements for increase in
utilization.

This framework is a synthesis from a number of analyses of contemporary
information problems in both the developed and developing world as listed
in references for this chapter.

However, no discussion was found of an

overall framework for consolidated information.

Thus this is a first attempt

at such a framework.

3,2

RECOGNITION

What resources are needed for development?

The recognition of the array

of elements or resources which are important in development keeps changing

and broadening; it is still an evolutionary process.

About three decades ago

when development became a primary concern of international cooperation and
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a national priority of a great many countries, the heavy emphasis was
on economic aspects and resources.

About two decades ago it was recog-

nized that money alone, although necessary, is not quite sufficient and
the emphasis broade-ed to include a great concern with physical and technical elements.

About a decade ago concerns with human resources came

into focus (without, of course, discarding the concerns with other elements).
Development is now seen as an organic process involving a nusiber of interacting elements.

Clearly, a recognition of the importance or value of a

given element in development is a prerequisite for the moral, political,
and material support afforded to that element.

The degree and sincerity

of recognition is reflected in the priority for and degree of support.
The importance of recognition of an element in development was recently
reflected In the Nobel Prize in economics awarded in 1980 to Theodore
Schultz.

He assessed the role of agriculture, education, and human factors

in development and argued that failure to stress these in development is
charting a course toward deep disappointment.

The clear analysis that he

presented on the relation between these factors and development was deemed
worth a Nobel Prize.

The latest element that has entered this process of recognition is
information, particularly scientific, technical, commercial, and related
information.

It is slowly being recognized that the organic process of

development involves -- in addition to the economic, technical, physical
and human factors, -- information as well.

Unfortunately, such recognition

of information in developing countries is not very widespread.

In fact,

the low level or even lack of recognition of the potential role and value
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of information, particularly among problem solvers and officials of
higher rank in developing countries, is probably the onn factor presenting
the greatest internal and external obstacles to the beneficial use of
information in developnent.

This problem

is still critical, despite many

fforts to alleviate it by the UN family of agencies and by other international
and national organisations.

Why is this so?

What conditions exist in developing countries that work

against such wide recognition?
*

Here are the most often listed reasons:

In many countries the propensity to use of knowledge is not widespread and the motivation to use information for improvement is
low.

*

The problem solvers tend to rely on their experience for decisions
rather than to seek out information -- thus they do not have a real
feeling for the value of information.

*

The problem solvers are not adept at mapping raw information into
specific problene (e.g. synthesizing, interpreting, and adapting
information from various sources).

*

In many developing countries, the education systems, particularly
universities, are not supportive of information seeking behavior.

*

And then, the right information in the right amount, language,
and fora may not be available at the right tine even when there
is willingness and desire to use information; the information
available nay itself often be inappropriate to the problems at
hand or not be understandable, or there may be too much of it -leading to a disregard for the value of information in general.
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The status and Salaries of information specialists and librarians
are low in comparison to other professions; thus their-services are
treated accordingly.

This creates a Adcious circlet

because of low

status and salaries tn the profession qualified manpower is hard to
attract.

These problems are and have to be attacked in many ways, from general
and continuing education to specielised information services. :Information
consolidation is one of the ways.

Information consolidation can play a

significant role in the battle for wider recognition of the value of information for development, because it is an attempt OD provide appropriate
information.

When a person receives information that is appropriate to

the task at hand and structured and packaged to coincide with his or her
level, language, and available time, then that person does becoae more
sensitive to the value of and need for information.

In this sense, informa-

tion consolidation is also a striving to raise the consciousness and
recognition of the important relation between information and development.

3,3

AVAILABILITY

In order to be eventually utilised, information has to be first available and second accessible.

In respect to information systems, the concept

of availability involves three distinct aspects:
1.

Definition of information desired or needed for the predetermined
tasks is order to enable selection fnma the existing public
knowledge (or literature) or if nonexisting, to enable its
generation or restructuring.

Definition involves specifying

characteristics of information such as:
language, etc.

subject, type, level,
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2.

Selection of information (or literature) from all that is in
existence; decision on which particular items are to be included
(or excluded) in a given information system based on (i)

defi-

nition of desired or needed information and (ii) resources at
hand.
3.

Acquisition of the selected information (or literature) -- physical
procurement of documents or other items recording information.

We shall concentrate here on the fundamental problems of. defining infor-

mation, while the other two aspects will be dealt with in the following
Chapters.

What information is needed for developnent?

This is a key question

because the answer will determine the content of information files and
resultant services of information systems.

It is also a east difficult ques-

tion to answer, thus, this is a major problem.

The notion of consolidated

information comes straight out of the attenpts to reexamine the answers to
this question within the last 4-5 years.

One aspect that played an inportant

role is that nuch information published in developed countries is not directly
related to developing 1;ountries.

The rationale for answers is affected by many factors:

goals and

aspirations of development; recognition of the value and need for information in relation to given developmental endeavors; utilization of information
(or lack thereof) in these endeavors; user needs; currency of national/

international thinking on these matters; and the like.

Rationale keeps

changing and evolving (as does development itself) -- thus answers keep
changing.
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Here are some breakdowns of information for developmental needs
as currently articulated:
1.

In terms of information types, a distinction is made between need for:
Scientific and technical information; enabling learning, research,

*

technical decisions, and actions.
*

Policy and management information;enabling decision on choices of
alternate strategies and an increase in capabilities to manage,
conduct business, negotiate, conpare, evaluate, etc.; this may
involveproprietary inftirmatian_as well.

*

Operational and industrial information; enabling production,
maintenance, and services; this basically involves experiential
information.

2.

In terms of information use and transfer, a similar distinction as
above is nade between need for:
*

Know-why information; more scientifically oriented, generally
readily found in the literature, and easy to transfer.

*

Know-how information; more technically oriented not so readily

found in the literature, and harder to transfer.
*

Show-how information; more operationally oriented (training, maintenance,

etc.,) rarely found in the literature and hardest to

transfer because it involves not only information transfer per se,

but technical and general education as well.
*

Know-vho information; more personally oriented, reference to sources
of information (people, organisations, directories, ta6les, "invis-

ible colleges", etc.) for asking of specific questions; hard to
find, easy to transfer.
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3.

As to information needed at different stages of development a
distinction is made between need for:
*

information for preindustrial or beginning industrialisation
stage, oriented more toward:
(i)

(ii)

baaic decisions on choices and strategies;

diffusion of general knowledge onfacters affecting each
other ihdevelopmental efforts (e.g. sanitation and health);
and

(iii)

creation and diffusion of technical and experiential

know

ledge (know-how and show-how) needed to sustain developmental
efforts.
*

information for relatively advanced industrialisation etage,
oriented more toward:
(i)

conplex decisions, cooperation with other developing countries,
negotiation, etc.

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

extension of the technical know-how
increase of employment and productivity, and
diversification, creation of new (and particularly small)
industries and new products and markets.

Furthermore a much debated issue is the need for appropriate technology
and with it (and inseparable fro* it) for appropriate information.

The issue

grew out of many failures and problems caused by attempts to transfer
technologies Which simply were not suited for situations in developing countries, although Muccessful elsewhere.

The question of-the appropriateness

of a given technology for local development is a complex issue.

Often it

is narrowly defined as a small-scale, labor intensive, low-cost technology
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which makes maximum use of local skills and resources.
however, broader than the above definition implies.

The concept is,

It also represents

problems and is not just a aet of
a way of thinking about deve-3pmental
specific technologies.

It requires that decision makers and problem

and "good-initself"
solvers do not think of technology only as positive
life.
but assess its values in relation to other aspects of

It requires that

the technological problem can be considered not solely as an economic and techholistic perspecnical problem, but rather be seen from a larger, more
of human beings.
tive taking into account the multi-leveled needs

Implicit

select, modify, and create
in this concept is the idea of responsiblity to
of life with minimal
technical solutions that will improve the quality
negative impact.

techAlso implicit is the realization that appropriate

unmanageable, unusable,
nology without appropriate information easily becomes

uneconomic and thus becomes inappropriate.
significant shift
As a result of these categorizations and debates a
on needed inforis occurring in developing countries as to the perceptions
mation.

The emphasis is not any more on the traditional international

technology (know-vhy inforcommunication in science and science-related
directly appromation), but on the acquisition and diffusion of knowledge
local, economic and social
priate to planning and advancing of national and
development

on inforA major characteristic of this shift is emphasis

and management informamation that falls into the categories of policy
information, of experiential and
tion, of operational and industrial
information proprietary knowledge, of knov-how, show-how, and know-vho
on appropriate information for short.

Consolidated information is an
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expression of this shift in thinking.

It is an attempt to derive and

make available appropriate information, and it should be
considered
within such a framework.

3,4 kassImurt
In order to be used, information must be not only available
some
place or other, it must be directly intellectually and
physically accessible to users as well.

To make the available information also accessible,

inforaation systems:
1.

intellectually process such information:

analyze, index, classify,

organize, re-structure, re-process, synthesize, etc.
2.

file, format, or package the information:

house, publish, store

in catalogs, computers, etc.
3.

disseminate the information to users:

circulate, provide selective

dissemination of information (SDI) services, answer questions,
etc.

We shall concentrate here on the fundamental problem of
intellectual processing of information while treating the other two
on a more operational basis
in succeeding chapters.

Information sources are generally defined as primary and secondary
sources.

Primary sources are those where information first appeLzs (journal

articles, reporta, books, etc.).

Primary sources are affected by a high

rate of growth, the so called "information explosion".

Secondary infor-

mation sources and services are those that have as their basic function the
control of primary sources, particularly through various
representations.

Because of the information explosion, there is also an "explosion" of
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secondary informstion services in many subjects (e.g. current awareness
services, online networks, clearinghouses, referral centers). Information
technology is ever more used for thcaz zervicea; the international networks based on such technologies are reaching many developing countries
(witness for instance INIS, AGRIS, NEDLINE, and others).

Today, no information system in the world exists as an island by
itself, completely processing all information for aceass by its users, but
each system depends to a variety of degrees on the available secondary
information sources and on some network connection or other. However, the
utiliuy of the traditional information sources --

of both

the primary and

secondary literature of science and technology -- is considered low for
appropriate information (as to the categories defined above) for developing
countries.

The degree of utility of existing primary and secondary liter-

ature is seen as directly corresponding to the degree of industrialisation.
The higher the degree of industrialisation, the higher the utility of
traditional sources.

But the problem is that, unfortunately, the needed

appropriate information is for the most part not readily availableos is the
traditional secondary literature; and few information systems ure devoted
to appropriate information por se (in comparison to the total number of
existing information systems, including libraries).

Thus, the problem

solvers in the developing countries are in need of additional post-processing of primary and secondary information, to make it conform to the problem
difficuls:.

Information consolidation should be viewed as an intellectual

post-processing of the available primary and secondary information to make
it accessible VI users, who otherwise would not access this information.

Intellectual processing and representation of information traditionally
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has attracted considerable theoretical, experimental, and practical attlntion world-'de, in both developed and developing countries.

This refers

to schemes, wc_Aards, methods, procedures, and formats for indexing,
abstraccing,classification, coding, cataloging, bibliographic control, and
similar forms of intellectual representation (Which me refer to as traditional forms of intellectual organization).

However, consolidation of

information, wnich is also a fora of intellecutal re-procesring of information, has not received much ettention; thus it alay be considered
as non-traditional.

As mentioned, there are few systems (audit as some infor-

mation analysis centers) that are actually devot'd to any form of consolidation of information.

Therefore, these procedures are by no neams as

well known,standardized, tested, practiced, or agreed upon as are those
for the more traditional forms of intellectual organization mentioned above.
Thus, this Handbook -- to provide some guidance for these non-traditional
processes.

What is the relation between traditional and non-trtditional forms of
intellectual organization?

Systems dealing with consolidation of information

are heavily dependent on systems which process information by traditional
means.

Indexes and Sstracts are needed for selection of inputs, libraries

for ac lss to origiard literature When needed, and so forth.

In other words,

consolidation of information is not in competition with traditional forms
of intellectual organization.

To the contrary, it can only be achieved

in cooperation with traditional forme.

It is hard even co imagine any con-

solidation effort that At some stage or another will not draw up-n these
traditional s'urtais and services.

It is not au either/or proposition.

The
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proposition is:

Now to best use traditional forms of intellectual orga-

nigation for a non-traditional consolidation?

3,5

UTILIZATION

The utilization of information in developing countries, even information which is readily available and accessible, is generally low.

The

Fourth UNISIST Meeting on the Planning and Implementation of National Information Activities in Science and Technology (Reston, Virginia, USA, May
1980) had as its main these "Information for Problem Solving in Socio -Eco nomic Development."

The meeting concluded that the distinction between

"information rich" and "information poor" countries

s not necesaarily a

question of degree of possession so much as a question of degree of utilization of the information available.

The meeting also concluded that avail-

ability and accessibility of inforaation, disregarding local needs and
differences, does not guarantee equitable distribution of benefits which could
be obtained froa its effective use. (3-25).
One of the most important themes on the evolving information scene is
the need to take account

¶ demand conditions in contrast to the heavy

emphasis that has been placed on supply aspects.

Even if information sys-

tems and services could give equal access to information, they would not
have removed the differences in capacities to absorb and use information.
Indigenous development requires more than the creation of stocks of

information; it rsquiresthe use of information by people.

No fixed orga-

nizational pattern or fixed solution can be prescribed to meet this requirement in light of the variety of lieeds and socio-economic conditions.
need is to bring about a number of solutions such as:

The
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*

More active involvement of information systems with user demand;
studying the users more closely; evalvating services/products in
terms Of their use.

*

Tailoring the variety of information services/products to the
variety of user levels and demands.

*

Enlarging the role of information specialists from information

custodians to infolmation intermediarx_s who provide guidance to
users in formulation of demands and questions, searching, relevance

judgements, anaysis, and/or applications.
*

Enlarging the spectrum of information covered to include sources
and services relevant to little servmd groups (e.g. policy makers)
and unserved groups (e.g. semi-literates, illiterates).

* Organizing information resources in ways that are moreappropriate
for socio-economic developments and presunting then in predigested,
problem-oriented forms.

* Organizing mechanisms for more effective information delivery to
problem solvers, mkploying information technologies and networks
appropriate to their circumstances.

Thus in this framework, information consolidation has to be considered
as just one in the spectrum of activities relevant to bringing about an
increase in information use for development.

It is not an information activity

which stands alone, which could or should be planned by itself, or which
is a universal panacea or solution.

Specific types of information consol-

idation can be useful only as they are tied to specific user demands and
other specific information services.

But, as mentioned before, the prime

impetus for information consolidation is the need to increase the utilize-
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tion of information.

lhis brings us finally to consider the value of

consolidated information.

3,6 VALUE OF CONSOLIDATED INFORMATION

How can information consolidation be justified?

Specifically through

its value in given areas of problem solving and decision making and more
generally through its value in the whole process of social and economic
development.

As mentioned, communication is essential to social change,

and the value of consolidated information is that it can greatly affect
social change in a positive manner.
But what values should be considered?
alone, as is the present fashion?

The value in terms of economics

Clearly, economic values should be

considered and the value of information mirrored against costs.

Consolidated

information does have cost benefits, and these should be shown and played
up.

However, the concerns in development, in technology

transfer, and

similar activities often are and should be with values that cannot be
measured in currencies and satisfied by monies alone.

Value was conceived

by Aristotle as composed of relatively equal portions of aesthetics,
ethics, sox 14

politics, sociality, spirituality, and economics.

Value,

total human value, is a composite of many factors; and while considering
the value of consolidated information, these msny factors (in addition to
econovics) should be taken into account.

Many failures of developmental

efforts, uch as in many attempts at technology transfer can be attributed
to failure to match that technology with a given social setting, its
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information sophistication, and the total human values of that society.
The process of development, as defined today throughout the world,
involves and requires an increase in sophistication in technical,scientific,
and related information -- for understanding of specificity of concepts
and relationships between concepts.

The more developed a society is,

the more specific are its concepts and the greater the understanding of
interrelations.

For example, the most advanced conceptualization or

understanding of a tractor for a farmer in an underdeveloped area might
be its function as a tool for plowing the groumd, while his counterpart
in a more developed setting might also be an accomplished tractor mechanic
with an understanding of all the concepts involved in the engine, transmission,drive train, electrical system, accessories, etc., as well as
awareness of the operational interrelatedness and interaction of all these
subsystems.

The lack of understanding on the part of the first farmer

severely, and sometimes critically, limits his ability to utilize the
technology.

What is probably worse is that this lack of supporting tech-

nical information not only impacts on the economic value of the machine,
(that is, directly inhibits the use of the machine) but also impacts on
other social values as well.

The results may prove to be disruptive to

a society; they may produce anxiety and in the end worsening the human
condition rather than development.

Many similar examples can be drawn from all levels of decisiou making
and problem solving.

They all point to the fact that the value of scientific,

technical, commercial, and related information lies in its use and acceptance,
which in turn rely

on its appropriateness.

aims at being appropriate.

And consolidated information

The aspects which influence value of information
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are deeply imbedded in the social and cultural structure and greatly
exceed the economic interpretations, as important as economic factors
are.

The value of consolidated information is certainly economic, but

the value say be even greater because it is related to other values
The argument for consolidated information should in part

in a society.

rest on dollars, rupies, pesos, cruzeiros, shillings, and so forth; but

even more so it should rest on values that represent other qualities of
human life.

The value of consolidated information is that it may contribute

to information sophistication of a population, which in turn contributes to
quality of life.

For instance, consider the value of consolidated informa-

tion that helps to improve sanitation, which in turn decreases disease,
pain, and suffering.

The value of consolidated information can also be argued in relation
to its role in decision making and problem solving,

Making decisions and

resolving problems (including those encountered in everyday work) require
information; moreover:
*

As complexity of decisiona or problems increases, the need for
information intensifies;

*

As the amount of available information proliferates, it becomes
harder to get and use relevant information;

*

As complexity, interdisciplinary, and technical sophistication of
available information increases, less can be used by decision
makers and problem solvers as presented in its original form.

Al] this points to the aed for consolidated information.

But the value

of consolidated information changes with the type and amount of information.
To illustrate:

a pile of documents on a given topic on a decision maker's

desk, or in a worker's hand, has little value for the decisions they have to
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make on that topic or problems they have to solve,
even though the documents may have all the information that is needed.
bit more value.
value.

Summaries gay have a

Mergers from a number of documents may have still
more

Evaluated information further increases the value while studies

addressing the topic (reviews, state-of-the-art, market studies,
statistical summaries and correlations, etc.) increase this value
considerably.

The highest value of information is in a set of alternative
choices summarized from all the other sources memtioned and recammendations
for decisions
or resolution of the problems.

These relations are expressed in ,Figure 3-1.

In other words,
*

as the amount of information presented to a decision maker is

more and more consolidated, its value increases;
*

as the information is expressed more and more in the everyday language

and the social/cultural framework of the user, its value
increases
for that user;
*

as the information is more and more packaged in a way that will make
its use easier, its value increases.

In summary, if communication is cansidered essential for social
change,
then consolidated information is also essential in the framework of
the
present status and goals of development.
theme of the Handbeok.
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This, by the way, is the central
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FIGURE 3-1:

VALUE OF INFORMATION IN DECISION MAKING
AND PROBLEM SOLVING
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4.

USERS PE USER STWIES

4.1 NERvirem THE NEED FOR USER STLOIES

Umers are the beginning and the end of all information systems.
is taken for granted.

This

However, what is not taken for granted in practice

Is _hat users have to be systematically studied and that the results
have
to be the base for design and provision of information services.
Kennedy once said:

President

"The accumulation of knawledge is of little avail if

it is not brought within the reach of those who can use it."

Unfortunately,

knowledge or information often is not brought within the reach of
users
because the systems that are supposed to do that neglected to look
at the
users first and consequently failed to make themselves compatible with the
users and their information needs.

Alvin Toffler said in The Third Wave

that "many people feel cut off because the very packages in which information
arrives are unfamiliar."

(4-21).

As a rule, information systems and services succeed if they intuitively
or deliberately adjust to users and their needs ... if they hit upon a need,
be it conscious or not, well expressed

or barely articulated, burning or latent

and if they then provide competent services that will satisfy
and even increase
such need.

Also as a rule, information systems and services fail when
users

and their information needs are not taken into account.

Poorly designed

systems and services may lead not only to lack of use but also to
uncooperativeness and outright hostility on the part of the intended
users.

Systems

and services can be adjusted even to users who have no
or negative feeling
taward information.

But first, the users need to be studied.
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A major problem on an international scale is that user studies have
been well recognized and touted as needed, but this has ended more in lip
service than iu useful studies.
1.

Inborne expertise:

There are four reasons for this:

by virtue of working with information, sany people

in or around information services consider thenselves knowledgeable and
expert about users and their needs.

Thus, "user studies are really

waste of time to confirm that which we already know." Needless to say,
this may not be correct.
2.

Methodology:
sition.

studying users is a very difficult methodological propo-

Theories in support of given methodologies do not exist (e.g.

even for help in selection of factors for study) and the suggested models
for viewing users and methods for studying them are not completely
satisfactory; consequently, every methodology has serious shortcomings.

Thus even a resolve to study users is often defeated by (a) objective
deficiencies of present theories, models, and methodologies concerning
user

and (b) subjective lack of existing methodological knowledge and

o' necessary skills on the part of information system designers and
operators.
3.

Experience:

the experiences with user studies that have been conducted

are not that good.

Many of them were trivial or useless.

Many of them

have been criticized for serious shortcomings, lacking methodological

know-how and rigorous application of relevant methods from such areas as
behavior research.

Considerable dissatisfaction has been voiced about

how studies of information users have been carried out in the past,

because most have been merely descriptive about some variations between
users, rather than providing insight about how inforsation is being
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diffused and used, what demands have been put to information systems
and services, what satisfaction has resulted to users, or what was the
impact of use of information systems on the users' work.
studies lost some of their credibility:

Thus, user

"There is no use studying

users, because so many previous studies were so bad." This attitude
is a cop-out.
4.

Translation:

results of user studies cannot be automatically translated

into appropriate information services.

Rather considerable extrapola-

tion, creativity, and trial-error testing are necessary.

User studies

are merely an aid in decisions about information sorvice4; they are
not a substitute for decisions.

Hence, expectations should be so geared.

The real and challenging work for designers and operators of information systems only begins with results of user studies.

Even the best

user study is no guarantee that a successful information service will
follow:

"What good is a user study if it doesn't tell no straight

away how to design and operate an information service?" This represented
a fundamental misunderstanding about what any study can do.
In other words, a user study is a difficult and possibly a dubious
proposition.

However, there is a much, much higher probability (if not

a certainty) that decisions and services based on good user studies will
be better than those based on intuition, hearsay, or committee deliberations.

Thus, the need for user studies.

Know thy user is the first

commandment of information services.

4.2 PUNNING A Snof

How does one go about doing a user study?

First, there should be a

It is important to plan a study carefully from the beginning to

plan.

the very end and to lay out a detailed plan of each step ahead of any
surveying, observing, and data collection.

Plunging ahead without cow-

siderable planning is a sure prescription for a disaster, i.e. a useless
or even misleading study.

The plan should consist of at least these steps:

1.

SuAveyimg the pketLiows AtudieA and titekatuke
irt genital and Ltd/ming about aft aApettA od

Atudiea.

PLANNING

2.

Vetemmining the objectiveA od the Atudy.

3.

Vetemining the vamiable4 to be 4tudied and
the modet to be dottorged.

FOR

A USERS

4.

Setecting the Aampte od the poputation to be
Atudied.

STUVV:
5.

Determining the method

ion

cotteetion od data

od obAmation.
6.

Detemining the method 2ianal44i4 od data 04
obAekvatimnA.

7.

Vetelunining the nuy4 oi pmAentation amd utilization
od nesultA, inctudims diAAemimation.

The steps in the plan, except for the last one, are considered in the following sections of this chapter.

The last step, being so important, is considered

with examples in the next chapter.
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4.3

SURVEYING THE PREVIOUS STUDIES

The mistakes in user studies start with inadequate knowledge of
previous works about users and about the critiques of such works.

TLe

gathering and digesting of such knowledge may well start from the reviews
of user studies that appeared in almost every volume of the Annual Review
of Information Science and Technology, starting with volume 1 in 1966.
Periodic reviews of user studies also appeared in well known international
journals such as the Journal of Documentation, ASLIB Proceedings, and others.
(See list of some more prominent reviews in the references.) Every

major abstracting and indexing source in information science and librarianship has a section on user studies:

these sources include:

Library and

Information Science Abstracts (LISA), Library Literature, Information

Science Abstracts (119, Referativnyj Zhurnal:

Informatika (English and

Russian editions), etc.

4.4 STATENENT OF OBJECTIVES

A study without clearly stated and adhered to objectives is like a
fishing expedition in unchartered waters.

Everything else that follows

in a study - selection of variables to be studied, determination of methods,
etc., is based on the objectives.

Clear and specific statement of objectives

is then a prerequisite (but not a guarantee) for successful selection and
execution of all other aspects of the study, as enunerated under "Planning".

OBJECTIVES axe tattle atatementA which exptidtty due/Ube the kea6on4
dox a Atudy, the pao6tem(4) to be addteaaed, expected achievementa, and
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LinitationA impo4ed croon the Atudy.

Objectives may also be described in

terms of their properties.
*

Objectives follow from a proble, thus they require an analysis
of the problem beforehand.

*

They represent certain values, and as such they are based on
given social, ethical, legal, and other sets of values.

*

It follows that they may be sub ective, not only in terms of
the values used, but also, and probably even more so in the interpretation of these values.

Thus, the objectives as stated may

portray idealisations and not the "real" aims.
*

Objectives may appear in hierarchies; there may be more than one
objective to a study and consequently some objectives may take
precedence over the others.

Also the objectives may proceed frau

general to specific in a hierarchial way.
*

Given objectives may be achieved in a number of different ways, i.e.
there may be a number of solutions to the stated problem.

*

Objectives are stated to achieve some expected results, however,
quite often unexpected results may follow, thus given objectives
cannot be tied to expected achievements only.

Objectives may be stated in a number of different ways:
statements, as questions, as hypotheses, as a narrative, etc.

as enumerated
Tbe following

steps are involved in stating a set of objectives:

.1.

Anat.0.4 oi the etobtem to be add4e&sed and

STATING

exAMetion oi the a4peet that emn be and ahoutd

OBJECTIVES:

be Atudied.
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DetcAminatiou oi the vatues on which the study

2.

ia based.
3.

DeteAmination od desited achievements.

4.

DeteAmination od the Limits od the study and any
otheA constAaints and Aequixements.

5.

Deduction od a unidying statement summaxizing att
od xhese iota aspects.

6.

Ranking o

itc.tveo 44 tO pftioAity, 44 a numbe&

od them aAe invotved wt. the detefunination od

kvi-

WLCJW4Z aAAangement - 4 they aAe to moceed ADM
gexeaat to specidic
7.

Testing od the statement od objective& as to its
togicat soundness, etaxity, xecLasr,
Aeasonabteness, etc., and Aedoing it:44 necessaty.

5 MbDELS Am VARIABLES:

INFORMATION TRANSFER

A MODE! AA a Aemesentation OA analogy od a Aeat 04 abstuct object
04 MOCA44 ahowimg its essentiat etements, patteena, and/oA Aetationa.
A ItIdel is used to study, manipulate, reproduce, or demonstrate the selected

elements of the object or process while ignoring the others.

A model is a

simplification of a complex whole, an extraction of the essentials.

This

very simplification allows for a study which otherwise may be impractical,
impossible, or confusing.

What essentials will be extracted for a model,

depend, of course, on that which is desired to be studied or observed.

For

instance, if it is lesired to study human nutrition in a population a different
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information diffumodel will be selected than if it is desired to study

human
sion in a population, even though both models will be based on
processes.

A model useful for user studies related to information systems and

which are
services should show the essential elements (factors, variables)
involved in and produce effects on human information processing.

Aneover

consolidation should be
a aodel useful for a system dealing with information
diffusion or
quite specific, showing the essential elements involved in
transfer of information.

Unfortunately, such models are not readily avail-

models invented.
able; thus, either adaptations have to be made or entirely new

research on diffusion
We will suggest here a model derived and extended from
suggestionsare derived
of innovations and transfer of tochnology.Many of the
from the work by Rogers(4-13)

and Rogers and Shoemaker(4-12),

other:- listed in the references.

as well as

We believe that particularly alon-.s developed

factors involved in
by Rogers are useful for formulating the variables or
have many analogies.
and effecting consolidation of information, because they
dependent
Furthermore, diffusion of innovation and technology transfer is very
on consolidated information.
As mentioned, VIFFUSION OR TRANSFER OF INFORMATION

a lanoce44 by

which an innovation OA new idea otead4 among the membeu oi a 4oc2a2 4y4tem
-- it 46 a type o compication pkoet64.

dioiusion pnoces4 .14 the

genetation
otead oi a new idea inom 424 4ounce oi invention, emotion, on
xecipient4.
to 424 uttimete u4em ox adopteA4, i.e. to the deatination4 ox
the diffusion of
There are five essential elements in any analysis of

communicated through certain
an idea: (i) the innovation or idea (ii) which is
(v) over
channels (iii) from one individual to another (iv) in a social system
time.

in
This suggests the va-Aables or factors that need to be examined
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a user study:

1.

3tage4 OA pha4e4 in the digimion moce44: they
may diiiex OVeA time, and

db a watt chan9e4 in

ingormation needs may be expected.
2.

Individuat chaaactm2atic4: i.e. the gactom oa
vaitiabte4 in the xeceivea4 og ingoamation that

eilect (i) the paception og the 44Amlion and need
got ingoamation and (ii) the type4 og actio114

WA-a-WA illionMatiOn.
3.

Enviaonmento2 olL Sociat chaaactex2Atic4; i.e. the
gac.tan

o

valciabte6 in the

Am-at

4y4tem, (the

VARIABLES

norm, 4ituat2on, teiekence poupa, etc.) that have

IN

an imp/a/Int eggect on (i) inclividuat behavior' and

USER

STUDIES

cormnunication in genemat.
4.

ChamacWciatica og an innovation oa idea beiqg diAAuaed:
i.e. the paceived attAibutea oi given idtaa which

witt Weet theik adoption, acceptance, and vercy
undeutanding.
S.

Communication chatactek24tic4:

attated to

Uot

i.e. the e2ement4

and difgu44on og ingcomation, putic-

utatty inctuding:

(i) ingomation 4011ACe4,

information 4taucturce4,

ingoamatton gam,

(iv) communication channet4, and (v) ingormation
4y4t.em4.

The4e aae cometztedwith other' varciable4.

Which specific variables will be stressed in a given study depends,
of course, on the objectives of the study.

The following pages (Sections

4.5.1 to 4.5.5) provide a more detailed description of these variables,

or in other words, a model from which one can proceed in selection of
specific aspects to be studied.

4,581 STAGES IN DIFFUSION PRXESS

The process of diffusion or transfer of information can be viewed
as proceeding over time through a number of stages or phases which result
in decisions, thus it is a type of a decision making process.

Each stage

has differing characteristics and may require support of different forma,
including different types of consolidated information, and different communication channels.

This underlines the importance of considering and study-

ing the diffusion process in stages (i.e. over time) in relation to consolidation of information.

Although discreet stages are enumerated below, it

should be recognized that the process is a continuum with one stage flowing
sometimes imperceptibly, into the next.

The process of diffusion of infor-

mation and associated decision making involves the following five stages (4-12):

DIFFUSION
STAGES:

1.

makene64: pat expo4ate.

2.

Intekut/Knotatedge:

gatheking ot6 inSatmation.

3.

Attitude Formation:

devetopment o6 See2ing4,

mentat evatuation.

4. :Mailisikkff: pubation, detekmination oi
ifuntilek action.

5. Idwatigikratildifigg&n:

went oi deciAion.

imptementation, keiniokce-

1.

Awareness:

An individual (or group) is first exposed to an

idea or innovation,he or she gains some understanding of how
it functions, but lacks complete information about it.

The

awareness may happen either by active seeking of information
or by a passive, incidental occurrence.
possible decision paths at this stage:

There are two
to drop all further con-

sideration or to develop further interest and knowledge about
the idea or innovation.
2.

Interest/Knowledge:

The individual (or group) becomes interested

in the new idea and actively seeks additional information so an
attitude toward it can be formed.

This can also be termed as an

information or knowledge phase, because the function of this stage
is mainly to increase the individual's information about the idea
or innovation.

The behavior is now definitely purposive.

Deci-

sion makers personality, background, and values, as well as the
norms of his social system may affect where he seeks information,

what form of information is he willing to accept and capable of
digesting, as well as how he interprets the information received.
3.

Attitude Formation:

The individual (or group) forms a favorable

or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation and assesses it in
terms of his awn presvnt or anticipated future situation.
is a psychological involvement with the innovation.

There

He is unsure

of the innovation and feels a need of reinforcement of his attitudes e.g. through opinions, advice, and information from peers.
Perceived characteristics of innovation play a great role such as:
relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, being testable or
observable, etc.
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4.

Trial/Decision:

The individual or group engages in activities

which lead to a decision.

Very rarely is an innovation adopted

without trying it first on a probationary basis.

Information

is sought about methods for testing and trying the innovation
and about ways for interpretation of results.

The results of

the trial are very important in the eventual decision on adoption
or rejection, thus they have to be carefully handled in order
not to be misinterpreted.
A decision is made among these alternatives:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

to adopt the innovation
to reject the innovation
to seek significant alteration or new ideas (i.e. return to
the second stage)

(iv)

not to decide at all (i.e. possibly to opt for later adoption
or rejection).

5.

Adoption/Confirmation:

The individual or group decides to continue

the full use of innovation.

Information is sought which (i) con-

firms the decision (ii) aids in full implementation, and (iii)
exposes likely consequences.

However, the decision nay also be

reversed if an individual is exposed to conflicting information
Information used is

about the innovation and its consequences.
of two types:

external and gaperiential.

External information

provides additional outside information about the innovation and
its consequences.

Experiential information is data accumulated

from own experiences or from other adoptors.

Experiential infor-

mation is more credible to the adoptor, because it results from
actual experiences in connection with implementation of an
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innovation or idea.

It can be convincing enough to cause a

reversal of the decision.

Since diffusion is a tine dependent process a further and important
aspect to consider is the rate of adoption.

The rate may differ from tine

to time, stage to stage, from one social group to another, from one individual to another and so forth.

Therefore, it is important to study the

rate of adoption and to isolate factors which may help or impede the acceleration of the rate for given innovations or ideas.

Appropriate information

sources are one of the factors that can significantly contribute to acceleration of the adoption rate.

In conclusion, the reason to model and then study the various stages of
the process of diffusion or transfer of information is that the user needs can
be expected to vary with stages and consequently an information service has
to experiment with various types of information sources that are most appropriate at each stage.

However, even though the concept of stages was con-

firmed as valid and existing in many research projects and observations, it
is not fully confirmed how many stages there are and if they are as enumerated
here.

Thus, depending on the situation a different number or description of

stages may be used.

4,5,2

IICIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS

Most of the user studies have concentrated on trying (i) to identify
groups of people that have some individual characteristics in common and
then (ii) to correlate them with some of their communication characteristics
to find significant, general patterns.

Some studies also included more
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complex correlations involving environmental and other variables described
Data for classification of individuals in user

in the next section.

studies was collected in one or another of these classes:

*

DemogAaphic data:

*

Sociat AtatuA data:

age, 142, nationat

ohigin, etc.

income and otheh economic

a4pect4; AtatuA in a ghoup; vatueA; cuttuhat thaitA;

opinion teadeuhip and gatt-keeping

pottition;

COA-

mopotitomiAm (atientation outAide ah (.neide 4oc4a2

gimp); etc.
Peychotogicat data:

behaviohat tuita and pattettne;

pemonatityu intettigence; mentat ability and concepINDIVIDUAL

tuat Akitta; deciA.ion making patteknA; 4ecuAity-

VARIABLES:

anxiety, etc.
*

Educational data:

Levet and &Lb ject o6 education;

knowledge Oh Akitte in given topicA; tanguage and
tehminotogy pho64c2ency in given AubjectA; titehacy;

nummacy; etc.
*

Geneut wohk data:

ptace, type and Aubject oi Ronk;

poAition; Atooneibititiea and authohitiea; wohk timeA,
habitA, kequitement4; etc.

There are a great number of ways by which a group of individuals may
be classified according to these individual characteristics.

Some of these

are more meaningful for correlation with the communication characteristics
than others.

One interesting way is to classify decision makers according
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to their propensity to Accept innovation or new ideas.

These five cat-

egories were deduced from data of a number of research studies.

.

butovatom (oat insividuo2.6 .to adopt)

CATEGORIES

1

OF

2.

DECISION

3. Way =jollity ( juat beime the avem.ge melba)

MAKERS:

4.

Late majortity (ageii the aveicage membeiL)

5.

Laggalas (tut to adopt)

Eanly adop#MA

(Ce.04e.

o SOUOLO)

figure 4-1 shows the often found normal distribution of these categories.

Innovators are venturesome and communicate a lot on a cosmopolitan

level (outside of immediate social group).
degree of opinion leadership.

Early adopters have the greatest

Early majority are deliberate; they are also

very important because they have a high degree of participation with their
peers in all directions.

Late majority are skeptical, they adopt new ideas

out of economic necessity or under social pressure.

Laggards are bound to

tradition, they are the most locally oriented of all adopter categories and
many are near-to-isolated.

Early adopters are younger, have a higher social

status, more favorable financial position, more specialized operations, and
a higher mental ability, in comparison

to later adoptors.

more effective communication behavior.

This is an example of partitioning a

Also, they have a

population which may have great implication for designing and direction of
efforts in information consolidation, because a service nay be designed that

will concentrate on a group which has the greatest effect on the total
population.

EARLY

LATE

MAJORITY

MAJORITY

EARLY
INNOVATO

ADOPTERS

2 1/2%

34%

34%

LAGGARDS

13 1/2%

16%

R = AVERAGE TIME

R +tb

TIME

FIGURE 4-1

ADOPTER CATEGORIES BY RELATIVE TIME OF ADOPTION.
TYPICAL STATISTICAL FINDINGS ON THE DISTRIBUTION AND
NUMBER OF ADOPTERS.

(i = MEAN,

7 S

cr.= STANDARD DEVIATION)

4.5.3 ENVIROMENTAL OR SOC IAL CARACTER I ST I CS

These factors characterize the society and environment of the group
as a whole rather than the individual.

Here are some of the classes of

factors for vhich data vas collected in user studies:

*

that chaaactekistica:

data OK ptaces o6 wokk Ok

habitat (iakm, agency, industky, achoot); oaganizationat pattekna,authokity,keoponaibitity channeta;
ptoducta, aekvitea; atquikementa; etc.
Sociat and cuttukat noama:

cuttuamt tkaaa; aociat

vatuea; pot2oAitit6; taaditionat-modekn dimenaion;

attitudea towakd immovation; ekoaa-cuttukat atm-

actAom and pubtema; etc.
ENVIRONMENTAL

*

Potiticat aapecta:

potiticat Mae and aubdiviaion;

SOCIAL

devetopmentat ptana, attitudea, pk2On4tif4; tegat

VARIABLES:

aapecta; deaiked dixectiona, etc.
Economic aapecta:

conalltainta; incentivea; incomea;

ptoductivity; pkojectiona; mita° and mackoeconomica
o6 akeaa o6 intekea.t etc.
*

Poputation data:

demogaaphic, educationat, occupa-

tionat, and othek chmaactekiatica o6 the poputation;
poputation tnenda.

Intetnationat aapecta:

compaaative data about any

o6 the above 40M othek countaiea and aegiona ox
gtobat intekactiona.

79
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Culture and societal norms play a great role in diffusion of ideas
and information transfer.

They nay be a help or a hindrance.

They will

provide for the most frequently occurring pattern of overt behavior for
the menbers of a particular social system.

In the traditional communica-

tion in science and technology (anong scientists and technologists) these

norms play a lesser role, because science in particular has developed its
awn norms which transcend national boundaries and even cultures and political
systems (as described in Section 7.2).

However, these norms play a much

greater role in relation to consolidated information because it is aimed at

a particular population or societal group of a given society.

Thus, consol-

idated information has to be much more adjusted to social and cultural norms
than traditional scientific and technical information.

4,5.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IEEA OR INNOVATION

Sone (but not many) user studies also examined the characteristics of
a specific idea or innovation which in themselves affect the decision to
adopt, the rate of adoption, and the comnunication process as a whole.

User

behavior and perceptions nay and do differ from one innovation or idea to
another.

These characteristics have been examined in relation to:

*

Retative advantage:

pc/Leaved advantage oi the idea

on innovation &dative to cut/cent pkactices in ten"
IDEA OR

op economie4, aociat Atatm, heath and wett being,

INNOVATION

aunvivat, etc.

VARIABLES:

*

Compatibility:

how wily can the idia on innovation
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be inteakoted and accepted in tem* op deviance
team 4oc2a2 110014, and inom individuat behaviot
nolum; coat oi iimptementatiAn; ett.
*

Comptexity:

degnee oi comptexity; impontance ()IS

detiaiona in tenma oi iteACIACt4 and timm; numbek

oi deciaion4 tv be made:

4emita oi ketated Aubond-

inate declaim, ett.

* T4kabW2y: pmibititica; &nation; coat; etc.
*

Obauvabitity:

ea4e o

ohieuilmy the heneiita

and impact; time invotve4: etc.
*

Commitment:

degtee and extent oi commitment nece44a4y

to adapt, (commitment in ke4ourtcea, time, ItiaiA,
4i2zalai0114, ett.)

The importance of studying these elements is underscored by a number of
failures in transfer of technology.

These failures occurred not bec,use of

the given technology per se, but because it has not net the acceptance levels
related to the above characteristics in a given social group.

4.5.5 COMPHCATION CHARACTERISTICS

'kite reflective of the patterns of diffusion or preferences in use

of information in a population (or among a group of individuals sharing sone

common characteristics) has been collected in all the user studies.
often data has been collected in the following classes:

COMUNICATION

*

Iniontaa-tion isounce4:

VARIABLES:

*

Ittiolutation attuctuke6:

wheice A.t appeau
how it ia n.e.pkosented

/bat
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*

Iniountion &um: how it ZS packaged.

*

Commication channets:

*

Inioltwation systms!

means oi tAmanamaoft.

systems Lava/Vag any Ok LU

14 these.

The factors studied in each of .hese include:
1.

Information sources:

frequency of use of source in given subject

(such as dispersion of articles in a subject among journals);
suthorship pattern for a given subject; use of formal (or impersonal)

sources by title, such as nano of journals, reports, books,
brochures, newsletters, pamphlets, advertisement, etc.; use of
personal or informal sources by name, such as interpersonal
contacts within and outside peer group, contacts with agents causing change (extension workers, opinion leaders, etc.); provision
of sources; evaluation and rate of satisfaction; preferences;
frustration in accessibility and availability; awareness of available sources; origin of sources; physical distances from sources;

timelags in obtaining sources; estimated benefits; percevisd
needs, etc.
2.

Information structures:

preferences in and abilities to deduce

cross different information structures representing contents of

information (titles, summaries, statistical condensates, reviews,
texts as given, etc.); preferences for levels of presentation,
logic of presentation, volume of provided information; level of
information overload; tolerances and preferences in characteristics
of information received (e.g. extent, range, accuracy, cost,
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timeliness, etc.).
3.

Information forms or packases:

use and preferences for various

media (modes) in which information is presented or packaged
(print, hardcopy, offset, newsprint, microfilm, microfiche, soft

ipage dis:lays, audiovisuals, etc.); use and preferences for
formats in whic% information is presented or packaged. Graphic
design and layout; illustrations; demonstrations; etd.l.
4.

Communication channels:

use and preferences for

lby which

informacion is transmitted, circulated, diffused; p.ri1. vs.

personal channels; mass communication infrastreetuakamd technology (telephone, postal services, radio, TV, etc.)icomputer
izteractions (batch, online); software; use of commands for searching; public and continuing education; training programs; etc.
5.

inrormation systems:

use and preferences in systems providing infor-

nation sources in given structures and forms; accessibility; dis-

taacms; desired charactnistica; evaluation and ranking

f various

services; satisfaction and frustretinn in use; evaluation of policies;
economics, charges, fees; uarketing; user education; 'invisible
college'.

CommunicatiGn characteristics are, of course, what user studies are all
about. Howaver, the practical Ilsufulness of a user Etudy is not decermined
by how many communication characteristics have been studic , but by the
correlation of very specific communication characte:istics with spec...fic
other characteristics and by finding thole combinations of elements which
show significant patterns of use or diffusicn or even better, those variables
which affect significant changes.

Correlations should be sought which show
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communication patterns and information use at different stages of the
diffusion process for given groups of individuals; this is of greatest

potential interest for decisions on a given type of consolidatd information.

yigure 4-2 auwarlzes all of the variables described in this model
of diffusion or transfer of information.
of LAterest to user studies.

It shows the array of elements

As mentioned, which specific elements are

to be selected for observation within a given study will depend on the
objectives of the study.

4.6 METH= FoR USER STUDIES

After it has been decided !ea to study users (objectives) and what
to study (variables) comes logically the decision on how to do the :tudy
(methods).

Thus, Che selection of method,. depends on previous decisions,

on objectives of the study and on variables to be studied.

Three aspects

are involved in selection of methods:
1.

Selection of a sample of user population.

2.

Determination of procedures for collection of data from or about
the sample.

3.

Determination of procedure.- for analysis of collected data to
derive or summarize results.

Each one of these has to be determined in great detail before one
plunges into designing questionnaires or the collection of data.

One of

the most often commited mistakes (and a sure prescription for disaster)
in user studies is to collect data without any idea of how they will be

INFORMATIONAL COMPONENTS
INF. SOURCES

INF. FORMS

INF. STRUCTURES
INF, SYSTEMS

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

DIFFUSION STAGES

COMPONENTS IN DECISION MAKING
TRIAL/

IAWARENESS

pECISION

SITUATIONAL COMPONENTS

PERCEIVED CHARACTERISTICS
OF IDEA/INNOVATION

FIGURE 4-2

INDIVIDUAL

ENVIRONMENTAL/SOCIAL

CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTICS

ELEMENTS IN DIFFUSION OR TRANSFER OF IDEAS AND INFORMATION

ADOPTION/
ONFIRMA ION
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e.g.

anal-sed.

"Here we have a number of filled out questionnaires

(surveys, interviews).

Now, what should we do with them?"

At that

point a statistician may be contacted but it is much too late.
It is advisable to consult a statistician to help in the selection
of methods.

However, a user study should not be completely turned over

to a statistician without experience in communication and/or users to be
studied, because meaningless statistics will follow.

6 1 SPWL I NG

Sampling is a branch of statistIcs that has many volumes written about
its methods.

The reason for sampling in studies is that in most cases

it is impractical or even impossible to reach all of the members of a population.

Usually, in practice, only a portion can be practically reached.

How-

ever that portion should be representative (in respect to aspects studied) of
the population as a whole, so that the results have a high statistical probability of being valid for the whole population.

A bad sample equals biased,

nonrvalid, and misleading results.

In this lies the importance of judicionSly

selecting a representative sample.

Of course, when the study concerns and

isolated segment representing the whole population, such as a defined nuMber
of techniclans in a factory, sampling is not relovant.

Butmost user studies

are not that limited in their population scope.

There is a nuMber of sampling methods available, among the most common
being:

METHODS OF
SAMPLING:

1.

Convenience

Jina.sa:

picking the 6i,n4t 25, 50,

etc. UACAA tha come ',Jong az zubjett o6 4tudy.
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2.

Random .1toiv picking the u4a6 LolL Atudy
4AOM a poputation at kandom.

3.

Staatilied mega! Auhdividing the poputation
into aubgaoupa and then pichim U6ela

OlL Atudy

aandom liaom each aubytoup.
4.

Reauaentative ItaiNg!

detounining beionthand indi-

viduata, paiaa oti indiuiduata, oa Amatt ghoupA with
Aome chame-teiciAticA in common aA aubject O

atudy.

Each of these sampling methods has its advantages and disadvantages.
None is universally "the best".

Some are more appropriate for certain

types of studies than others.

Another difficult proposition in sampling is determination of the size
of the sample to be studied.

Obviously, a smaller sample is more prone to

produce biased results than a larger one.

However, enlarging a sauple after

a certain size may not be very beneficial in obtaining results which are
significantly more error free.

Thus a 'happy' balance needs to be achieved,

one that will on the one hand bring in results within some acceptable probability of error and on the other still be uenageable enough to handle.
within the limits of resources Ind tine available for the study.

Statistical

formulas exist that show the degree of error which may result from a given
size sample in relatior to a given population.

Let us describe now the

four sampling methods in greater detail.
1.

Convenience sampling:

A certain numb-,_

..sers that come along

(e.g. use a library or request information or walk on the street
or participate in a class) are selected for study.

This can also

involve time (e.g. users using aa information source or library
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during 10 days).

The advantages of this method lies in the fact

that it ie the easiest and most convenient method of sampling and
sometimes the only method possible under constraints of some
studies.

The disadvantages are obvious:

the group targeted for

study may not be representative of a population as a whole; the
sample may be biased.
2.

Random sampling:

the group targeted for study is selected at

random from the entire population.

This, of course, requires

that first the targeted population (so called sampling frame)

should be carefully defined and listed; if this cannot be done

a random sample cannot be achieved.

In that case, one has to

use conven ience sampling. A number of random selection methods
are availabl e:

choosing every nth (e.g. 10th, 53rd) member of a

population fr m a list; pulling names from a box or hat (which

was well shaken before); using a table of random numbers to select
members, etc.

Th e advantage of random sampling is that it ensures

that every member o f a population has an equal likelihood of being
studied.

The disadvantage is that some important subgroups may be

left more or less out of the study.

For some types of studies

(such as in most diffusion studies where connections are sought)
random sample is not appr priate because it does not produce a sample
of pairs or groups of indiv iduals that are connected in communication.
3.

Stratified sampling:

this is a variation of the random sampling

to ensure that ail of the subg oups of interest are represented
regardless of their proportion i n the total population.
in a factory:

workers, technicians,

(e.g.

foremen, engineers, managers;
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in a village:

different occupaiions, different age groups).

The population is subdivided into desired strata beforehand
and a sample is selected at random from each stratum.

The defi-

nition of strata becomes paramount for validity of results,

thus studies on how to stratify a given population may have to
be done beforehand.

Some of the deficiencies existing in

random sampling are eliminated.

But it still remains that for some

studies (such as those mentioned above) this method may not be
appropriate.
4.

Representative sampling:

The method consists of choosing for study

a group (or groups) that have sone exhibited common characteristics
and generalizing to the population which exhibits the same characteristics.

For instance, choosing pairs of individuals communicating

in a diffusion process who adopted and did not adopt an innovation,
persons in a citation chain, command chain, etc.

In a way, this

is a stratified study but without random selection within a strata.
The advantages are obvious:

this study can be well targeted to

specific communication practices and study objectives.

The dis-

advantages are in the limited power for generalization and in a
higher degree of possible bias in generalizations.

A big problem in all of user studies is the rate of responses or cooperation of the people selected for the sample.

Lack of response in a certain

stratum of a stratified sample can easily bias the results.

For instance,

if one of the strata includes a high proportion of people with a low literacy
rate, and a written questionnaire is administered, it is highly likely that
very few members in the strata will answer.

Thus, the method of sampling
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and method of data collection have to be closely linked together to
ensure an equal and possibly high level of response in all strata and
thus avoid prejudiced results.

4.6.2

CoLLECTION OF DATA

There are also a nuMber of methods available for collection of data
and a great number of textbooks describe those.

1.

Sunveying:

The most often used are:

queAtioning WIWAA and obtaining

anagleAA dixectty 640M UoSeltA abOUt thein behavion,

attai.butea, vatuea, conditionA and/on pkel5eaence4.

ThiA ZS by On the moAt oiten uAed method in cam.
Atudiea, but atAo the moAt obtnaAive and tituA

potentiatty the moat biaaed on Limited o methodA.
2.

Oimetvation:

making ditect obsenvationA on the

communication behavion 06 UAW in 94Ven AituationA,
METHODS
paacticeA, time peAiodA, etc.
FOR

DATA

3.

Reconda Ana44.4:

obtaining mitten aecoada

on

other'. antilcac24 oti pneviouA communkcationA (Auch aA

COLLECTION:

papeaA, coulapondence, AtatiAtica) and deniving
ob.senvationA about Law Pcom the aecoada.
4.

Expenimenta.tion:

intnoducing an element oi commun-

ication to a canel5utly deined gnoup oi uAlnA and

obAenving the /watts on conAequenceA; poAAibty atAo
companing the gnoup with anothen whene the element RUA
not intnoduced.
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1.

Surveying:

may be formal or informal but both rest on a ques-

tionnaire.

The construction of the questionnaire has to be done

very carefully so that the questions (i) indeed reflect the
variables to be studied and nothing else i.e. the questions
should be to the point and no more; (ii) avoid different interpretations and misinterpretations i.e. the questions should be
clear; (iii) avoid introduction of biases which say prejudice
answers i.e. the questions should not be 'loaded' to predetermine
answers.
naire:

There are two main methods for administering a question(i) self administered:

a questionnaire is given to users

or sent in fashion (e.g. through nail) to be filled by users themr
selves; the questionnaire is then either collected back or sent
back by users.

(ii)

aterview:

the questions are asked orally

in a face-to-face encounter between a user and a surveyor.

The

questionnaire still exists,of course, but the answers are recorded
by the surveyor.

In a more sophisticated situation the interview

may be carried out by phone.

The interview is much more costly

and time consuming, but also it ensures a higher rate of return
and more evenly obtained answers.
for mass surveys.
the two:

However, it is not very suitable

Logically, there is a third method that combines

first a questionnaire is self administered followed by

an interview.

Any survey involves the following of a schedule.

It should also involve a pretesting of the questionnaire and
of the Interview procedures to malt .. sure they are on target,and to

make tht. rather unavoidable revisions.

The questionnaire itsel'

may be precoded for easier data analysis; it may also involve

numerical ratings, comparisons, or rankings which could be
subject to numerical analysis.

The interview could also involve

a panel of users; in a forma study this can involve sophisticated
techniques such as the so called Delphi method.
2.

Observation:

again as in surveys this can be a formal or informal

study, but either rests on careful predetermination of specific
aspects to be observed and studied.
"observed" in general.

That is, users cannot be just

Observation may include aspects such as:

where users go for various kinds of information; what sources,
structures, channels they use; with what frequency; what do they
do with answers; whom do they inform, etc.

The observations need

to be recorded in a consistent manner over tise.

In some studies

observations were made at random times (e.g. as a clock buzzes
at random intervals, any user activities at that moment were
observed and recorded).

In some instances the users themselves

can record some or all of the observations.

The problem in record-

ing by observers is t- make tile observations as unobtrusive as

possible in order not to influence the user's behavior.

Observa-

tion as a aethod is much more difficult than surveys, however,
it has the advantage of recording what people do, rather than what

3.

they say they do.

There may be great differences between the two.

Records

not all, but still a great many communication

events leave behind some record or artifact.

These records could

be a goldmine for analyzing the communication behavior, information sources used, differences in the rate of adoption (e.g. of
a drug by analyzing prescriptions by different docters), connections
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(e.g. by analyzing citations), and so forth.

It is a partic-

ular form of observation, thus it has the same advantage ove.
surveys:
tions.

it is based on facts rather than optnions or recollecHowever, it is limited to availability of records and

often to willingness of users to part with such records.
4.

Experimentation:

this can be done only as a formal study and

involves setting up controlled conditions for introduction and

observation of a carefully determined information source or
communication practice.

Included may be a control group and

comparison of results between the control and experimental group.
It is the most difficult of all methods, but also one with the
greatest potential yield in information.

Rules for experimentation

in sciences pertain to this method.

4.6.3 ANALYSIS OF BATA

Collecting data is not enough.

In order to be useful data has to be

summarized, compared, synthesized, tested for significance and otherwise
manipulated or "messaged".

Data anlaysis is another one of the complex

tasks in user studies, wrought with many difficulties and hidden traps as
all the others.

Many an analysis is informal, in that it consists of gain-

ing an impression or feeling of what the data indicate and in which
direction they point.

FORMAL

For the formal analysis the most often used methods are:

1.

Stataticat anatoiA:

apgication oti 4tandartd

METHODS

ista.asticat technique4 to zummaAi.ze, compaAe and

FOR

tuot

VATA ANALYSIS:

numaitatty.

oit 4ign4icance data which i4 expAmsed
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2.

Semantic amalwio:

application oi Aemantic

techmiquea to AUMMakat and comae data which
44 expte44ed vetbatty.
3.

Paytho-aociatogicat analoiA:

application od

paychologicat, aociologicat, 04 amthtopotogicat

techniquea to chuaidy 04 deactibe data which iA
expteaded conceptually, logic/711y, 04 xepteaen-

tativey.
4.

Economic anat44ia:

application od macto on mieno-

economic technique4 .to detive conctuaiona in economic
tetma on data exiate44ed in eithet at att od the
above warp.

Each of these formal analysis methods do require knowledge of the
respective fields, although elementary statietical and sesantic analysis can
be accomplished rather easily with a rudimentary knowledge of statistics
and of semantic differentials.

Standard statistical packages are widely

available which will accomplish calculations of sums, means, medians, variances, standard deviations, percentages, chi-squares, regressions, or crosstabulations of data.

Standard senantic analysis techniques are not available,

however, appropriate techniques can be adapted relatively easily from the
myriad of previous user studies.
In all of the formal analysis methods data has to be expressed in a
form that allows for manipulations in analysis.

It is thus imperative to

consider analysis methods and at the same time consider data collection
methods.

In other words, although sampling, data collection, and data analysis
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are different aspects of methodology for user studies, thry are all inter-

connected in such a way that they have to be considered in relation to
one another.

4.7

!IMIITS OF USER STUDIES

User studies can uncover a tremendous amount of useful information.
However, there are limits to wbat they can uncover and how far predictions
can be made.
1.

This is for at least three reasons:

The very problems confronting the users change; the directions of
changes cannot be always anticipated by users or anybody else.

2.

Decision making is not a perfectly rational process; there may be
aspects to it that defy logical analysis as found in user studies.

3.

The human psyche and social conditions change in response to unforseeable factors and in unanticipated ways.

All of these cannot be handled by user studies.

There is an element in

information needs and uses that is uncertain i.e. it is neither predictable
nor studyable.

In other words, it is not possible to find standard proce-

dures that will fully reveal the individual users' needs and predict changes.
Thus, a continuoue and dynamic partnership, individualized contact and flexibility are needed berween users and information Pystems.
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5.

5.1

FRI4 USER STUDIES TO INFORMATICN CCNSOLIDATION PRODUCTS

OVERVIEW

Results from a user study are in.

Now what?

Now comes the difficult

and creative task of using the results in determining and developing information products that will satisfy the uncovered user needs in given subjects that is, products that on the one hand will fit with the communication
practices of users and on the other will reflect the state of knowledge
or information in the given subject.

Thus the information consolidation

products are determined with one eye on the user and with the other eye on
the best available information on the subject.

On the operational level

naturally, development of a product has to involve definition of processes
and procedures by which the product will come into being and of a unit
that will carry out these processes.

In this chapter we are concentrating on a summary description of a
variety of possible information consolidation products (i.e. tangible outputs of information consolidation units) as they relate to user studies.
Therefore, it is logical to present these descriptions immediately following
the chapter on users.

In particular, the description of characteristics and

typesof products is related to the different stages in diffusion process
and possible different organizational units of users (as described in Sections
4.4.1 and 4.4.3).

In the following chapters the concentration is on the

selection and evaluation processes and on the detail descriptions and
procedures involved in some of the most popular products and packages.
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5.2 TARGETING TO DIFFUSION STAGES

Targeting means orienting specific information products to specific
audiences, organizational units, events in information transfer, etc.
When the specific concern is with diffusion of innovation or ideas, one of
the important ways of targeting is adjusting the product(s) to correspond
to information needs in different stages of the diffusion process.

As

mentioned, diffusion may be partitioned into five stages or phases:
1.

Awareness, 2.

Decision, and 5.

Interest/Knowledge, 3.
Adoption/Confirmation.

at each stage differ
1.

Attitude formation, 4.

Trial/

The role and purpose of the products

considerably; they may be described as follows:

Awareness:

exposing the users to the general existence of

an innovation or idea.
examples.

Creating general consciousness through

Fixing attention and guiding the users to the next

and more substantive sources of information.
2.

Interest/Knowledee:

Awakening further interest.

Providing

basic details of the innovation or idea (e.g. technology).
Creating a cognizance of the knowledge, know-how and steps
needed for trial and adoption.

Guiding to sources that will

stimulate further learning and eventual trial, and decisioms
on adaptation.
3.

Attitude Formation:

relating the innovation or idea to user

needs and functional answers within users' situation.

Informing

the users of the general utility of the idea or innovations.
Giving enough detail to coapare this idea or innovation to
others in users' own environment.

Guiding the users to information
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sources that will generate appraisal, trial, and decisions
and persuading them to do so.
4.

Trial/Decision:

providing applied details to measure perfor-

mance or applicability of the innovation against requirements.
Assisting the users in obtaining evaluations i.e. performance
data on the specific utility of the innovation to their particular situation.

Directing the users to sources that facili-

tate trial and decisions.

Guiding them to sources for additional

technical or operational details.
5.

Adoption/Confirmation:

providing information confirming users'

decision and reducing dissonance.

Providing continuing

information to satisfy requirements of the modified environment
of users (i.e. as changed after adoption).

Directing the

users to sources of continuing operational support and/or
providing such sources.

Clearly, products for each stage should correspond to user needs for
that stage.

However, at each stage there should be a pointer which will guide

the user to the information needed to continue onto the next stage.

As users

proceed through the diffusion stages (from awareness to confirmation) information requirements become more specific and thus information products tend
to become more specific and even more personal.

More specific products can

serve loss specific needs but not the reverse i.e. an information product
directed toward attitude formation can serve also as an awareness product,
but not vice versa.

However, specific products do cost more than general

products, thus, it is not cost-etective to use more specific products for
more general needs.

Furthermore, a more specific product may not be appropriate
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for a general stage because it places 4 burden on the users who are
provided with more information than they need at that particular stage.

513 CONTENT ASPECTS

As restructuring of information is one of the major subprocesses included
in information consolidation (as defined in Section 2.6) it involves presenting the consolidated information (i.e. the contents of an information consolidation product) in a way that will be most compatible with the situation and
user needs.
scheme:

In general, all types of restructuring follow a particular

the original text or texts undergo certain processes so Chat the

product is a much shorter text in respect to some predetermined factors than
the originals.

Among the great number of aspects or facets to (Insider in relation to
the contents in a given information consolidation product, the following
stand out:

1.

Content extent and degkee oi. xeduction

CONTENT

2.

Technical Sophat;ication

ASPECTS OF

3.

Tempakat a4pect4

INFORMATION

4.

Eatoniat quati2i.e6

CONSOLIDATION

5.

Inionmation quality and accanacy

PFODUCTS:

6.

Degkee clinvaniabitity on vatue added

7.

Degue 21.tinea.n24

1.

Content Extent:

this signifies the decision on the degree of detail

with which a subject is treated and/or reduced in a given information product.
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Two dimensions are involved:
*

Subject breadth, ranging from
- General:

broad presentation of topics or problems involved in

the subject, to
- Specific:
*

Subject depth, ranging from:
- Summarized:
- Detailed:

2.

narrow, limited to a specific topic or problem.

shallow, selective, highlighted, filtered treatment,to
fu17, comprehensive, in depth treatment.

Technical Sophistication:

defines the technical level and under-

standability of the contents of an information consolidation product.

Four points

on a continuum are involved:
*

Minimal:

- introduces a single or very few concepts or aspects of a topic and
- employs no technical jargon or esosteric terminology
*

Moderate:

- introduces several concepts or aspects of a topic, and
- employs some technical terminology, carefully defined and logically
introduced
*

High:

- encompasses virtually all essential concepts or aspects of a topic; and
- makes liberal use of technical terminology
*

Very High:

- includes discussion of complex relations with other topics or subjects
and of long range consequences; and
- makes liberal use of concepts and terminology from other subjects
3.

*

Temporal Aspects:

describes the two basic time dimensions involved:

Timeliness or currency and time spans of information incorporated in
a product:
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- immediate:
- current:

appeared within a short period, such as six months
within the last year or so

- retrospective:

prior to a year and extendl-g to a defined historical

period

*Frequency of isaue of the product:
-one time only

-periodic update, but without defined regular time periods
- defined periodic issues (monthly, quarterly, annually)
- rltponse time (if a product is in response to a request)
4.

Editorial Qualities:

this includes a number of qualitative aspects

associated with the style of presentation - the prime function of this facet
is to make the contents more palatable to users and easier to assimilate.

Involved are aspects such as:
*

grammar, syntax

*

clarity, crispness

*

balance, contrast

*

logical organization, coherence

*

layout

*

graphic qualities, composition, color

5.

Information Quality and Accuracy: the degree of known validity and

reliability i.e. the quality of information or data presented in the product.
Involves evaluation of information prior to consolidation in a product.

For

instance, an information product perfect in any other way, can still contain
inaccurate information.
6.

Degree of Invariability or Value Added:

is presented as contained in the original text(s).

the degree to which information
When evaluation is performed
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the degree of value added (points of view, comparisons, results of tests,
judgements, etc.).
7.

Degree of Linearity:

the degree to which the order of presen-

tation in the product is the same as the order in the original text(s).

5,4

PACKAGING AND DISSEMINATION ASPECTS'

Packaging and/or repackaging or 1:estructured information is another

one of the major subprocesses in making an information consolidation product.
It involves presenting the restructured information in a form that will
enhance the potential of its use.

Two aspects can be distinguished:

ASPECTS IN PACKAGING

1.

Package media

OF INFORMATION:

2.

Rackage tionmatA

1.

Package Media:

the reference here is to the physical medium in

which the information is displayed or presented to users.

The most common

media for presenting inforuation are:
*

Print, further subdivided into:
- paper hard copy

- filmed copy
- soft image display
*

Audiovisuals

*

Demonstrations

*

Interpersonal contact

Chapters 11 and 12 deal in greater detail with these topics.
details are given here 80 that examples can be provided.

Only basic
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*

Combination of any of the above

It is important to note that information consolidation products are not
exclusively related to the print mediunl.

To the contrary, other media

should be considered and actively explored.

In many instances they nay be

more appropriate to given user groups and situations than the printed page.
For instance

radio is popular and quite widespread in many developing

countries thus radio programa can reach even remote villages.
becoming widespread, particularly in urban centers.
2.

Package Formats:

this refers

TV is similarly

Film was always popular.

to the shape and make-up of the

physical presentation of an information consolidation product.

Within each

media many formats for arranging, and presenting information are available.
Clearly, the choice of a particular fnrmat should reflect not only the
physical medium but also (i) the content and nature of information to be
presented, (ii) the users and their environment and (iii) the means or channels
of distribution of and user access to information.
Dissemination or delivery of information products is still another plocess
to be considered in an integral fashion.

That is, development and creation

of an information consolidation product has to be coupled with consideration
of means by which this product will be put in the Lands of users.

A channel

for dissemination refers to the means of transition or mechanism by which
information products are distributed and delivered to users.
there is a close connection between tL

As mentioned,

choice of media, formats, and

respective channel or channels.
The channels can be divided as:

DISSEMINATION
CHANNELS:

1.

Intevmsonat cietiveky:

detimexed to each msec

ptoduct4 peiwnatty
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2.

Gtoup musonat detive&y: ptodueta given to u.seu
at meet-61ga, demonatutiona, etc.

3.

Stnatzgic ptacementa:

pnoduct6 Out at key aite4

go& u.serca to pick up, (inctudea poaaibte &at/Liba-

tion og p&oducta though Atoka), etc.

DISSEMINATION

4.

Mait and othek mean.% og puhtic diaxibution.

5.

Locat

ptoduc24 cixcutated 6hOm a

tibuny,

extenaion amice, etc.

CHANNELS
CONTINUED:

depo.s.itoky:

6.

Nek4 media.

7.

Erfoadcateting:

8.

Tetecommunicationds:

9.

Compute& netwoakz:

tv.

tetephone, aatellite, etc.

Ontine ayatema, compute& conga-

encing.

5,5

EXAMPLES

Table 5-1 provides examples of different information consolidation
products within different media.

Table 5-2 provides examples of information consolidation products
as they are appropriate for a number of different types of user organizations
and as they relate to the five stages in diffusion of innovations or ideas.
These examples were derived from (5-2).
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TABLE 5-1:

EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION CONSOLIDATION PRODUCTS IN DIFFERENT MEDIA

Media

Aspect

Product

Print paper, hard copy

Single issue
(Temporal aspect)

Critical review or state-of-the-art
Brochure
Monograph
Technical report
Field manual (for operations, maintenance,
processes)
Guide
Handbook
Textbook; tutorial
Question-Answer sheet
Data compilation; critical data
Statistical abstract
Briefing; evaluative summary
Directory; evaluative answers
Referral; evaluative answers
Printout; any of the above

Serial
(Temporal aspect)

Newsletter; alerting bulletin
Journal
Monthly, quarterly...report
Recurring summaries, bulletins

Print filmed copy

Microform

Microfilm; any of the above
Microfiche; any of the above
Aperture card; any of the above
Microtext; any of the above

Print soft copy

Cathode ray

Online retrieval-references, paragraphs
Structural compositions
Tabular data
Video newsletter

Audio

Recording

tube

Tape
Cassette
Phonodisc

Jof a tutorial,
briefing, guide,
I

etc.

Telephone recorded
message
(dissmination -delivery)

Briefing; summary
Question-Answer session
Newsletter
Information 'Hotline'

Radio
(dissemination-delivery)

Summary; tutorial
Newsletter
Radio show
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TABLE 5-1

CONTINUED

Media

aspect

Product

Visual

Graphics

Photograph
Drawing; chart
Poster
Display
Slide
Transparency
Table; figure

Audiovisual

Film

Motion picture
Slide .ad recording
Holograph

Video

Videotape
Videodisc

TV
(dissemination-delivery)

Demonstration

Interpersonal

Summary; advice; tutorial
Newsletter; briefing
TV show

Fixed site

Modeling - processes, procedures,
applications
Test/laboratory facility
Trial ins*allation
Pilot plant
Exhibit

Nonfixed site

Mobile demonstration unit
Scale model

Group contact
(dissemination-delivery)

Lecture/talk
Seminar/conference
Tutorial

Individual contact
(dissemination-delivery)

Personal consulting/advice
Correspondence
Telephone conversation
Staff visit

TABLE 5-2:

EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION CONSOLIDATION
Products by Diffusion Stages

Type of
Organisation

Awareness

Interest/
Knowledge

Attitude
Formation

Trial/
Decision

Adoption/
Confirmation

Small
Industry

Advertising
announcing reports
on a particular
product/process.
Promotional
brochure.
Newsletter.

Reports.
Group seminar.
Visits.
Briefings.
Exhibit.
Synthesis of requirements.
Data.

Seminar on effects.
Comparative
statistics.
Report on alternatives and
experiences.
Videotapes, films.

Demonstration.
Technical manuals.
Graphic displays.
Data books.
Handbooks.

Operational manuals.
Market reports.
Handbook.

Medium
Industry

Brochure describing
product/process
of interest to
technical person-

State-of-the-art
review describing
technology.
Resource and economic analysis or
summary.

Comparative exper-

Demonstration.
Technical assistance manuals.
Films, taper

Operational manuals.
Updates.
Trends.
Synthesis of advances.
Handbook.

nel.

Market description
for managers.

Large
Industry

Alerting bulletins.
Newsletter.
Technical news
synthesis.
Market trends.

Individual seminar
on new developments.
State-of-the-art.
Economic analysis.
Synthesis of research
results.
Critical data.
Reply to inquiry.

iences.
Critiques.
Market analysis.

pie:Aires.

Data books.

Competitive analysis.

Impact analysis.
Historical review
of similar
efforts.
Evaluations.

Demonstration.
Testing reports.
Technical manuals.
Training manuals.
Tables of recommended data.

Operational manuals for
different levels of
personnel.
SDI synthesis of
advances.
Continuous critical and
recommended data.

cr,

fi6
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'
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TABLE 5-2-ICONTINUED

Type of
Organization

Awareness

Interest/
Knowledge

Attitude
Formation

Trial/
Decision

Adoption/
Confirmation

Impact analysis.
Comparative data.
Demonstration.
Briefing.

Manuals for implementation.
Comparative
experiences.
Referral.
Documentation.

Recurring supply of
synthesized information.
Establishment of
question-answering
procedures.

Synthesis of
practices and
trials.
Manuals.
Referral.
Documentation.

Recurring supply of
synthesized information.

Local
Government

Promotional
brochure.
Press release.
Newsletter announcing reports on
topics of local
interest.

Workshop for
officials.
Reviews.
Statistical
synthesis.
Visits.
Analysis/synthesis
of practices.

State
Government

Announcements.
Form letters.
Presentation at
meetings.
Newsletter.
Alerting bulletin.

Slide/tape descrip-

Mass
Urban
Population

Newspaper articles.
Announcements on
radio, TV.
Popular talks on a
given practice or
product.
Question-answer
sheets.

Historical data.
Comparison with
tions.
other countries.
Briefing.
Demonstration.
Reviews.
Impact
Statistical compoanalysis.
sites.
Synthesis of research Evaluations.
findings.
Integrative future
studies.
Data tables.

Show-how informaComparing with
Radio, TV, shows.
tion.
other
practices.
Popularization
Simplified
Demonstrations.
articles.
manuals.
Simplified pamphlets, Synthesis of fitting
Do-it-yourself
with
daily
life.
brochures.
booklet.
Possible impacts,
Comic strips.
positive
and
Photonovels.
negative.
Demonstrations.
Exhibits.
Popularized
journals.
Field manuals.

Evalua,,ion reports.

11

Synthesized informatioi
fortifying and
refining the practic

TABLE 5-2 - CONTINUED

.

Types of
Organization

Hass
Village
Population

News
Media

Academic/
Research
Institutions

1

co
cm
1

11`),.,

Interest/
Knowledge

Attitude
Formation

Trial/
Decision

Adoption/
Confirmation

Radio announcements.
Visits with opinion
leaders.
Posters, graphic
displays.
School talks.
Training sessions
for extension
workers.

Extension service
demonstrations.
Simplified pamphlets.
Field manuals in
various media (e.g.
picture books,
comic strips).
Graphic displays.

Talks by opinion

Show-how informs-

Reinforcement informa-

Press release.
Invitation to
demonstration.
Press clippings
from foreign or
technical press.
Alerting bulletin.

Graphic material.
Demonstration.
Popularized articles. Comparative data.
Synthesis of findings Briefings and news
conferences.
and results elsewhere.
Timetables.

Awareness

leaders.
Comparison with
other villages.
Synthesis of fitting
with village life.
Impacts.
Summary.

Films.
Talks.

tion.

Field manuals.
Experiential information.
Markets for cash
crops.
Do-it-yourself
booklets.

tion.

Comparisons.
Refinements.
Increased know-how
information.
Market enlargement
information.

1

.

.

Reports on applications.
Short guides.
Articles on refinements.
Interviews with
experts, leaders. Result analysis.
Impact analysis.

Plans.

State-of-the-art and
Journal notices.
critical reviews.
Short announcements
Synthesized research
in professional
results.
newsletters.
Referral.
Acquisition notices.
Journal articles.
Text excerpts.
Critical data.
Data survey.

Synthesis of critical reports and
evaluations.
Comparative results.
Resource requirements information.

Research data.
Training/education
materials.
Know-why information.

Experiences at
other institu-

Continuing synthesized
SDI reports.
Selective current
contents.
Refinements in advances.
Critical data.

tions.

113
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6.

SELECTION OF INFORMATION SOURCES

6.1 CNERVIEW

The processes and problems of consolidation do not start with how to
consolidate but with what to consolidate.

Selection which incorporates

evaluation is a basic, essential and inseparable part of consolidation of
information.

EVALUATION id5 a judgment on the inttLake me/Lit, validity, and
ketiabitity o6 in6okma2ion and/ok o6 inicAmati.on 40UACC4.

SELECTION iA a deciaion whethek the in6okmatipn ot in6okma2ion
toukced axe o6 utility and meet the needa oi UlteAA, including
conAidekation4 o6 economic and othek Atatnictiona.
In other words, evaluation considers the value of information and information sources ker se and selection matches them to specific users on the basis
of utility, appropriateness, and given constraints (such as moneys available
for acquisition).

Although based on different considerations, in practice

evaluation and selection are so intertwined that quite often no practical
distinction is made between the two.

It is like looking at two aspects

at the same time and matching them for a decision.

We shall deal with

selection in this chapter and with evaluation in the next one.

The reason

for treating evaluation in a separate chapter after selection is that
evaluation is related on the one hand to selection and on the other it is
also related to analysis and synthesis (treated in Chapter 8).
Selection involves at least these three elements:
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1.

Setection poticy:

a aet o6 ctZtenig and ptinciptea

adopted and uaed by an inionmation ayatem 6oJt
deciaiona on acceptance and Itejection O
4OLACe4.

ELEMENTS

in0Amation

Lt 4.4 a atztement aiding a judgment (but

not a 4ub4tituti4n ion it) on inctuaiona into and

IN

exetuaiona ftkom iniokmation conaotidation.

SELECTION:
2.

Setection aida:

the toots emptoyed in aetection,

evatuation and veica2i4n.
3.

Setection ptoceaa:

the people, methoda and pueedukea

uaed in amiving at deciaiona.
Selection is always present in any and all information systems and particularly in information consolidation

units...be it recognized as such or

not, be it done consciously or subconsciously, formally or informally, with
or without articulate criteria.

The importance of selection is quite clear:

it determines the contents of an information file.

Unfortunately, one of the

often found weaknesses in many information systems is inadequate attention
paid to criteria and methods for selection, particularly in comparison to the

great attention paid to later processes in connection with materials that have
been selected (such as indexing, abstracting, computer processing, reviewing,
etc.).

6.2 SELECTION POLICY

Selection policy sets the criteria and basis for decisions.

A detailed

articulation of critezia for selection is by no means an easy proposition.
Therefore, it is not surprising that many systems perform selection on the
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basis of unstated criteria and instinct.

The results may notnecessarily be

bad, but they are more likely to be so.

There are no universal formulas for

selection.

Any selection involves human judgment, thus a degree of subjectivity.

A well stated and officially approved policy:
* helps in reducing the inconsistencies and idiosyncracies in judgments;

* guards against gaps and biases in decisions;
* provides for more equivalence in judgments among different selectors
and across a span of time;

* represents the system to its constituency and higher authorities;
* serves as a tool in communication with users as well as in promotion and marketing to users;

* provides a benchmark for evaluation of the system; also, it can
be used as an answer to unjustified or uninformed criticism;
* aids in training of staff.

A policy should have at least these three elements

(of course it can have

more dependency on the objectives of fhe system):
1.

2.

a epee-We 4tatement about 4ubject.s, tapica,

Subject:

mobtem atea4 Ok mi44.ion4 to be covexed.

SELECTION
POLICY:

a 4peciiic Atatement about mutation

and in6onmation need4 to be Aekved.

ELEMENTS
IN A

Uaem and needs:

3.

Mate/fiat-6:

a apeciiic 4tatement about the type oi

in6oxmation 4ou1tee4 in the given Aubjecta to be ac4u.iited
and the eititenia 6ox theix evaluation.
1.

Users and user needs.

This involves stating in some detail the aspects

of users and uses which form the foundation for selection and even for the very
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existence of the system.

The basis for development of a policy should be the

results of user studies and community analysis.

The higher the degree of

selectivity in a system the more important it becomes to have a detailed statement about users and uses.

The statements about users can be organized around

the list of variables as elaborated in Section 4.4.
be used as an aid in answering questions such as:

These statements are to
What is the utility,

usefulness, appropriateness...of given information or information sources to
users?

What factors (individual, social, political, work, cultural...)

should be considered?
2.

Sub ect.

What priorities given?

This involves stating in some detail the topics in which

information and information sources are to be collected.
about the contents of a system.

It is a statement

Very often a distinction is made between two

types of information systems according to subject coverage:
(i) Discipline oriented:

coverage of the subjects that present the

traditional areas of learning:

chemistry, metallurgy, electri-

cal engineering, ferrocement, mining, viral hepatitis, linguistics,
etc.

(ii) Mission or problem oriented: interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary
coverage involving a number of subjects and topics relevant to
a specific problem, a commodity, or activity, e.g. rubber, rice,
renewable energy, irrigation, business, transportation, sanitation, alcoholism, government, legislation, appropriate technologies,
etc.

Definition of discipline coverage includes specification of (i) a core of
topics and (ii) of boundaries.

Each discipline has a core of relatively easily

defined topics, the problem arises in defining the borderline areas, and the
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extent to which the coverage should include related topics from other subjects.
As modern subjects interrelate more and more, definition of boundaries
become

ever more difficult.

But the real difficulties arise in content definition of mission or
problem oriented systems.

The core is much weaker and in most cases there

are a number of cores, the directions are more diffused, and the boundaries
are hazier.

Often the relevance of a topic to the problem cannot be determined

beforehand by definition alone, but it is decided as one stumbles upon it by
serendipity.

The approach to defining the mission coverage involves an exten-

sive inventory of topics relevant to the mission or problem and then a subdivision into central core areas, extended core areas and finally boundaries in
concentric circles to each core and/or to the problem as a whole.

In cases where data is collected, evaluated and syntheized the definition
involves specification of characteristics or properties (of materials, entities,
etc.) on which data will be selected.
3.

Materials.

This involves statin3 the details about the information

sources to be collected i.e. the actual sources from which information consolidation will be made.

In some instances this can involve an inventory, e.g.

a list of journals from which selection will be made.

In other instances given

characteristics of sources are enumerated, e.g. language, country of origin,

publishing or issuing organizations, authors, format, media, structure, sophistication level, etc.

Type of literature can be enumerated, e.g. journals, books,

pamphlets, reports and so forth.

The approach in defining the sources and/or

their characteristics starts with an inventory of all possible sources in the
defined topics and then continues by narrowing it down to those with highest
payoff in terms of criteria for evaluation and quality, and of resources available.
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6.3 SELECTION Aus

Ln some instances a decision on selection is made upon a direct examination of the very materials to be selected.

A candidate book, journal

article,

pamphlet, film...is inspected by a selector (or committee) and a decision is
made.

However, more often than not this is not the case.

be impossible to obtain before the selection.

The materials may

Or even when they are obtained

outside opinion, review or comparison is sought.

Thus, aids or tools are needed

which will:
1.

guide in selection and

2.

help in verification of data needed for acquisition
ordering and other processes.

There are a great number of selection aids available in many general and
quite a few specialized subjects.

There are also a number of lists or biblio-

graphies of selection aids appropriate for given subjects and types of materials.

For instance, one of the best discussions and enumerations of such aids for
English language materials oriented toward libraries in general can be found
in Collection Development by W.A. Katz (6-3).

Thus we shall not enumerate here

such aids but discuss the types of aids.
Selection aids may be grouped in the following types:

TYPES

1,

Ba.644 bibtiagttaPhitoS

2.

Selected tiost6 (including goveument and inteknati.onat
oAganization'4 t24t4)

OF
SELECTION

3.

Revitum

AIDS:

4.

Relfekence book4 and diAectottieds

S.

Context tabte4
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TYPES OF

6.

Indexing and almtAacting 4ounce6 and 4ekvice4

SELECTION

7.

SDI (Selective Ai.44emiwition o

AIDS

8.

New tate4 44o/unction

CONTINUED:

9.

InviAate cattege4

1.

Basic bibliographies.

Int5olimat4on) Amato

There are a number of general bibliographies

(such as national bibliographies or annual publication bibliographies), national
union catalogs, union lists of serials, lists of in-print and out-of-print
books, pamphlet bibliographies, etc. to serve as aids in selection and in
verification (spelling of author's name, checking what's in print, where to
order, what was published last month or year, what a publisher issues, costs,
These are more important in acquisition than selection.

etc.)
2.

Selected lists.

These include both annotated and nonannotated lists

of materials pertaining to given types of libraries or information centers
(lists of materials recommended for small colleges, public libraries, busi-

nesses); evaluated lists in given subjects (civil engineering, international
law, schistosomiasis) or given missions or programs (malaria eradication,

nutrition, family planning, solar energy); lists of publications by government
or international agencies (UNESCO, FAO, INIS, NASA) - also subdivided by subjects; lists of materials including pamphlets for popular use (field manuals,
constru.;tion, literacy campaigns); etc.

These llsts are used to gain an idea

of what there is relevant to a given topic and/or how it was previously evaluated.
3.

Reviews.

These pertain to evaluated or critical overviews of parti-

cular titles, e.g. particular books, pamphlets, monographs, journals, articles,
films. (Note that reviews of titles are not the same as reviews of a subject
or topic as treated in Chapter 9).

The title reviews can appear in specialized

review publications oriented toward the general public or toward libraries;

-
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in scholarly publications for given subjects; in the general news media; in
parts of other works in a subject, etc.

The use of reviews can be formal

(reading of few reviews, comparison, committee selection meetings for commissioned
reviews, etc.) or informal (gathering impressions and opinions of others).
Reviews themselves should be evaluated (see Section 9.6).
Indexes of reviews exist to help find reviews.

They can be biased.

Use of reviews is important

in evaluation.
4.

Reference books and directories.

These include materials listed in

handbooks, directories (of periodicals, manufacturers, organizations), in who's
who, biographies and similar reference tools, and could include textbooks.
These are used primarily to identify either potential sources of relevant
materials or given titles in a subject, or by an organization, person, etc.
One drawback of bibliographies, lists, reviews, and directories is that they
have by necessity a time lag built in i.e., they generally do not reflect
the most current materials.
5.

Content tables.

These include tables of contents of current issues

of journals in given subjects (such as Current Contents, Managesent Contents,
etc.); title and contents pages of books; content descriptions of films or
other nonprint materials; etc.

The primary use is in getting the idea about

the subject of materials and about what is currently available, as are most
of the next types of aids described.
6.

Indexing and abstracting sources and services.

There is scarcely

a subject in the world which does not have an indexing or abstracting source
available.

These may be in print or computer form (or both).

Searches through

these sources can produce a list of items and/or candidates for selection.
However, as other aids, these should also be evaluated as to their coverage,
timeliness, etc.

For instance, most of the indexing and abstracting sources
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do not adequately cover the so called "fugitive" materials (reports, pamphlets),
nor do they adequately cover the outputs frou developing countries.
7.

SDI services.

These are items retrieved from an indexing service

every so often (e.g. every two months) in response to a stored question

('pmfile').

Many SDI services exist to which one can subscribe by sending

a profile or accepting one of the mass profiles they offer so that one doesn't
have to acquire the indexes and do the seardhing.

The problem is in constructing

an appropriate profile or selecting the most suitable ones from sass profiles
vrailable.
8.

New title inflrmation.

New books, pamphlets, films, !or:urn/11s are

usually announced in a number of ways:

press releases, publisher catalogs

and announcements, book exhibits, sass media articles, advertisements, lista of
new publications by organizations, etc.

Often these are mass mailed, but one

has to get on a sailing list.

These are aids that create the first awareness of a given item or a whole
class of materials.

Often the associated descriptions can not be taken at

face value, thus further evaluations or review' may be sought.
9.

Inv!;ible colleges.

This is a nickname for informal communications,

information about materials obtained through word-ofmouth, professional
contacts and inquiries, correspondence, attendance at meetings, etc.

Some

of this may be purpoaefully directed to identification and evaluation of specific
aaterials, some of it may be discovery of relevant materials by serendipity,
some of it lay be directed toward seeking of examples to imitate or modify.
can cultivate an invisible college for the purpose of selection.

1

22

One
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6.4 SELECTION PROCESS

Selection process is a judgment.

It is a series of events which result

in a decision on acceptance or rejection of given materials for information
consolidation; it is the application of the selection policy on the one hand and
evaluation criteria on the othei with the help of selection aids.

It can

be more objective or more subjective, more or less critical, more or less
formal, more or less constrained by things over which a selector has little
control.

The selection process involves:

ELEMENTS
IN

I.

Seteetou:

2.

Pnacedum4 tot judging intAinAie vatue:

SELECTION
PROCESS:

who 4settztet

pal the aubject and

3.

how to aetett

item paint oi view?

PrweeduAe6 iok judging demand

and uaek appoptiAtenew

how& 4eteet Von uex paint oi view.

1.

Selectors:

Who selects?

make the ultimate judgments?

Who is the person or who are the people to

This is one of the perennial problems of all

irfnrmation systems particularly including inftcmation consolidation units,
wTought with navy problems and implications.

Involved is a necessity to balance

(i) subject expertise (ii) user sensitivity (iii) information expertisA (iv)

economic considerations and (v) other indirect (but powerful) aspects, such as
political considerations.

In different systems selectors con be found to be:

* information specialists, librarians
* experts in given subjects
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* committees involving either one or both
* committees also involving users.

Information specialists and librarians can be and are among the best
selectors because they often combine a knowledge or sensitivity of all of the
five aspects enumerated above.

However, the more the subject becomes specialized,

the more there is a need to Use subject experts as selectors.

Quite often

selection committees turn out to be a proper answer to the problem of balancing
all of the five needed aspects; however, one has to realize that traditionally

committees are not the most effective to get a thing done.

Advice from

users can be sought or users can be incorporated as selectors to balance the
user viewpoint.

Leaving selection to experts and users alone can have draw,-

this is their side activity and they perform accordingly; their view

backs:

may be narrow or even subject-biased.
2.

Procedures for judging intrinsic values:

involved is judgment of the

quality, validity, reliability of materials selected.

of information sources are given in Section 7.5)

(Criteria for evaluation

How can this be done?

There is, of course, the method of making the judgment directly on the basis
of stated or unstated evaluation criteria (discussed in the next Chapter).

However, there are also methods, a bit more objective, which may aid in such a
judgment.

These include examination of:

* Reviews and state-of-the-arts of a topic:

those reviews (not the same

as reviews of titles mentioned in preceeding sections) done by recognized
experts in the field, include synthesis, evaluative judgments and citations
of usually highly selected literature on a given topic or subject; all
of these can be used for selection.

Parts of them can be used even for

incorporation as information consolidation products.

(An example of

using such reviews for initial selection and consolidation is given in
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Section

7.6).

* Refereeing and peer review:

the method involves consensus among peers

(experts) in the given area; a refereeing system is present in science

in some version or other from the early days to present, thus it has
international tradition and well defined ways and means.

This method

is particularly suitable for selection of scientific materials.

(Criteria

for peer review are given in Section 7.2 and two examples in Section 7.6).
* Citation indexes:

involves an analysis of the amount of citations

received by an item, an author, an institution, a journal, etc.

With

availability of large citation indexes the citation analysis is relatively
easy to perform.

Various other results can be obtained, such as co-

citation patterns or bibliographic couplings.

Citation analyses are more

suitable for scientific materials, both basic and applied.

(See example

in Section 7.6).

In many instances, data provided in given sources needs to be examined
as its validity and reliability.

Again, besides the expert judgment or consensus

there are procedures (more costly and cumbersome) which may be involved, such as:
* Comparison:

data on the same aspect from different sources is compared

for similarities and differences and selection made accordingly.
* Testing:

data is tested in a variety of ways or samples are recollected

to check their reliability.(Such tests are described in Section 7.4).
3.

Procedures for judAing demand and user appropriateness:

these involve

judging the utility of the materials which pass the selection on their own
intrinsic value.

Besides

Results of user studies are matched against the materials.

the direct judgment by a selector (or selection committee) some other

procedures may include:

* relevance feedback:

examination of materials previously judged relevant

by users and subsequent selection of similar items;
examination of materials previously cited, circulated,

* use analysis:

read, requested, etc.;

finding out about 4tems in demand

* demand analysis
* user tests:

talking to users; testing samples of materials, candidates

for selection;
* consultation:

seeking experiences from systems and situations similar

to OVA.

Quite often, both of these procedures (for judging intrinsic merit and
user appropriateness) are merged into one.
they have to be merged.

Even if they were not, ultimately

Because this is what selection is all about.

126
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7.

EVALUATION OF INFORMATION AND OF INFOR4ATION SOURCES

7.1 OVERVIN

Evaluation is concerned with determination of the intrinsic merit,
validity and reliability, or in short, the quality of information and of
information sources which will eventually be consolidated.
crucial in both

As such it is

selection and later in analysis and synthesis.

is qualitative information?

But what

This is a perennial question which is a critical

problem in a much broader context than information consolidation and in
many human endeavors, particularly including science and technology.
are no easy answnrs.

There

Unfortunately, there are no formulae or objective

measures of information quality -- this is true even in science which itself
tries to be as objective as possible.

However, there often is a consensus

as to what is information of higher quality, what is of lesser quality,

what is redundant, outdated or supereeded information and what is junk, or
even worse, what is inaccurate, wrong, or false information.

The consensus

is built by applying evaluation criteria and tests as yardsticks against
which the quality of information is judged.

One of the most powerful tests

in such a consensus is the test of time, however, over time even consensus
may change.

Some of the most elaborate criteria have been developed and applied for
a long, long tine in science and technology.

We shall review them here to

provide a guidance for development of similar criteria for judging quality
of information and information sources appropriate for information consolidation.
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7,2 CRITERIA FOR PEER REVIEW AND REFEREEING

Since the ancient times to the present, science and all of scholarship

has been governed as to judgement of meritorious work by a method of peer
review and refereeing.

So is nuch of technology.

The peers are the judges.

This is a method that transcends national, political, cultural and other
boundaries, and always did so.

The nerits of work that resulted in hybrid

corn, polio vaccine, theory of relativity, internal combustion engine, etc.
are universally accepted first by peers and only then by a broader population.
Over tine the criteria for peer reviewing and refereeing have been well
The refereeing criteria pertains

developed and universally accepted.
particularly to publications:

since scientific work is not completed until

published, refereeing is the process of passing a judgement by peers on a
manuscript submitted for publication.

In many cases criteria used for

refereeing are modified or even fully accepted by information specialists
and librarians as evaluation criteria for selection.

By the way, the peer review and refereeing process and judgement should
not be confused with the process and judgements of funders and administrators
of scientific and technical work.
differ.

More often than not some of the criteria

Thus the criteria of funders are reviewed separately in the next

section.

Here are the peer review and refereeing criteria as used in science
and technology classified into those that pertain to more objective and

more subjective judgements (as mentioned, there are no fully objective
criteria and judgenents):
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Moke

A.

1.

objective cAitenia:

Undentying pubtems,

oi thought:

a.64amption4, ponametem

how welt examined, ongo.nized, Atated

OA tecognized?
2.

&tett.,

Hypotheai6;

Axe aAaumptiona wannanted?

and do they embody the ptobtemd,
3.

Method4:

ate they dem

tue6t2bn, eoncept4:

15aet4, panameteke

appkopAiate, competent;

autho&i.tative

oi ke6oukee6.
4.

Analyaisk:

appkoptiate; Ottawa likOm ia414

catected

CRITERIA

OA ob4ekved; ketate6 to aaaumptiona, hypothesia,

IN SCIENCE

quo:Atm.

AND

5.

TECHNOLOGY

Intekmetation:

togicat, common aenae; atkong;

Ottawa prom anoty614.

FOR

6.

Vatiditl:

doea the woich atick to a degned pitobtem,

PEER REVIEW

paitametekA, que4tion4,

AND

what it etaim6 to do?

REFEREEING:

1.

Retiabitity:

degkee and

hypotite.sia?

ftes

aaeukaey; kegeetion o

apptoptiatenosa

biaaed keautt4.

it

do

Aeatity,

oi contkot4 to eliminate

Can the 4ame keAutt4 be obtained

kepeated obssekvatAone

Ake theke

congicting

teautte
8.

Awakene44:

demonAtkation o

knowtedge oi pkeviota

and kitatedKVAkA; integkation into takgek body
off wotk, knowledge.
8.

Mau 'subjective
1.

etZtekia:

Ptobtem ailniiicance:

to wfiat extent LS the pkobtem

hypotheaiA, queation investigated aignicant
tAiviatt
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2.

Solution a1.Ani6icance:

to what extent AA the

aotution impontant 04 tniviat?

(e.g. the

pubtem can be Aigniiicant, but the aotution
ttiviat).
3.

ftiginatity:

to what extent 44 the woAk unique

atantting, unuauat, ahedding new tight, enlightening?
4.

CRITERIA

Imputation, quality o6

pkevioua wonk, honeaty, audibility, competence.

IN SCIENCE
5.

AND

Authon., 1.n6tUution:

Vatue:

eon. aunt woldi (ais atimulation, encoun.-

TECHNOLOGY

agement, guide); siat education and tuining; Lot

FOR

pnactice; ion given audience.

PEER REVIEW

6.

Reponting atyte:

Fate:ice impact.

Aeadabaity; etatity; jalleon;

AND

ongallization; Logic o6 pteaentation; tone; cam

REFEREEING

degkee oi aophiatication nequited to 6ottow.
1.

CONT'D.:

Pubtication:

pubtiaked, judgement on aoutee

wheite WOAk 14 tepatted): upu.tation, neieteeing

extent, qwzt4ty oi pnevioua wonka tepatted,

honeaty, authatity, medibitity.

Science and technology is very, very selective in its own 'natural'
For instance (7-6, 7-8, 7-9, 7-12, 7-19, 7-20):

way.
*

Close to 50 percent of the scientific papers published are never
cited even once.

*

Only a small proportion of the literature is cited out of proportion
(about 5-10%), constituting a research front in each subject topic.
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*

Most significant work in science is produced by a minority of

authors, (so called scientific 'elite9.
*

A small proportion of authors publish a large bulk of the literature in a subject.

*

A large proportion of total articles in a subject is published in
a very small percentage of journals among which it is distributed.

*

Furthermore, as literature is ranked and increases in quality there
is a profound reciprocal reduction in the number of papers, authors
and journals.

In other words, selectivity and evaluation in science work in such a way.
that the majority of good, evaluative articles is found in a very small
proportion of journals and is written by a small proportion of authors.
A quality filtering is at work.

Because of this a small personal or insti-

tutional library or information center, if well selected, is valuable far

above its proportion to the total literature and a small institute in any
place of the world can be a major part of a large subject.
In view of such demonstrated and well documented selectivity these
enumerated criteria assume a very important role.

7.3

CRITERIA FOR FUMING OF RESEARCH

The funders, administrators, overseers of science and technology
are often by necessity concerned with additional and even differing criteria
than peers in passing judgement in relation to questions such as:
topic to support?
push for?

etc.

Which projects to fund?

what

Haw much to fund? What to

These criteria are also useul (and may be even more so)

ilesearch here is interpreted very broardly
to include development and applied
mocks sad prolects.
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in setting the criteria for selection of information or information
sources for consolidation.

In general, the following four classes or criteria are employed by
funders and administrators in decisions on which particular research
proposal or work to support, fund, or give priority:

A.

Ctitekia utated to competent pleitioAmanee oi

Aueauk - the technicat adequacy olf pe4iounet4
and theit inAtitutional ba4e:
1.

The 4WOJECheite VW-able, put petpamance
tecoAd; bstimated potential Wt. Wake
accompliAhment.

2.

attetnative apptoachea to pubtem.

CRITERIA
FOR

3.

Ptobabte adequacy oi avaitabte technicat
4upm/ft, imAttumentation, etc.

FUNDING OR

SUPPORT

The Ae4eatchet4' awatene64 oi pavioub and

8.

Caitetia telated to intemat 4t1uctu1te oi taAgea

OF

aAea (eld) in which ptopo4a2 4.4 made (A wo412

RESEARCH

conducted:

PROJECTS:

1.

Paobabitity that te4eatch w.itt tead to impot-

tant diAcovetie4 04 valid genma22zation4

within itA 4etd.
2.

*At ifavoaabty:

the ptobabitity oi AeoeaAch

extending to othet tietdA.

132
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3.

Pubabitity that AlAeonch Plitt teed to
Aignitimant imptovementA ox in, vationA
in the methodA o6 weak and AtAeaAch -- again,

with poo4ibte extemion to other: liet44.
C.

Crate/cid utating to utaity 04 tetemanee:
1.

Pubability that teAeatch can Aetve aA the
baAiA OA new invention, imp/coved ttehnotagy

and pucticat apptieationA.
2.

Ptobabte conttibution o6 AtAeanch tA technot-

ogy aAAeaAment; to WA:Wing ditect
CRITERIA

indikeet, intended at unintended ediect4 o6

FOR

exiAting ox ptopmed technotogieA and teehno-

FUNDING OR

togicat appticationo.

SUPPORT

3.

OF

RESEARCH

Identilication o6 immediate pkagmatic context

and UAVLA 06 anticipated AeeaAch AtAuttA.
V.

CU-let& Aetating to 6utuAet planA, and potential

PROJECTS

oi a countty on xegion:

CONT'V.:

1.

Antiapated

eitfect upon countty'A ot Aegionat

activitieA aAd ptano, and upon the Attuctute
o6 the kietd ui the countty.
2.

Ptobability

that neaeafth

witt teml to widen

di66uAion not onty o6 technical AtAuttA, but

oic *Undo/Ld6 o6 woAkmanship, ptoductivity,
tAadition in the iietd, etc.
3.

Ptobabte inguenee o6 the xedeatch upon cap-

intene6ts,

I

conem o6 panticipating
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keemachekA, inctuding 4tudent6, techniciana,
tkainee6; inituence on ckeation oi know-how
and technicat competencica.

As the choices of works and projects proliferate, while the funding
and other resources keep steady or even diminish, the importance of such
criteria becomes greater and greater.

In instances where consolidated

information is aimed at helping decisions on funding and support for
research and development by legislative bodies, councils, ministries,
industries, etc., clearly these criteria should play a crucial role in
selection and evaluation of infornation appropriate for consolidation.

7,4 DATA EVAWATION

Scientific, technical, business and related literature contains
many valuable data covering a wide range of diverse fields.
in these areas are about data per se.

Many activities

Unfortunately, the literature also

contains many data that have erroneous values, that are only marginally
correct or even worse, that are.plainly false.
Even in the area of "hard" scientific and technical data, (e.g. even
on measures of physical phenomena such as thermal conductivity of 99.5
percent pure alumimun oxide) considerable discord exist in the values
reported.

Owing to difficulties encountered in the accurate measurement

of the properties of materials and processes and in the adequate characterization of test specimens and conditions, the data recorded in the

scientific and technical literature are often conflicting, widely diyerging

13.1
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and subject to a large degree of uncertainty.

Indiscriminate use of lit-

erature data for engineering and design calculations, for health and other
applications, without knowing their reliability is dangerous and may

cause inefficiency of products and other failures, wtich at times can be
disastrous.

Consequently, it is recommendei over and over again that only

critically evaluated data should aver be used (7-10).

CRITICAL DATA i4

that m*ich may be uAed ntlth eoniidence in ptanni.ng expekimenth and pito-

ject4, keduc4ng xeauttA and intekpketing phenomena.
Errors for hard data can be in order of magnitude, as many studies by
national and international bureaus of standards and other institutions
have documented.
problem.

As a result aany efforts are made to cope with the

For instance, International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU)

has instituted a Committee on Data for Science and Technology (CODATA);

this is an international forum on data evaluatinn; it produces state- ofthe art in many countries of the world (see CODATA Bulletin, publishee
since 1969); and it has instituted wide efforts for evaluation of datai and

production of critical tablIs.

Information centers have sprung up that

are concerned with validity and reliability of scientific and technical
data, such as the Center for Information and Numerical Data Analysis and
Synthesis (CINDAS), Purdue University, which among others collects and
compares data and draws recommended curves(which also include disparate
values that were reported in the literature).

In the areas of the 'softer' data the situation is obviously much
worse.

Thus, experiences have shown that particular care has to be exer-

cised in acceptance of such data and that probabilities of error have to be
always considered.
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As a result of this situation in relation to both, 'hard' and 'soft'
data effox-- -re expanded to develop methods for data,. evaluation, and in

data production and processing methods for error reduction and quality
control (7-18).

Here are some of the more common methods or tests used

in data evaluation (clearly, the selection of a given test depends on
the nature and properties of data):

1.

Compani4on:

obtaining data on the same phenom-

enon ok item plom a mambo. oi diiiment sou/ices

and

COW920.4211#

on diA cupana tos; kesotation and

ntooneitiation o6 disagneements

conitictng

data.
2.

Connotation:

elotabei4hing, contnotting panametem

and connetating data on vartious panametem.
3.

Detenniniatic to6t4: (604 the data on the same

METHODS

itvn in one necond) eatabtiohing 'i6 ... then'

FOR

condi2ion4 and/on conneta2ion4 betoeen data iox

DATA

di66enent oatiabte4 in a &mond and chelking

EVALUATION:

they exi4t.
4.

Pnobatitiatiz teAtA - patainetkic data (assuming undektying mfflunat diatnaution):

* teat o6 con6inmmtion o

a no/mat distAibutZon

04 nonmat nejection
* 0044 eltA04 contnot method - acneening bc4ta
on d24tnibation o6 natio4 invotving extteme values
* compaAison o6 data to hi4ton4eat expetiences

available) -- e.g. hatonicaUy obtained
MOMS and 4tandand deviations.

5.

Pkobabitialic tota - nonpakemetkic data

(nudity cannot be aaaumed):
* kough intuitive aont - compani4on with
hiatonicat ekpekience
* teat of kandomneaa:

44 Aandom a66umption6

* tea.Voi inquatZtiea - i.e. teat oi ptopontion

of vataea that ake make than aome catcuated

conatant Sum the mean
NETHOVS

6.

Ctaa6ification apattekna (in typea of vakiabitity

FOR

and A teatimg fox unuauat vataea):

DATA

* cunve fitting kith theaketicat ak empikicat

EVALUATION

equationa

CONT'V.:

eukve etalwiigeation teata - pattemta oi vabaa
wytiabte6 ean tate.
7.

Theoketicat pkedictiona:

companiaon of data kith

theaketicat pkediction OIL kith 4e4utt6 dekived &tom

theoketicat ke2ation6hip6 ok pom genekatized
anpinicat coake2a2ion6.
S.

Won aeoke:

eatatthahing a pnioni, a faituke on

Mon Acoke iOn eveky item in a *MOW (MAIM nate,
tiketihood of mon.) and checking against it.
9.

Iniconap:

apptyimg nutea of common acme and

expekience lb d44e64 the conneetnelkS of data.

In data production and processing quality of data can be checked and
improved by judicious application of quality and process control.

One
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method for this consists of establishing a sampling routine to contirr
uously monitor the quality of various aspects of data handling process.

Another method is to establish acceptance sampling i.e. rules for deciding
if a particular work lot is or is not of acceptable quality.

A true data evaluation, as discussed here is much more than what
often passes as "data evaluation", slid% as checking if right formulae were

used, if correct references were included, if the form of references or
reporting was right, etc.
of peer judgement.

It is also more than peer refereeing and passing

It involves test and confirmation of the very validity

and reliability of data reported - first, foremost and exclusively.

However, the big question is the cost, effectiveness and benefits
of data evaluation activities.
worth it?

It is a costly and complex effort.

Is it

There are situations where extensive data evaluations may indeed

be necessary and cost-effective (e.g. in terns of wrong decisions which may
be aade on the basis of wrong data) and other situations where the extensive
evaluation produces only marginal benefits.

Nevertheless, when data is involved

in information consolidation some effort has to be expanded on data evaluation.

7.5 EVALUATION OF INFCRMATION SOURCES

For a long tine information specialists and librarians have been concerned with criteria for evaluation of information sources, ... of print
and nonprint ones ... of monographs and periodicals ... of open and fugitive
literature ... of primary, secondary, tertiary sources ... of books and
textboOks, pamphlets and manuals ... of records, files, tapes, slides ...
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of literature in science as well as in fine arts, in business and in
industry, in contemporary literature and classics ... and so forth.
Thus, over the years the criteria have become well developed; their

application in selection constitutes a high and quite unique professional
art by information specialists and librarians.

Specific libraries and

information centers have developed by necessity specific criteria to serve
their needs.

Many of these criteria are applicable for adaptation in

evaluation of information sources for consolidation.

Here are the ten major criteria most often used in evaluation of
information sources:

Punpoae and aeope.

7.

Z.

F04 Whom:

Viewpoint.

Intended audience.

Needa intended

t4 aatiaiy.
3.

What:

Subject mattea.

Exhauativity.

Levet oi dicutty.

Extent oic auppoAtive mate/Lie.

Signigeanee.
CRITERIA

4.

a

Whom:

Authotity, Imputation, honeaty, exedi-

FOR

bitity oi authoa(a), inatitution wheal WOAk peatcoamed

EVALUATION

oa idauing oaganization (

no individual authm).

OF

In audioviauat mate/UAW

petionmet, photogaaphea,

INFORMATION

etc.

SOURCES:

5.

WhEke:

Authoaity, aeputatim, honeaty,

oi pubtiahea.

In jouanata:

extent oic aeimeeing.

In audioviauata and Wm: diaectoa, podueek, ete.
6.

Mem

iimetineaa.

matulata.

Up-to-dateneaa oi auppoAting

Edition;

of update and nevi:44n.

aucceeding editiona, extent

-1.25-

7.

o

CRITERIA

Tteatment; teadabit44; atyte; otganization

pte4entation; etaxity; extent (IS jatgon; quality

olf ithatution4 and gtaphica

FOR
.

How:

EVALUATION OF

S.

ptint, ZegLfU2.ty, bindimg

INFORMATION

Sonmat, lay-out,

Phoical a6pectA:

In what

Fot audioviauatA:

tiotmat, lay-out, viAual at audio quality, teadability

SOURCES

o

CONT'D.:
9.

10.

Aynchunization, etc.

captionA,

Now much:

Ptice.

In compatison to:
Aubject.

Po44ibly:

c04t-benetit4.

Othet Aimilat 4outee4 in the

Othet 4outce4 in collection.

The work or data itself reported in information sources may be subjected to further evaluation by criteria previously enumerated.

And

ultimately,the souxces will have to be related to users.

7,6 UsER BIPLUATION OF INFORMATION SERVICES

In this chapter the stress is on

criteria for evaluation of information

(including data) and information sources.

To get a rounded picture of

evaluation as a whole it is appropriate to diverge for a moment from the

main topic of the chapter and discuss evaluation from the point-of-view of
users of information services and products.

A great many studies have been performed on what the users value in
the services and products of information systems in general and information
analysis centers in particular. .(e.g. 7-13, 7-14).

Out of these studies

tend to
came attempts to define a set of general criteria by whith users

evaluate and judge information services and their products.

Here are
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five general classes of criteria or dimensions which are found to be most
often applied by users:

1.

Ingo,mation (on. data) quatity, .inctuding
PneciAion and accoAacy 1)6 intcon.mation.

Ctedib.iLity o the 4ounce(4).
Recency o6 inionmation.
2.

USERS'

3.

CRITERIA

Scope, inctuding:
*

Compee.teneot. o inionmation.

*

CompnehenAiveneAa 015 Aubject on topic coveAage.

Approp4ia2ene44, inctuding:
*

Fitting with need4, n.equbtemen.ta, kequeat;

IN

degn.ee to which 4n6onmation .14 peitAono.tized a nequeAted.

EVALUATING

Degn.ee o

AN

ovvttoad 04 totenance 6o4 pnoce.64ing 414o/oration.

INfORIATION

Fitting with own capabitaieo: tanguage,

SERVICE:

aophistication, tevet.
Degnee o

n.eac.hing On. exceeding inionration

opinion4, extna.neoua, iimetevant

in6onma2ion.
4.

Negate and hato&te

iactonA, inctuding:

Time tag in neceiving iniOnmation.
EaAe oic uAage o

n.ece,ived 44o/oration

(e.g.

tco/unak additionat 4tep6 nequined).

Eau. og ctece44 to the avarice (e.g. minims oi
/Led txpe and papeithoonk, ptoc.edwcat detay6,

diAtanceA, channeta).

!-'
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EliSont4 kequiked to get d teeponze! auppott

*

USERS'

Iteceived in acceaa and we.

CRITIERIA
IN

5.

-EVALUATING
AN INFORMATION

Co4t4, including:
*

Dikeet coata oti obtaining aenvice.

*

Indiftect coat in deCe64.619 and Eating the 4enuice

and in po4t-pkoce44img (36 in0Amv2ion.

SERVICE OONT'O.

In different situations different priorities may be assigned to each of
these dimensions.

In addition other specific criteria may be used by

different users in the sane situation and by the same user at different times
or situations.

Thus, these criteria tend to be more fluid than the other

discussed in this chapter.

7.7 PROBLEMS IN EVALUATION

Who should be the evaluators?
evaluation?

How should they go about doing the

These are the big questioms in evaluation.

The major problem

in any and all evaluations are not the criteria, but their application.

Explicit criteria improves judgement, but no criteria can ensure a complete
consistency and agreement even among subject experts.

Some degree of subject expertise is necessary for a person to be an
evaluator.

The more specialized the subject and the clientele the greater

the expertise required.

However, studies show that even in rather narrow

scientific specialties where high degree of expertise is present among the
peers, scientists (experts) tend to disagree in their evaluations; the judgements are not necessarily in agreement, particularly in the "gray" area of
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The

medium value, nor are the judgements always consistent (7-20, 7-23).

'softer' the field or data the more disagreement and inconsistency can be
Getting one single expert in a field to evaluate a piece of

expected.

information or an information source may not necessarily be an assuring
sclution.This fallibilit Y of evaluation should be realized and not ignored.

The only way to resolve this problem of evaluation is to search for
repeated evaluations and for sone sort of consensus.

The first two exaiples

presented in the next section illustrate this approach.
Some information consolidation can be achieved without using artifacts
(e.g. printed documents).

The information source for consolidation can be

an expert, or rather the knowledge he or she has on the subject.

The con-

solidated product is derived directly from that personal knowledge.

The

problem, of course, is evaluation of that personal information source.
is a most difficult and even more a delicate proposition.

It

The standard

academic ways of evaluating students' knowledge are out of the question.
The only way to evaluate an expert's knowledge of a topic is to do it indirectly.
And this can be done only if the expert has published something on the topic.
In that case the publication is evaluated on the basis of the criteria
discussed previously in the sections on peer review and on evaluation of
information sources.
somehow.

But, the knowledge of any expert should be evaluated

For it could be wrong, outdated, biased.

many times in many places in the past.

It was found as such

Again, as the succeeding examples

show, one way out is to use knowledge of a number of experts and not only of a
single one.

The ideal situation is to have evaluators that are both:

experts in

a subject and experts in information services (including users).

The biggest

and most often occurring Probate is when the evaluators are experts in only
one of these.

Expertise in a subject does not at all assure knowledge of
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communication in that subject and even less of the needs of information
users and ways of information services.

But somehow it happens.so often

that a subject expert wrongly assumes himself or herself to also be an
information or library "expert", and often their basis is nothing more
than that they read or have used a library.

Conversely, expertise in inforBut,

mation work does not qualify one to be an evaluator in every subject.

somehow many information experts, on the basis of years of experience, assume
themselves to be competent "evaluators" in any subject. Needless to say,
both positions are fallacious and even dangerous. Unfortunately, the ideal
situation mentioned above is rarely achieved.
mises have to be worked out.

Thus, a variety of compro-

The first and essential step in those compromises

is to push for recognition that nobody is an "expert" in everything.

Know-

ledge in one area, no matter how great, does not qualify one to be an expert
in another area.

7,8

THREE EXA/IPLES

7,8.1 LI TEMTURE EVALUAT ION

The first example is from the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol
Information (NCAL), of the U.S. National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism.

One of their services is to provide a quality evaluation rating

for the documents announced by the Clearinghouse (7-5).

They have a Quality

Evaluation of Literature System (QELS) which is designed to select and

discrininate among literature in the field on the basis of quality criteria
developed by alcoholism field professionals and to announce the resulting
comparative ratings to literature users.

In this way, QELS aids literature
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users in determining those documents of highest potential value to them.
In addition, the Clearinghouse announces all of the literature collected
and provides various services, QELS is only one of them.
an information consolidation product and service.

It is a type of

It uses peer refereeing

as its basic method.

The mechanism of the system starts with the initial document ratings
by a group of highly regarded professionals who are peers of the authors.

In

other words, each document is evaluated by a panel, but panel members work
independently of each other.

Then these 'raw' ratings are converted into

a standardized score for comparability.

The scores are announced through the

information services of the Clftaringhouse.

The users are encouraged to

provide their own feedback ratings whibh are then factored into a document
score during a regular cycle of additional review and update.

The rating of the criteria is shown in Figure 7-1.
assigned range from 0-100.

Numerical ratings

The numerical rating for each document is then

converted to a so called stanine score througb the use of a general statistical

rating standardization technique that provides a basis for comparison of raw
ratings.

This provides for consistency even though raw scores for a document

may vary from one evaluator to another.

This service has received a very

high acceptance by users.
(For more information contact:

National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Infor-

mation, P.O. Box 2345, Rockeville, Maryland, 20852, USA).

7.8.2 SELECTION FOR EVALUATION SYNTHESIS

The second example ià from tha Hepatitis Knowledge Base (HKB) of the

11.111.=.1111M.N.M1

FWMFIR

,
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Date Lvaluatol

I

w1c IAIL1 II

I

I

I

1
Evaluated by

CRITERIA FOR EVA_LUATION

or QUALiTY OF DOcumorts RECEIVED AT NCAU

Poor

Quality Reece
Medias Excelled

Rating el

Doomed

I. kientlfiensehaftsl Atereoch
2.3

LI Tonsidados of appreach; statement of hypethesim clear
ledleatiso of emblem es nidectives of Ole dommaset.

L

LS heithighgrsin essirel groups ee ear Maadards

etemparisea are used where keelblei or. sufficient brood&
el lometlgeties sad sesame ao *atrial esselualees
deassesL

IS

II

1.3 ftteitw/mtblis owed am either reseplud or eaUdity
le denteastratedt rigor la teeMiques and sanlyals; ruwik
hemuletlem ameleeleas.

L

1.4 V. sod lumowledee of references.

Lu

L I itadlaga cube leserellaed to other saltine er situatimm.

III

MI

&

MI

I. Valltessees a Material Pleseaid
12

LI VMS' s newt Aire there new facie or data. &Petiolate%
meawarsomeals? New techniques? New applkaties or coutinne-

Ulm add Ittbniquos I New mmunaries of latormatles?

LI Aor melte mid amehisions mew or amigos?

_A

S. Smarm Credibility

3.4 21 moms (itutaaL IsPer) well established well-referenced

4

fie/

min

I

I

fa

PSI

I

14

S

12

I

4

OM

(20)

M.M.

priblIcettem If book. Is published by major press: If unpublished
dues selbor/spoarer home reputed.' for publication of credible
dorameals?

PI

41. kiM
4.1 What Is Impact on Intended medicate. poor Eremite. Meted
Raids ef ocierice1 What contributios to existing let* of
haewletite I. Inteeded disciplines?

4.2 Whet direct Impact as Do premium& sad trauma* of
aleshollent er as the field of alcoholism is general?

4.3 is ledormetion timely asd/or does it have losemerit

Mermen "abet
IR
S. Preentettee
11.1 Purpose. methods, results. other date ahead be ele_in,
eased sad molly assimilable by %ergot sedloose.

Totals

4

AB

NIL = =MUM

USE REVERSE SIDE FOR COMAITNTS. IF AN!

Au441

NCUI
NCALI.
FORM FOR LITERATURE EVALUATION USED Irl
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U.S. National Library of Medicine (7-1).

This is a prototype Knowledge Base

in the Knowledge Base Program, a larger undertaking whose goal is to contribute
to more effective access and use of biomedical information in solving the
daily problems of diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of illness.

Knowledge

Base is an integrated medical information system in which current biomedical
literature in specialized areas is identified, selected, reviewed, condensed,
and synthesized by experts.

Based on experiences with the Hepatitis knowledge

Base (under development since 1976) two other subject areas, peptic ulcer
and human genetics, are being developed.

As the work on HD began the difficulty of the problem was quickly
revealed after a MEDL1NE search retrieved 16,000 publications an viral hepatitis in the English language alone for the past 10 years.

That so much was

published in a single field of medicine led to the simple conclusion that a
complete literature review was impossible.

Rather than a full literature

review, initial infornetion sources were limited to recent review articles
published by experts in the field.

Review articles were chosen because they

are a high-quality, analytical, organized, and compacted synthesis of inforration in a given area.

A degree of evaluation is already built in; also the

highest quality and snot relevant literature is cited.
Approximately 40 review articles, published by hepatitis experts, were
selected to construct the initial draft of HIM.

The contents of reviews

were studied, topics selected, arranged by topic headings and subheadings
and "cut and pasted" into a single body of information and put in a computer
to facilitate retrieval.

The organization of topics wms by a highly structured

hierarchial arrangement.

The topic headings serve as a table of contents

and consist of a detailed listing of ubject matter aspects one expects in a
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large, thorough textbook on a given medical subject.

For each topid head-

ing or subheading there is an accompanying statement which is a synthesis
of the state of knowledge on that heading.

Bach statement is supported

by "data-elements" which are paragraphs derived from the review articles.
The content of these data-element paragraphs was only minimally edited.
Often data-elements taken from different reviews contain conflicting data
and views.

It is the purpose of the whole statement under a heading to

reconcile such differences when possible or to leave them unresolved when
appropriate -- that is, to synthesize the state of knowledge as it can
best be understood.

Citations to primary literature in a review are included

with given statements as supporting evidence.

Figure 7-2 shows a heading with its three subheadings from the table
of contents of HER.

Figure 7-3 shows what is provided for in one of these

subheadings (52H), namely, the synthesized statement about the heading,
supporting data - element paragraphs and literature citations.

The synthesis

is a brief, compact, telegraphic, hard statement of the major known points.

It is followed by several supporting paragraphs from the review articles and
a selected list of citations.

Each heading, statement, data element and

citation is identified by a paragraph number.

These allow for further

displays by computer, that is for an interactive access and flexibility in
exploring the knowledge base; for instance, by typing the unique paragraph
number (or placing a cursor on the number displayed on CRT) any subject
of interest can be immediately displayed.

When in printed form these para-

graph numbers allow for cross-reference retrieval and access.

The methods for arriving at the contents and further updating of HKB
is evaluation and consensus by experts.

The initial draft of HEB derived

41H Morphology, antigenic structure, and immunology
of the hepatitis A virus (HAV)
4314 Morphology of the hepatitis A antigen (HA Ag)

52H The unique antigenic identity of the
hepatitis A virus (HAV)
8711 Distinction between the hepatitis A virus
antigen (HA Ag) and other antigens and agents

FIGURE 7-2:

SAMPLE EXCERPT OF THE TABLE OF CONTENTS OF

HEADINGS AND SUBHEADINGS IN HEPATITIS KNOWLEDGE BASE.

53

The unique antigenic identity of the hepatitis A virus (MO has
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been established by a large series of intertwined laboratory, volunteer,
and clinical studies of NAV infections in marmosets, chimpanzees, and
Study of the induced disease, the virus-like particles isolated,
man.
the antigenic responses, and their interrelationships establishes the
MA Ag as the unique infectious hepatitis A virus; the HAV is morphologically and antigenically identical with the MS-1 strain, the CR-326, and

the prticles of Cross, Feinstone, Maynard, 'lineman, DeinbaCt, and
Zuckerman.
54

That soli.

Apm.lies of marmosets are susceptible to NAV, by

: oral inoculation, was confirmed by a number of
either parenter
These studies have allowed
laboratories (ret. 232, 237, 234).

isolation and morphologic and antigenic characterisation of the
hepatitis A antigen particle (MA Ag).

In 1965 hepatitis type A was transmitted to tamarins, small
The relationship of this
South American monkeys (ref. 236).
55

hepatitis in tamarins to human hepatitis A was firmly established
by coded studies (ref. 518, 519) and was later confirmed by others
(ref. 491, 700, 736, 932).
56

Eleven of twelve theoreticrIly or proven positive type A

hepatitis specimens induced hepatitis in marmosetsuwhereas four
hepatitis 8 specimens, one infectious mononucleosis serum, and six
normal control -era induced no biochemical cc histological liver
changes in inoculated animals (ref. 232).

Sixty-five of eighty-nine animals inoculated under code with
hooatitis A specimens develoved hepatitis; in contrast none of
sixty-five animals inoculated with control sera or plasma showed
57

any sign of disease nor did uninoculated control groups. Mairmosets
infected from patients with 148-1 strain of hepatitis A (ref. 637)
produced

feces containing 27 nm cubic virus-like particles

(by

immuno electron microscopy (ref. L13, 315, 935) and contained the
All specimens confecal antigen of HAV (ref. 321, 209, 208).
taining the virus-like particles or containing the fecal antigen

induced hepatitis in marmosets. However, some specimens with
neither the virus-like particles nor the fecal antigen induced
disease in the animals indicating that infectivity in mamosets is
the most sensitive of test systems (ref. Z32).
231

Deinhardt, F, Peterson, D, Czoss, G, et al.:
sets,

Hepatitis in marmo-

Am J Med Sci, 270 (1): 73-80, 1975.

236

Deinhardt, F:
Hepatit.ls in subhuman primates and the hazards to
man.
P. 55.
Ins
Bilner, N, and Beveridge, WIB, ed. infections
and immi Jsuppression Al subhuman primates. f4unksgaard, 1970. pw
504 162i 1969.

253

Deinhardt, F, Wolfe, L, Peterson, D, et al.:
Tho mythology of
various hepatitis A virus isolates. In: Hennesen, W, Perkins, FT,
and Ragamey, KH, ad. Proceedings of the International Iymposium on
Viral Hepatitis, organized by the International Association of
Biological etandardization. Karger, 1974. W3 DE61SE 1974 v.
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FIGURI: 7-3: SAMPLE EXCERPT FROM HEPATITIS KNOWLEDGE BASE LISTED

UNDER A SUBHEADING
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from the 40 reviews was considered as a single person's view of whlt is
known about viral hepatitis three years previously.
was then sought from 10 experts in the field.

Consensus on contents

Each expert was requested

to read and become generally familiar with the entire draft knowledge base
provided in hard copy, and to perform a thorough, detailed review of onetenth of the uaterial.

They were asked to identify weaknesses, inaccuracies,

and missing information that needed to be remedied; consider and suggest
changes in overall organisation of the data base; suggest changes in individ-

ual data elements (rewriting for inproved fidelity or clarity, elinination
because of unimportance or redundancy, shortening or lengthening, identifying
known but missing information to be included from the sourt- documents
or frau any other sources, and other changes for whatever other reasons);
and to consider and suggest changes in the headings and heading statements.
Greatest emphasis was placed on reaching a consensus on the state of knowledge
for each heading.

This is because synthesis statements are likely to be

the most important pathway for information transfer.

The consensus may have

ranged frou unanimity to support of two or more mutually exclusive views,
or to the belief that necessary information was lacking. The statements
simply describe whatever the views are.
gence toward a single consensus
one view.

No attempt was made to force conver-

when supporting data does not warrant only

The written consensus reflects the content of the material from

published source documents; personal knowledge by the experts of unpublished
information was excluded from consideration so as to avoid the additional
problems inherent to the assumption of a function now exerted by the
editorial board of scholarly journals.

Decisions as to inclusion, exclusion, and/or modification of content
!

:a determined by vote of the expert group.

The chairman had final
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authority in determining when consensus had been reached; generally, when
two or more negative votes occurred, the paragraph under consideration
was modified and/or reconsidered by the entire group.

The ::onsensus-

reachiag process was facilitated by the use of computer conferencing.

Had the process been done in isolation, the result would have been a consensus on what had been known about viral hepatitis sometime previously;-in
fact, the process was meshed with the updating proc,

, described below.

The next problem was methodology for updating; after all as knowledge
changes a knowledge base needs to be kept updated.

The Hepatitis Knowledge

Base required both an initial and continuing updating process.

The initial

update was needed because it was recognized that by the use of review
articles the initial draft would be unavoidably about three years out of
date.

The plan was to have the group of hepatitis experts update the content

of the initial draft with materials selected from receLtly published scholarly
journal articles.

Even that was proven wholly impractical because a search

of MEDLINE covering the most recent two year seven month period retrieved
some 5700 articles.
techniques were used.

Thus, a unique combination of known quality-filtering
This included analysis of citation patterns of

articles, authors, and journals in the initial draft of HKE, and a journal

citation analysis from Journal Citation Reports.

These methods identified

journals in which the highest quality literature on viral hepatitis appears.

Thus, a small and manageable set of journals was identified from which to
select.

As expected the mass of good articleswas found in a very small

proportion of journals of quality.

Forty-seven percent of all citations

(in initial draft reviews) were to articles in five journals and approximately
802 in 18.

It seemed reasonable to move from this a posteriori identification

of quality journals to an a priori assumption that those journals would remain
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so in the immediate future.

It was also assumed that by selections for

updating froa the 18 leading journals, the articles will contain citations
to other important sources.

Important new findings on hepatitis cannot

remain long outside the ken of the authors who publish in these journals.

Furthermore, eclectic users will bring in those quality items possibly
missed.

This quality filtering process made the updating manageable.

By

focusing on articles appearing in 18 leading journals only 674 articles
instead of 5700 needed to be reviewed.

When divided among 10 experts each

had about 67 articles, averaging four pages each.

Articles were assigned

for review without matching contents with special interests of experts.

The

experts were also encouraged to include in their consideration any other
publication from any other source which they knew about individually.
Each expert reviewed the assigned articles to select information new,
relevant and important enough to propose adding to HKB.

The experts wrote

a synthesizing paragraph statement, including the relevant citations.
paragraphs were analogous to data-element paragraphs in HKB.
associated headings could also be proposed.

These

Changes in

The experts' proposed new

data-elements, or suggested revisions of synthesizing statements which should
be integrated into an updated.version of IBB by a text composer; and the updated
draft distributed 1.1. 'Ard copy to the 10 experts for further consideration,

modification, or ratification -- that is, for consensus developrent.

As

consensus was reached among experts modifications were entered into HKB to
stay.

Iterations of this process continued until the knowledge base was

completely updated.

After that, distribution of three to four newly published

articles monthly to each of the 10 experts allows maintenance of the infor-
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Nation in the HKB only two or three months behind what is published in
the general literature.

The menu of journals in selection of articles is

not meant to be fixed; analysis of the most recent writings and citation
patterns tries to detect any shifts in quality journals.
To assemble, repeatedly update, and reach consensus on the content of

RIB has required extensive, continuing, reiterative communications between
the 10 experts and the staff of HKB.

Communication was accomplished through

computer conferencing, which proved to be an effective channel of communication among a number of people for this particular purpose.

The Hepatitis Knowledge Base is something betweeen a synthesizing book
(or textbook) and a bibliographic search.

At one extreme is the well-

written, highly polished, intellectually sound, integrated, non-redundant
single authored book or review article.

At the other extreme is a list or

printout in response to a request for a bibliographic search which enumerates
citations, sometimes with abstracts, in which can be found a wide range of
writing styles, quality of work ranging from superb to bad or trifling and
much redundancy.

The HKB has some attributes of both.

It is a highly

organized sound body of information, but includes widely varying source
materials from many authors, differences in style and depth of detail and

deliberate redundancy when information is important to more than ane heading.
It is to be used mainly as a source of needed information, but it does not
read as a book.

The process is one of synthesis of existing knowledge frnm

peer reviewed publications.

It is not a method for generating new knowledge

or for first recording of new knowledge.

It is not competitive with books

and journals.

The inclusion of conflicting views and data assures that it will not
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become some official version of "truth".

Rotation of membership in the

expert group and inclusion of members with divergent interests and knowledge
is done to minimize stultifying effects.

Requests for comments from users

are made to evaluate the process and coverage.

An open process is intended.

This example pertains not only in particular to the.methods for evaluation, but also to information analysis and synthesis treated in the next
chapter.

After more experience is gained with the contents of HKB, the plans
are calling for a number of derivative products and services.

These include:

hard copy or microform publications of all or a selected portion of HKB;
short versions consisting only of synthesis statements for use by medical
students; programmed access to selected questions and answers via computer
terminal or by telephone to access audiotapes; educational modules packaged
with audiovisuals for selected user groups, etc.
(For more information contact:

Knowledge Base Program,National Library

of Medicine, Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communication,
8600 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland, 20209, USA).

7.83 BATA EVALUATION

The third example

is from the Center for Information and Numerical

Data Analysis and Synthesis (CINDAS) at Purdue University (7-4, 7-10).
The Center identifies from the literature, compiles, critically evaluates,

analyzes and synthesizes numerical data on the physical properties of

materials with the aimof-generating recommended reference data for world
wide dissemination.

This data is useful for scientists, engineers and

technicians (e.g. in design and construction of hardware

equipment, buildings,
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in experiment).

CINDAS covers fourteen thermophysical properties and twenty-

two electronic, magnetic, and optical properties for nearly all materials
in all physical states and at all temperatures.

The process resulting in recommended reference data for a material is

carried out in three tages:
1.

In the first or documentation stagelthe world literature is syste-

statically and comprehensively earched, the original documents of
interest uncovered and procured.

Documents are reviewed, codified,

cross-checked and classified (indexed) by data properties and
materials.
2.

In the second stage,the documents are studied, data is extracted,

structured, organized, converted to uniform units, and homogeneously
plotted and tabulated in the form of "Tables of Original Data"
which present all the available experimental data and information
on a given material and property.
3.

In the third stage,internally consistent tables of critical evaluated "best data" are prepared and "Tables of Recommended Reference
Values" are generated.
critically evaluated.

Subsequently, the organized data is again

These Tables include all values found and

show divergence in results.

The detailed procedures which CINDAS follows in data complilation as
well as in data analysis and synthesis are not necessarily a matter of
established routines and do vary from property to property and from one group
of materials to another.

There are certain principles which must be followed,

however, irrespective of the type of data or materials involved.

For example:

(a) the data should be extracted directly from their original sources to
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ensure freedom from errors of transcription; (b) the characterization and
physical and chemical conditions of the test specimen should be specified
as clearly as possible so as to fully identify the materials tested; (c)
especially for solids, the source of the material, method of fabrication,

thermal history, heat, mechanical, irradiative, and other treatments of the
specimen and the measuring method and conditions should be noted; (d) if
a comparative measurement method is used, the material used as comparative
standard and its property values should be cited; (e) the accuracy and

precision of the data reported should be separately noted; (0 the
complete reference to the original work should always be cited with the
data; etc.

Whenever some of the above criteria cannot be satisfied because

of absence of necessary information in the original work, an attempt is made
to contact the author, if possible.

In the cases where data cannot be

adequately evaluated by CINDAS due to lack of required information, such
datawere appropriately "flagged".
Considering the thermal conductivity data for example, in the critical
evaluation of the validity and reliability of a particular set of experimental
data, the temperature dependence of the data is examined and any unusual
dependence or anomaly is carefully investigated.

The experimental technique

is reviewed to see whether the actual boundary conditions in the measurement
agreed with those assumed in the theoretical model to define the property.

Since the primary factor contributing to unreliable and erroneous experimental results is the systematic error in measurement, experimental data
can be judged to be reliable if all sources of systematic error have been
miniaized or eliminated and accounted for.
considered by the author.

This iS

examined if it was

Besides evaluating and analyzing individual data
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sets, correlation of data in terms of various controlling parameters is also
employed as a valuable technique in analyses.

Several properties of the

same material can be cross-correlated.
It is important to note that irrespective of how much experimental data
are available, reliable information exists only after the experimental data
has been critically evaluated and recommended values generated.
7-4 serves to illustrate this point.

Figure

It presents the experimental data and

the recommended values on the thermal conductivity of titanium carbide from
six sources and shows that the lower two sets of experimental data are utterly
erroneous, being about five times too low at 800 K and ten times too low at
1350 K.

Yet the lower two sets of data were published by an internationally

well-known scientist and were obtained by using two completely different
experimental methods for measurement.
used to make machine tools.

Titanium carbide has been extensively

If machine tool designers blindly use the lower

data for design without knowing that the data are erroneous, one can imagine
the serious consequence.

Figure 7-5 presents the experimental data and the recommended values
on the thermal conductivity of tungsten and shows that most of the experimental
data are erroneous, conflicting, and widely diverging.

It has been estimated

that the cost of experimental research (around 1978) was about $60,000 per
published research paper.

Since the number of published papers reporting

experimental results on the thermal conductivity of tungsten is larger than
100, a total of over $6,000,000 research funds had been spent to produce the
confusion of experimental data shown in Figure 7-5.

It can apparently be

seen from Figure 7-5 that it was not until C1NDAS critically evaluated the
discordant experimental data and generated the recommended reference values
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that the true values of the thermal conductivity of tungsten were known.
(For more information contact:

Center for Information and Numerical

Data Analysis and Synthesis, Purdue University, Purdue Industrial Research
Park, 2595 Yeager Road, West Lafayette, Indiana, 47906, USA).
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8 INFONTION NIPLYSIS NC MEM
8.1 CNERviat:

Flutsms mu Wits

Scatter, amount and quality -- these are the three basic contemporary
information problems.

Information on a particular subject or informatior

which may be useful in solving particular problems is often scattered all

ovar the world in a great many information sources. Due to 'information

explosion there is a great ard growing quaAtity of such sources; tmt Onfortunately,many of them are redundant. and/or of uneven quality and SOSO are
of questionable quality.

A number of types of systems have been instituted

and many kinds of efforts undertaken to cope with these problems.

One such

effort is information analysis and synthesis as performed by information
consolidation units.

In the previous Chapter, we have dealt with rhe process

of evaluation of information and information sources, in this Chapter we are
dealing with their analyses and sy- hesis (which also involves evaluation).

ANALYSIS i4 a MOVIA4 06

davosining

and ihotating

the most satient 44outation conveyed by a given
in6o4mat2on soutce and

aepanating

this inionmation into

its constituent elements on the basis o6 ptedetemined

evatuative

and other'. mite/tic

SYNTHESIS L.

a pkocess o6 condensation and datittati,on

oi anaGyzed ingot:ration &tom one 04 mote 401AACO4 and

mesentation o6 in6o4m42ion in a new 0444.49Mtnt 04 anuctura with aAL inteApaetative olt

ettatuative

paint o

view.

In other words, once -Le information sources have been selected and acquired,

they must be examined and further evaluated in order to extract the main points
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of information to be restructured or synthesized.

The merging of this

extracted information results in the updating of the state-of-information
on the given topic.

In its broadest sense, analysis is involved in any and all information
representations (indexing, abstracting, cataloging, etc.) and an abstract or
a summary is a synthesis.

But evaluative analysis and synthesis is not involved

in all representations or products e.g. it is not involved in indexing and
abstracting.

It is involved in information consolidation.

Thus, in this Hand-

book when we talk about anaiysis and synthesis we mean evaluative analysis and
synthesis, that is, we consider these terms not in their broad but in their
specific meaning, involving evaluation.

A number of information systems which call themselves "information

analysis centers" provide only indexes, abstracts, ummaries and imilar
nonevaluative products, i.e. they do not provide evaluative analysis and
In our sense of this term they are not information analysis

synthesis.
centers.

Unfortunately, among all of the systems calling themselves "infor-

mation analysis centers" only a rather small minority incorporate these
evaluative functions, i.e. a small minority is truly engaged in information
consolidation.

In contrast, there are other information systems which do

perform evaluative analysis and synthesis, but do not call themselves "information analysis centers" such as the Hepatitis Knowl,"ge rase, or the
National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information mentiined as examples in
Section 7.6.

As yet there are no systems that came to our attention calling

themselves "information consolidation units" - this is not yet a name accepted
by systems but a term for functions performed.

In other words, one cannot go

by names of systems, but by the type of functions they incorporate.
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8.2

EVOLUT I ON

The modern concept of evaluative analysis and synthesis has its root
in the efforts by 18th and 19th century European scientists to cope with
1

information problems, most notably Leibniz, Berzelius, Gmelin, and Beilstein.
Following the Second World War, many governments in highly industrialized

countries started paying increased attention to development and deployment
of information analysis centers in a number of specific areas deemed of
importance to national economy and life.

Eventually the information center

concept and approaches have been refined and accepted on an international
scale worldwide.

1

Gottfried, Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716), German mathematician, philosopher,
and librarian, started publishing in 1700 Monthly_ Extracts, which
summarized and critically evaluated the significant scholarly work of
the time; the publication went on only for about 5 years, but the
idea was revived some 100-150 years later.

Jona Jakob berzelius (1779-1848), Swedish chemist, undertook pericdic
critical and systematic review of European progress and literature in
chemistry and physics and in 1821 he established at the Swedish academy
Annual Reports: Progress in Science which was a new form of synthesis of
knowledge frme home and abroad. His efforts became so well accepted that
he is now considered the "father" of modern scientific review.
chemist, collected, analyzed and
synthesized data and literature in chemistry; he published in 1817-19:
8:81815:LoGliertr7, (in 1852 this became the Handbook
HI"Pdan:oldokGoefm1::e::::i
C-r-iaemisWyTT
ti-Wstitute
under his name continues to this day such
o
synthesizing work.

Konrad Friedrich Belistein (1838-1906) born and died in Russia, but a
German chemist, collected and synthesized data on compounds and in 18801882 published a Handbook of Organic Chemistry, synthesizing information
on 15,000 compounds; the publication is continuing to this date.
Each of these scientists was a one-men information analysis center or information consolidation unit. Significantly, except Leibniz all of them were
chemists. I. it possible that modern chemistry owes muda of its rapid progress
and spectacular growt4 to this early consciousness about the importance
of &mains evaluatively with information and producing information consolidation producv.si
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Since three excellent discussions and reviews of all aspects of information analysis centers appeared recently (7-3, 8-11, 8,-20); we shall only

summarize here some of their major characteristics.

In particular, most

appropriate in relation to this Handbook are the two UNISIST reports:
Study Report on the Role of Information Analysis Centers
in a World Science Information Network, (8-20),
and

UNISIST Guidelines for Establishing and Operating
Information Analysis Centres (8-11).
This Handbook is a companion to these reports.

The information analysis centers evolved in response to information
problems that were not handled well by libraries and information retrieval systems.
These were the problems of obtaining evaluated and synthesized information
and not documents from which to do a synthesis.

Namely, libraries and infor-

mation retrieval systems have been instituted and oriented to deal primarily
with the bibliographic and subject control of the flood and quantity of
literature (publications or documents) and with the access to literature.

These are extremely important functions and without them information analysis
centers would not be possible and indeed our civilization would not be possible.
Information analysis centers, on the other hand, were instituted to deal with

the extraction, sifting, filtering and the quality of information in the literature.

Thus, these two types of information systems(libraries and information

retrieval systems on the one hand, and information analysis centers on the
other) are not in competition.

They are addresstng different ptoblems.

Information analysis centers have these characteristics:
1.

They are oriented toward a body of information in a clearly defined
and specialized subject or specified mission.

They are usually
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rather narrow by definition, which limits their appeal and
audience.
2.

Their primary purpose is to select, evaluate, analyse and synthesise information from the literature.

They have problems with

evaluation.
3.

They are most often staffed by subject specialists, which are usually
hard to get.

4.

They are serving a defined clientele, with specific information needs
stemming from problems they are working on.

The specific focus of

the clientele changes often.
5.

They are expensive.

They are not easy to manage.

pressed to show results and cost-benefits.

They are hard

Cost-benefits are hard

to show, even though they may be considerable.
6.

They produce different products and employ different dissemination
methods and marketing than libraries and information rettieval

systems. These functions are more fluid, diversified, and harder to
implement.

They provide additional services.

Information consolidation can be and is performed within this framework

of information analysis centers, but it could be performed on a broader scale
particularly as to subjects and audiences and within other frameworks as well.
Information consolidation is still another step in the evolution of evaluative
analysis and synthesis of information from literature.

It is addressing the

problem of appropriateness.

8.3 PROCEDURES IN ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

The processes on the basis of which analysis and synthesis are performed
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start long before any actual analysis and synthesis.

These preliminary

and fundamental processes include:

1.

Study o4 the subject ama on inimion in which
the inpAmation witt be anatyzed and Aynthe4ized.

PRELIMINARY

2.

TO

Study oi the potential UhtAA and uses kotiohich
the analy4e4 and 4ynthe4is wilt be done.

AMALYSIS

3.

Oaganization and 40tew2zation o4 the contents on

AMP

chauctexisties o4 tAe subjezt oa mission, i.e. a

SYNTHESIS:

/*ADA cteation o a tabte o4 contents, classierication,
typology, ot codiiication Sox analysis and 4ynthai.4.
4.

Consideaation o objectimes, kesouaces, and constitainta

o the system on woakwithinwhich analysis and
synthesis LS petpamed.
5.

Veteamination o evaluative exitotia 04 use as the
base O4 amaty4i4 and 4ynthe4i4.

Without specific guidelines from these five areas no meaningful and
rational analysis and synthesis can be performed.

In other words, analysis

and synthesis cannot be performed in a VACUUM.

Documents to be used in analysis and synthesis can be obtained in many
different ways sad by using different means and aids as summarized in Chapter
6 on Selection.

Evaluative criteria can be set in different contexts as

summarized in Chapter 7 on Evaluation.

Thus, we shall not deal here with

those beyond the obvious statement that documents have to be procured and
evaluative criteria set before any analysis and synthesis can be done.

The analysis proceeds along these lines:

1.

Famillanization faith the tota2 contentA oi a given

document 04 Aet o6 documentA.
2.

Pnetiminany Aotting on the MAL& oi zubject contentA
oi documents and evatuative ckitekia.

(FinAt

evaluation).
3.

STEPS

Setection and exAmt.tion cr6 the mo.st /alma 04

IN

Aatient 6eatuneA.

ANALYSIS:

maim.
4.

Reduction o6 mato:WA to be handted.

Venikication o6 the contextA on data im individuat
extAattA.

S.

Fa-ten-iv out oi unneeded in6o4-

(Second evaluation).

Sonting oi extnatted inionmation into C2444e4 and

AubetaAAeA (headingA and AubheadingA) awl:ding to
the tabte o6 contenta, clo444icat2on Acheme ox
typotogy 6on Jte Aubject on mieeion.

The synthesil following analysis consists of:

1.

Comparative akkangewent and mekging oi extucted
inionmationtaithin each claAA and AubetaAA.

2.

Comparative evaluation oi diiiekent extuctA ox
data in each claAA and AubetaAA.(Thixd evaluation).

STEfS

3.

pteAent congicting inionmation in AyntheAiA.

IN

SYNTHESIS:

ReAototion 06 conitict (ill any); on deciaion to

4.

CompaeAtion o6 the inionmation into a Atauctune and

moAtAuited to intended U40.4 and uAeA and in
accordance to objectixeo, AtAOLACCA, co:Wu-in:A
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oeoitwtLta6aviioZe,

STEPS IN
SYNTHESIS

5.

CONTT.:

Evaluation oi the gnat pnoduct =coding to etitetia
Related to slew and cm..

(Foeath ematuation).

As can be seen, according to evaluation, analysis and synthesis is a
four stage process:

I.

Evatuation od indountion 4OUILCC6 (documentA).

2.

Vekidication od individual extAac24 04 data dkom
each document.

EVALUATION

3.

Compautive evaluation od diddekent extuteto a
data in each eta44 and 4ubcia44.

STAGES:
4.

Evaluation cod the symtheAized pnoduct cit pkoduct4.

Criteria used for evaluation in each of these four stages are differing,
though related.

EXAMPLES OF OPERATING INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTERS, INCUDING

CESCRIPTION OF THEIR PRCOUCTS ARE PROVIDED IN APPENDIX 1
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9 VIBIS MD STATE-OF-MART FEFORTS

9.1 afelwaq
In the spectrum of many possible information consolidation products
reviews (of whatever type) take a special and most significant place.

They
By

are the highest level of intellectual re-processing df information.

'review' we, of course, mean the critical, evaluative review and not just a
summary of who said, wrote, or did what.

Thus, & bibliographic essay, an

annotated bibliography, or a fact-report are not a review in the true sense
of the word.

The need for and the value of reviews are very well established.

They

have been extensively discussed in a great many of subjects, in professional
and scientific organizations, in international gatherings, and in all kinds
of institutions the world over.

The high use of reviews is likewise well

documented (see a summary of findings in reference 9-3).
are also well delineated.

The roles of reviews

All this is way above discussions about reviews

in relation to information consolidation and information analysis centers.
Thus, there is much to draw upon when considering reviews and reviewing,
including a long and established tradition.

We are considering here the term 'review' as a generic concept covering
a number of closely related products and types of revieds.

REVIEW

a etitkat 4ynthe4i4 ol5 the 4tate o

know-

Ledge in a given Aubjeet an topic; it id a enitiee
examimation oi inionmation and titenatune on a 4ubjec2

04 topicatecomodated

i Lto Wade. inameaatk.
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Two of the more important types of reviews are:

STATE-OF-THE-ART REPORT ZS a xeview coneentaating on

the mo4t up to date iniotmation and titetatme in a
given Aubject ot topic.

HAWBOOK L4 a Review concentAatbig on oaticat data

(including 4tnuctuma, &Amain and the tike) and/ot
on guidetinea Sot accepted and te42ed peocedute4,
techni4ue4, ptoce44e4 and 4tandand4.

The procedures for making a review are in essence those presented in
the previous chapter on analysis and synthesis.

Hence, we shall not deal

with them again in this chapter, with the exception of the discussion of
specific procedures involved in the example presented in Section 9.7.
One of the crucial points before doing a review is a selection of the
subject or topic in which the review needs to be done and indeed can be done.
The subject or topic

has to be clearly defined and the boundaries set, other-

wise the project of reviewing becomes unmanageable.

The review should be

on a subject or topic for which there is a need for review, either because
the literature and information has accumulated in a large bulk of many
unconnected items or the users need it.

The review can be done only on a sub-

ject or topic for whiCh there is enough material to review, otherwise there
is nothing to review.
carefully.

Thus, these preliminary decisions have to be weighed
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9.2 NILUTION

Historically, the modern reviews derive from the evaluative synthesis
as established by European (most notably German and Swedish) scientists in
the 19th century.

They began to be regularly produced in the latter part of

the 19th century.

Eventually two types emerged:

the Jahreabericht (annual

report) which was a comprehensive descriptive record and evaluation of
annual contributions in a field of study and the Ergebnis (results) which was
selective, critical and historic and focused on a particular scientific
problem and its solution.

The first type eephasixed the literature-oriented

or bibliographic approach and the second type emphasised the subject-oriented
or didactic approach.

Reviews evolved in two directions.

These two aims and approaches - bibliographic and didactic - are not
mutually exclusive.
to some degree.

Either type of review has to have both of them present

A review which has as its primary aim an evaluation of the

literature (first type) requires that this is placed within the context of

an evaluation of the progress of the subject concerned; conversely, a review
which has as its primary aim evaluation of a subject (second type) requires
that the supporting literature is also evaluated.

As it evolves, a review must necessarily contain both didactic and bibliographic information although the proportion will vary according to the aim
and approach adopted.

Thus, the different types of reviews form a Continuous

spectrum from the seminal work perhaps referring to a very few most important
prior works, to the almost list-like review containing perhaps hundreds of
references.

However, the combination of these two roles within a single document

is a very powerful one and makes for a product with lag different uses at the
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level of different individual users, although these uses or functions are
not distinguished in the actual review itself.

9.3

FUNCTIONS Ck REVINS

There are two types of functions or uses of reviews:

(i) historical -

those.which are fundamental to development of a subject or topic and (ii)
contemporary - those which are beneficial to individual users.

The descrip-

tion below of these two functions are adapted from A. M. Woodward (9-3).
Among the historical or subject functions are:

1.

paming

The peek evatuation pipubti4hed titekatuke:

ot; judgement on wgiotiA WOAth kw2ng in a titekatuke.
2.

Cottation j inokation 610m defala AOUACCA:

thiA

act4 d4 d unidging pftee64 Plk a Aubject ok topie and
ptovidea a continuing concept:tat ikamegookk in skid

indiuiduat wokk4 may be viewed in pemptetive.
3.

The compaction si. exi4timg knmwtedge:

Extracting the

HISTORICAL

pakt4 oi the papera containing new iniokmation onty,

FUNCTIONS

teavieg out poktion4 that pektain to vekik2cation4,

OF

di4ca44ion4, met1od4, etc., atkeady known ok 4abzumed.

REVIEWS:

4.

The aereszement stiakeig document's 44
Ateoltd:

5.

kVattelt

(OLLOWA ikOm the taat paint).

The idatifrization j waging 4peciatties:

by bkinging

togethek vakiou4 uok124, the ememenee oi a nem axed

mayieett be
6.

tikatidentiged in

a AtVieW.

The ditection sike6eakch and monk:

wok.

auggehtion icok
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Among the contemporary or user functions are:

/.

Wormed naeation f tke
enabtbs

Liteitatuke:

pub224hed

indiuiduat6 to concentrate on the Make toakth-

white pape44; 4weina49 oi thatiohich IA woAth knowing;

4eteetion aid4.
t.

Cuttent aketAeneios lidtetated tietd4:

Enabte4 indi-

viduat4 to keep abAeut oic advanee4 u ietd adjacent
to own.

PoAtieutoitty usqut dok eto66-dettitization

od idea4 among diddment 6ubject6 oa &pia.
3.

4eAve4 06 a

Back-up Itox other:. titeutute 4ea4ehing:

4taAt4ng paint dot 6eatching od mote cuttent witek2at4
nipt yet in Aeview4.
4.

Semzitin ale. attetnative

technique6:

hetp6 in xedsotv-

CONTEMPORARY

ing methodotogicat ptobtem6 in own wothl pkoviding

FUNCTIONS

data; keiekenee aids.

OF

5.

Initial onientation in a new add:
didactic

REVIEWS:

pnotoide4 ba6ic

and b4bLiogtaphie indotmmtion ircom which to

continue woAk in a MAN 4ubject Ok topic.
6.

Teaching aidA:

4upptement4 and even teptace6 tut-

bootees.

7.

Feedback:

pkovide6 a me04une o

own pubti6hed woick6.

a te6e(vuhet'6

(The Aeview4 aAe 15a)Aty heavity

ueed dot thi6 dunction).
S.

Inoi /cation:

ptovide6 augge4tion4

and ideaz ifon.

iwaiteit. wick; astimutation sox putting heeseaa.ch into
ptactiee.
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The patterns of use of reviews for various individual functions may
differ significantly between various types of users (e.g. older and younger
scientists or engineers, place and type of work, status, and so forth).

Furthermore, reviews can be specifically structured and oriented to emphasize
some of these functions and encouriv,- or favor some of the uses.

9.4

STATE-OP-THE-ART REPORTS

These are a type of reviras which do not have an all-encompassing
scope and historical orientation.

They emphasize recency and up-to-dateness.

Their aim is to describe a very recent situation when they reach their audience.

Thus, they are more timely than the traditional review, so they are mostly
a current woareness tool.

In order to achieve this currency, state-of-the-art

reports are often published as informal reports, prepared on demand, oriented
to a restricted audience, sold at high prices, and becoming obsolete quite
fast.

The state-of-the-art report is used mostly in relation to technological
topics and in business and commerce.

Description of a fro major types and

uses follow.
1.

Strate -of -the-art of a technology:

these susmarize, compare and

evaluate the advances, characteristics and/or utilizations of a
given technology or technological product or process.

These differ

according to intended use and audience emphasizing:
*

technical and engineering aspects:

oriented toward technical

perxonnel and engineers in particular.

Used primarily in

technology design, deployment purchase recommendations, comparison
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of characteristics and alternatives ax.d keep.Lag up to date

with technology.
use aspects:

*

di

oriented toward users of technology.

Emphae.zing

ails, characteristics, requirements and economics of use (as

opposed to details of technical design as in the type above);
including comparative reliability, durability, complexity, prerequisites to use, ratings.
oriented toward managers, administrators,

sane 'anent aspects:
and economist'''.

Stressing the requirements and comlearisons in

terms of resources (economic, physical, human, raw materials, etc),
planning; alternate choices; negotiating, (licensing, purchase,
exchangs); related experiences in other industries, organirstions,

or similar situations; synthesizing drawbacks; availability, etc.
*

straw/IL aspects:

oriented toward polio,. maker

on a higher

level (e.g. ministry officials, lawmakers, delegstions, government
representatives, planners, fuoders).

Stiessing impacts (social,

environmental, econolPic, etc.); strategic requirements and coupe:iv...11s; political consideration; international aspects; experiences

in other countries, particularly in similar situations, etc.
2.

Market reports:

these summarize a state of an industry or a market

in terms of 11-5 existence, finan-lal strength, economics, profitability,

deployment, groyth, characteristics, gaps, trends, potential, Jrc.

As in technological state-of-the-art reports, these can similarly be
oriented toward different uses and clientele.

Their main use is in

market decisions and planning, considerations of competition, opportunities, aad the like.
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3.

Statistical composites: these are statistical correlations in a
wide variety of technical, market, demographic, scientific and
other areas.

Specifically composed and evaluated to show cross-

dependence of trends, situations, results.

May accompany any of

the previous types 4.,f stand alone, with or without interpretation.

95

hAND1300Ki

Handbooks are another type of review.

They are very popular and have

widespread uses and markets in many subjects -- witness the rather great
number of organisations, centers and even ccamercial institutions engaged
in production of handbooks.

Same of these outfits are quite large; some of

them have been in existence for close to a century or even over a century.
The appeal of the handbook is that it is a ready reference book.

One doesn't

necessarily read a handbook as one would another type of review, but one consults the relevant portion at the time of need and extracts just that data
or information which is needed.

In many instances production of handbooks is a continuous operation (as
mentioned in examples in previous chapters) or it may be a simple one-time
effort (as in this and other UNISIST handbooks which are produced and updated
as needed).

There are a number of types of handbooks, the main ones being:
1.

Compilation of critical data and formulae on a substance, process,
observation and/or phenomenon.

These are used mostly in science and

technology for experimentation, design calculations, construction,
safety considerations, maintenance, replacement, comparison, etc.

Publications of evaluated data from social science data archives
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are also examples of t is type of handbook.
Cuidelines for accepted a nd tested procedures and processes.

2

They

are aimed at actUally doing things, for decisions related to
processes and procedures, and for learning as well.

They range

from step-by-step pamphlets, to how-to books and manuals, to
extended discussions of options
3.

n given ny.ocesses.

Description and/or references of st andards to be applied in doing
things.

These can incorporate required standards (as in electrical

installation) or recommended standards (as in bibliographic work).
They can range from tables, to descriptions, to discussions aimed

at promotinr harmonization and interconnect ions.

9

t.

EVA LU AT I NG A REV I EW

In many instances reviews from various information sour ces are considered
for Jse by information consolidation units.

In such a case rev iews need to

be evaluated as critically as the primary literature.

Furthermor e, reviews

d.
as a product of information consolidation units need to be evaluate

Thus,

it is of isportance in both respects to have criteria for evaluation
reviews.

Nest of the criteria enumerated in Section 7.2 on peer review and r fereeing and in Section 7.5 on evaluation of information sources apply to eval uation of reviews as well.

However, there are a few more criteria for reviews, stemming from the
unique dual nature and multiple functions of reviews (as discussed in Section
9.2).

/1
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These additional criteria pertain to:

1.

Compeeteneur the &pee to which both the

the

Aubject and

Wets-twee on the

aubjeet

agAt

coveiced; the degkee o atight Amt.
2.

Fewective:
degtee o

putpo4e,

clioteetion,

oxientation; the

appxopAiatene44 in tetation to both

a

given Aubject and IfOh a given audience.

AVOITIONAL

3.

the themoughne44,

Anaty444:

depth and Meath olf

CRITERIA

anatoi4; degkee olf collation olf inlimmation ircom

FOR

detent 4ouxce4; degue oi evaluation applied in

EVALUATING

anaty4i4.
4.

Synthe444:
extent oi5

degtee oi compaction - tetation4 dtawn;

4upeueding o ptev4ou4 inioxmation and

Lite-to-tuft; powet oi in6etence4;

degue oi

poin /minted 4ubjeet4; degue o

evatuation apptied

in 4ynthe444.
5.

Vatue added:

identiiication o

inttoduction oi new

hypoAe4e6

emeAging 4peciattit4;
Oh theoxie4; 4ugge422on4

IfOh iutute wink (At4eatch, tAasu2ation into ptactice,

etc.); 4Qu4ng 44 an inoireation, 4timutu4.
6.

Utility:

the

degnee to nokich a

neviewean

4ekve

muttiple iunct2on4 (e.g. 44 enumexated in Section

9.3) and not onty one Oh 12410 iunction4.
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9.7 EXAMPLE

The example here is drawn frou the Information Center for Hearing,
Speech and Disorders of Human Communication (9-2).

The Center has been

preparing comprehensive critical reviews and state-of-the-art reports, but

it has encountered difficulties in their preparation and was seeking solutions.
Difficulties encountered included deciding that a review is needed in,a topic
and recruiting a suitable author.

The reviews should be written by experts

with solid scientific background in the subject.

The authors must be able

to evaluate the on-going research, synthesize it into concepts and theories
and write well.

However, it was hard to interest scientists in the prepar-

ation of major review papers.

It was found that the reluctance of scientists

to coumit themselves to writing major reviews, stemmed in part, from the

large amount of time they would have to devote to writing the review.

Thus,

a compromise measure had to be devised, one which would save time for reviewers
and still produce a critical type of review.

This product was called a Biblio-Ptofile, which is a brief state-of-theart report on a specific topic followed by a comprehensive bibliography.

The

scientist-reviewer is asked to write a brief review and the Information Center
provides as much bibliographic and editorial assistance as the author requested.
The topics for review are selected by a local advisory c-mmittee, which also
suggests the individuals considered best qualified to prepare the profiles.
The author is invited and provided with instructions, editorial and bibliographic
assistance (searching, typing, manuscript preparation, etc.).

The profile part of the Biblio-Profile provides a brief introduction to a
field, a brief assessment of the state-cf-research on a specific topic, and
an indication where gaps in knowledge exist; the comprehensive bibliography
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may contain both current and older, classic citations.

The instruction for

preparation of Biblio-Profiles, presented in Figure 9-1, illustrates the
approach to and organization of the profile.
Biblio-Profiles in a number of subjects have been prepared (e.g. Neuro-

amatomy of Speech, Surgical Treatment of Deafness, Language Development in
the Normal Child, Auditory Physiology, Otitis Media, etc.).

They have been

printed and sold, as well as stored in the computer for searching.
product has a number of advantages:

The

it is a separate which can be prepated

and published quickly (it is not needed to wait for a publication of a journal);

it provides recognition for authors.

However, these products do require

marketing and promotion, since no encoupassing publication as journals carry
them.

Biblio-Ptofile is a multipurpose document involving characteristics

and uses of both:

state-of-the-art and comprehensive bibliography.

(For more information, contact:

Information Center for Hearing, Speech

and Disorders of Human Communication, The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions,
Baltimore, Maryland, 21203, USA).
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FIGURE 9-1:

THE
GUIDE FOR AUTHORS OF BIBLIO-PROFILES FROM

DISORDERS OF
INFORMATION CENTER FOR HEARING, SPEECH, AND
HUMAN COMMUNICATION

PREPARING THE MANUSCRIPT

INTRODUCTION

A Bib his-Profile is a capsule state-of-the-art report on
a mod& topic, followed by a comprehensive bibliography of recent references. Each Prof Us presents a brief
statement of the problem, why the subject is of concern
and what is being done about it..
la peeped*/ a Profile, you should be particularly concerned with the scope of the topic, citations of the most
recent referenced material, format and composition.
You should also be willing to exercise rigorous editorial
control over the inclusion and arrangement of the refer-

Prepare your manuscript in the following form:

LengthThe Profile should be 2 to 8 pages when
typed double-spaced. Use bond paper for the first
copy and submit one duplicate. Do not use single
spacing anywhere, even in references.

TitkBegin the title with a word useful in indexing and information retrieval (not "effect of' or

ent:4M

"program on").
StyleUse centered and side headings at appropriate places in the text to distinguish the various
topics and subtopics. Keep these headings abort
no more than 35 characters and spaces. Avoid

Editorial amistance from the Information Center includes furnishing each author with a search of the relenat literature, typing the Profile and its Bibliography in
final form, furnishing the author a proof set for his final

specialized jargon and Abbreviations, but use such
technical terms as are necessary. Defme those that
may be known only in your field. Use the active
voice more than the passive. The passive yoke usu-

approval and providing him with three copies of the

ally requires more words and it often confuses

finished Bibbo-Profile.

meaning.

Profiles written for the Biblio-Profile series can be
handled promptly and efficiently if they are prepared

and submitted in the form described in this guide.
WRITING THE PROFILE

Organize your material carefully. First, state the
problem in a brief sentence or two that places the topic
in perspective statistic* "y, clinically or theoretically.
For example, if the Profile concerns a hearing disorder,
state

the estimated population in the U.S. that is

afflicted with that disorder.
Briefly present the important research conducted in
the past year or two, stating the findings and their significance. Give full references at the end of the Profile but
cite the work in the text as (Smith, 1972).

You may refer to work in progress or to works in

press, but be certain to give enough information so that
interested parties can write for additional details to the
individual or group being cited.

TimeCover the work of the past two years,
although you may refer to dassic work of an

Use a good general style manuaL A Manuel of
Style of the University of Chicago Press, the style
manual of the American Institute of Physics and

the Council of Biology Editor: Style Manual are
suitable. Scientific Writing for Greduate Students,
Woodford, F.P., Ed.: The Rockefeller University
Press, is also useful for the organization of material,
as

is

the American National Standard for the

Preparation of Scientific Paper: for Written or Orel
Presentation, ANSI Z39.16 (1972).

Reference: and NotesNumber all references to
the literature in the order in which they are cited
in the text. An example of the form of references
is:

Hosode, S.; Suzuki, H.; Kawabe, Y., et al: Embryonal rhabdornyosarcoma of the middle
ear, Cancer 27(4): 943-947 (Apr.) 1971.

SummaryProvide a summary statement at the
end that states the present position of the field
and its needs.

IdentificsuionAt the end of the Profile, write

earlier period if it is useful or necessary.

your full name, graduate degrees, title of present
position, address and the date that you wrote the

TrendsIf possible, provide information relevant

Profile.

to your topic on the recent trends in research, patterns of testing or management of patients. Especially emphasize achievements and applications in

the past year or two. These may be methodological, clinical, basic or theoretical
GapsPoint out where gaps exist in knowledge or
its application or where more research or education is needed.

Reprinted with permission from:

Lois F. Lunin "The BiblioProfileA TWoinOne Package of Information:

Its

Preparstior., Production, Marketing Uses" Journal of the American Society
For Informatien Science, vol. 27, No. 2, MarchApril f116
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10 TEGNICAL WRITING PM SOILING TO ALDINE

10.1 OVERVIEW:

CONCEPTS AND NEED

Writing is an art.
that art.

Information consolidation depends very much on

For the extent and amount of use of an information consolidation

product will not only depend on the subject or topic covered, but also on
the way it is written.

How can this art be improved upon?

From the lessons

learned in technical writing.

While much of the scientific and technical literature contains information potentially useful to a wider audience than just the immediate
specialist, most of it can be followed by only the highly initiated.

In

part, this is because of the complexity of the subjects covered in the
literature; however, in good part this is also because of the way that the
literature is written.

The language and style usually found in scientific

and technical articles is a most effective barrier for their wider use.
As a rule, an intelligent and even highly educated layman cannot follow the

'average' sUentific and technical article.

Even scientists and engineers

cannot follow the literature outside their own subject.

Science and tech-

nology worldwide is doing a very poor job of explaining themselves.
Yet LtzIe arft many situations where science and technology must
explain questions like:

what are the problems attacked, what are the issues

involved, what is happening and going on, what are the findings and results,
what are the impacts and consequences of solutions, how can the results be
applied and why should they be applied?

To underscore the problem:

it

is not only the complexity of the subject treated, but in a large measure
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also the forbidding language and style of scientific and technical literature that is a hindrance to such explanations.
Thus, for a long time there was a need felt to produce wTitings that
would translate the scientific and technical literature and information into
a style, presentation, and language which can be followed by people otiv.z
than thl immediate subject specialists.

A generic name for such translation

or transfnrmation efforts is technical writing. Incidentally, the translation
mentioned above can involve the same language (e.g. from technical English
or Spanish into non-technical everyday English or Spanish) or different
languages (e.g. from technical English ...nto everyday Portuguese).

TECHNICAL WRITING iA a pkeoentation oi the wentiat
ie4tuke4 oic acientigc and technicat aubject4 and

4,46ut4 in imp that wilt make them mote undeutamdabte
The. abn

and easim o ab.sonb by a wide. audience.

oi technicat mitimg 44 eective application and
widen. undeutanding o

Technicat mit,*

4c2entiiic and technicat advanee4.

then the 4catin9 o

acientiiic and

technical. in60Amation to a given audience.

In other words, technical writing is concerned that a message be conveyed,
understood and absorbed in a way that can be retained by the largest number
of people in a social group or audience in the shortest possible time.
Technical writing 1;: based on the experiences and the crede that even

the most complex scientific and technical topics can be presented in a simplified way, if not in all of the detail, then in the essential details of
importance to an audience.

Tethnical writing has a long and distinguished

t
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history above and beyond the present concerns with information consolidation.

University courses are taught in technical writing, textbooks

exist (e.g. 10-1, 10-2, 10-6, 10-10), prizes are given for the best achievements, and professional societies of technical writers have been established.
Technical writers are employed by newspapers, industrial firms, businesses,
health agencies, governmental departments, information analysis centers,
scientific and technical journals, publishers ... and some of them are on
their own in the business of writing how-to manuals.

Sone of them should

be trained or employed by information consolidation units.

1.0.2

ASFECTS IN TECHNICAL WRITING

Can one just plunge into wri

ag?

No.

carefully planned for maximum effectiveness.

Technical writing has to be
A number of aspects or elements

have to be considered, among them are:

ASPECTS

1.

IN

PLANNING

Audience and human imychotogy:

to whom witt the

meo.sage be conveyed?
2.

Subject and 4ourcce:

what Aubject 04 topic witt

OF

the meamage covert and inom what 6ouAce witt Zt be

TECHNICAL

detivedl

WROING:

3.

MeA.sage and u6e:

what i6 it that .shoutd be conveyed

and ion what Eget'
4.

(Uniting pftinciptes:

now 6hout4 it be conveyed?
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10.3 AWIENCE MD HIM PSYCHOLOGY

Reaching an audience is the aim of technical writing.
the king.

Audience is

Thus, technical writing starts and ends with consideration

of an audience.

Technical writing tries to overcome the language problems and psychological barriers in relation to an audience.

Knowledge of human nature in

general, and of the target audience in particular is essential for the

solution to these problems. This is needed for an effective adaptation and
scaling of writing to a reader's (or listener's or viewer's) needs.
The important factors to be understood about an audience are myriad.
They nay well be selected from the variables involved in information transfer
as described and classified in Section 4.5.
are summarized in Section 4.6.
1.

The methods for audience study

Briefly repeated the variables are:

Stages or yhases in the diffusion process at which the audience is
in relation to the subject and message to be conveyed.

2.

Individual characteristicE of the members of the audience, including
their laneuage and linguistic behavior, comprehension level, huwan
relations, motivation, time available or likely to be alloted to
the message.

3.

Environmental or social characteristics, including the cultural
and other norms, the political framework, economic and other
situations, the resources available for solution of the problem.

4.

Characteristics of the subject as perceived by the audience, the
desired and essential attritutes.
need to know about the subject?

What is it that they want or
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5.

Communication charact ristics:

the wnv the audience communicates,

as to information sources, structures, forms, channels and systems.
It is important to consider not only the tangible factors, but also the

intangible ones such as a respect for and enhancement of human dignity,awarenese of sensibilities, life-styles, etc.

One should also consider that the

human mind can only process a limited amount of information at a tine, that
too many facts or ideas in a short space make reading difficult, that readability is affected by a great many factors and that writing and comprehension
levels have to be matched.

In addition to the study and consideration of a particular audience it
is helpful to know about generalizations from previous studies and frola common
sense.

For instance, it is helpful to know that unskilled laborers generally

have limited vocabularies, use few specialized terms, can do simple arithmetic, but not algebra, know little physical science, and may be linited to

reading only the Amplest signs and safety notices.
Semi-skilled laborers generally know little math beyond arithmetic,

can interpret only simple line graphs, understand only the obvious scientific
principles, and know little about jobs except their own or those closely
related.

Therefore materials written for them generdly would give only

essential job and safety instructions.

On the other hand, skilled Irborers are generally highly trained, know
the technical terms applied to their equipment or materials, know "shop"
arithmetic and perhaps simple algebra, can read tables and use routine
instruments in their field, and know the synbols and abbreviations commonly
used in their trade.

In the case of new literates, it is helpful to consider that they must

be provided with written material that is within their comprehension and has
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interesting, vital and useful information.

The alternative is that the

new literates will see ltttle value in reading and-forget what they
have learned.

In cases of large technically oriented organizations it is helpful
to realize that there are always a nusiber of non-technical people.

They

should understand what the technical prOblems are, what issues are beitg
addressed; they should be aware of what it is that the organization is doing.

They should also be able to sake a tood case for the work of the organization
both on and off the job.

Agein, teChnical writing is an appropriate tool

to help in that respect.

10.4 Sum EcT AND SOURCES

The subject of technical writing may be given by an organizatiou or
dictated by itself from the advances in a topic, existence of a product or
process, development of a situation, etc.

fr

Or the subject can be determined

a study of the audience, direct densmd or even oommand of the audi-

ence, existence of a market and need, etc.

In some instances, the subject

is predetermined for technical writing without the possibility of a choice, in
others there is a choice of subjects to match a need - in ehat case selection
should be given careful consideration.
Both situations involve the selection of sources from which the technical
writing will proceed.

These sources can be one or a conbination of these:

* open literature as available in journals, books, monographs, proceedings, etc.

* fuaitiye literature as available in reports.
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* internal documentation as available in organisations (industries,
imstitutes, agencies) such as laboratory reports, internal memoranda and reports, work specifications, correspondence. blueprxnts,

* subiect specialists:

interviews with scientists, engineers and

otheir .4necialists.

All the sources have to be selected and evaluated according to the

criteria eleorated in Chapter 7.
mentioned:

the subject specialist.

But, let us elaborate on the last source
Technical writers usually have some

background ir science or technology, but in no way can they be specialists
in every possible subject that becomes the topic of their technical writing.
They have to rely more often than not on subject specialists for technical
explanations.

They also may often be in a position to interview subject

specialists (e.g. engineers working on a project or product) as a sole source
for a given write-up.

Such interviews and communications with scientists,

engineers and other subject specialists are not an easy proposition.

In

many instances subject specialists are tight-lipped, apprehensive, distrustful, or patronising... they mey be wary that the write-up will be an oversimplification... they on; not be good in explaining things to people other
than their peers...they may be more concerned about answers and details than the
message... they may not see the necessity or importance of a write-up scaled
to an audience... they also may quite often be very defensive and not persuasive.

Careful interview techniqwe have to be developed that will elicit

proper response and in addftion educate the specialists an the impoTtance

of technical writing and even make thee appreciate it and reduce the problem
of acceptance of technical writers and technical writing.
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10.5 itssia No USE
Not all the de.ails of a scientific or technical subject can and should
be presented in a technical writing.
given audience and given use.

Nany details are irrelevant for a

It is not a description or an abstract or

summary that is to be presented, but a message.

The goal of technical

writing is to get a message across.

An audience for which a technical write-up is intended as a rule does
not have a deep understanding of the scientific or technical subject
presented.

This means that an audience should not be beaten over the head

with detailed information which they cannot understand and don't care about
anyway.

In that respect, it is of utmost importance to select precisely the
details or message about the subject that should be conveyed.

Since not

all of the details and aspects of a subject or topic can be presented there
is an inevitable loss of accuracy in the sense of completeness.

However, it

is always better to choose comprehensible incompleteness, than incomprehensible completeness.

The message to be conveyed should be selected in coordination with a
number of factors:

the level of audience, the intended uses and effects

desired, and the subject itself.

The central question is:

what is it

that the audience really wants or should be informed about with this
specific subject or topic?
A strong, clear outline of the message should be developed before any
actual writing.

The outline will help both in focusing on the message and

organization of the presentation.

This outline should include every topie

required with subdivisions as necessary.

These should be put in a logical
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order, placing the important points first and last.

10,6 *am Iltnemas
To be effective technical writing has to adhere to principles of
good writing in general, amd to other IMMO specific principles in particular,
including:
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7.
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1.

accuracy:

the amdlance.

Mike sure that materials, data and details selected for

technical writing are accurate in accordance with the most up-todate information available.

* Check and twig* all of the technical details and the accompanying
emplamstiame smd statements.
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* Check the reliability of data to be presented.
* Check the accuracy of any accompanying graph, blueprint,
illustration, etc.
2.

Logical Progression:

Follow a logical progression of thought.

The logic required in scientific writings offers a good example
of the type of progression needed.

Here is an explanation by

Zinsser (10-11) which in itself is an example of excellent technical writing:

"Let me ... ask you to imagine scientific writing as
an upside down pyramid. Start at the bottom with
the one fact that a reader must know before
The second sentence
he can learn any more.
broadens what was stated first, making the
pyramid wider, and the third sentence broadens
the second, so that gradually you can move
beyond mere fact into significance and speculation - how a new discovery alters what was
previously known, what new avenues of research
it might open, where the research might be
applied. There is no limit to how wide the
inverted pyramid can become, but the reader
will understand the broad implications only if
he starts with a narrow fact."
3.

Simplicity:

Keep it simple.

* Include only the necessary detail.

Save reader's time by

omitting unnecessary detail.
* Do not clutter.

* Strip every sentence to its clearest components; avoid words
that do not serve any function.

* Present one fact or idea per sentence; break complex thoughts
into single sentences.

* Give preference to the short over the long, the non-technical
reader) over the
over the technical, and the familiar (to the
unfamiliar.

19.1
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4.

Word Choice:

Select words very carefully for precise communication

and avoid technical jargon:
* Be brief, clear,

direct and simple.

Use the simplest words

that will carry the message without offe....iing the reader's

intelligence.

Use a variety of words, preferably pictorial

words in the reader's experience.
* Use strong, definite, concrete, precise,

straightforward terns.

Strive for easy effective expressions and for active voice.
* Choose words that relate to the intended meaning as exactly as
possible.
reader.

Be sure words have the same meaning for writer and
Use words that would be used in a face to face conver-

sation.

* Define technical terms the first time they are used.

If

suitable, provide a list of definitions.

* Spell out abbreviations, avoid them if possible.

Identify

symbols the first time used.

* Arrange words correctly for clarity, putting related words
together. (In English, eliminate words such as "it", "that",
"there", "could", and ''would"; when possible reduce longer

expressions to single words, e.g. use "now" for "at the present

time"; where possible replace neutral verbs (such as "be",
"do", "have") with more descriptive verbs; use lean verbs
(e.g. "use" instead of "utilize".)
5.

Style and Grammar:

Choose the style and grammar with care for

effective communication.

* Write like a person close to the audience, not like a remote
scientist.
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* Maintain a unity of mood and style.
from beginning to end.

Make ideas flow snoothly

Link thoughts.

Use enough conjunc-

tions and transitional phrases.

Make subjects of most sentences,

* Maintain a unity of tenses.
people, processes or things.
* Make relationships clear.

(In English, place,modifyers

correctly and avoid their overuse; limit use of prepositional
and infinitive phrases.)

* Break up long sentences and paragraphs.
* Adjust style to the audience.

For instance, cartoon style is

effective for new or limited vocabulary readers

but watch

not to talk down to the audience.
* Make writing interesting, and bolstering to reader's personal,
institutional, regional or national ego.

Try to motivate.

* Minimize negative reactions by using positive expressions.

Do

not be defensive.

* Keep the reader's attention by using such devices as citation
of authority and connon grounds materials, contrast, quotations,
emphasis of benefit to reader, rhetorical questions, startling
statements.

Use humor if possible.

* Supplement, if possible, the writing with visual aids such as
illustrations, pictures, simplified charts, graphs, statistics,
maps or tables.

Place the visual aids close to the discussion

points.
6.

Analogy:

Use examples out of audience's experience to get a point

across.

* Make a liberal use of analogies, examples, and parallels to illusstrate, explain or underscore a point.
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* To explain quantities, especially large ones, use measures

and examples that will convert them to a human and familar scale.
7.

Sensitivity:

Follow any restrictions ant adhere to the sensitivity

of the audience.

* Be careful about any legal restrictions: copyright, classified or
confidential information, libel, legal liability, etc.
* Be sensitive to moral and ethical implications.
* Be sensitive to political, social and cultural reality.
Be sensitive to authority structure.
* Be sensitive to the prevalent communication patterns and available
time of the audience.

* Try to get some of the potential users to react and ask questions
about the write-up during and after composition.

Test the product.

* Have peers evaluate a draft.

* After the product is in use, try to get feedback from users on a
continuing basis.

Improve the product as a result.

Learn from mistakes.

10.7 TRANSLATION
Translation from technical English to non-technical English is a difficult
proposition.

But, the difficulty increases many fold when the translation is

from technical English (Russian...) into non-technical, everyday Spanish
(Arabic...)

It is the technical terminology that poses most of the problem.

In many languages development of native, technical vocabulary has not kept
pace with world-wide technical development.

Thus, the scientists, engineers,

managers in a country simply take a technical term from a different language
(e.g. English) and adopt it almost without change as a part of the vocabulary
in their own language.

The non-technical speaker in that language is left

even more in the dark than ever, when it comes to understanding the
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technicaleeze.

Namely, scientists and engineers in their own language

speak a foreign language in both senses:

technical vocabulary foreign

and really foreign.

Thus the translation efforts have to take into account these two
levels of foreign-ness.

In many instances such translation efforts have to

involve a lexicographer's job of development and approval of a native
vocabulary.

10.8 EVAUJATION OF TECHNICAL WRITING

The evaluation of technical writing in a given language should first
and foremost be subjected to the criteria of good writing for that language.
Languages do differ, so do criteria.

We cannot state what are such criteria

in different larTuages, but we shall concentrate here on some criteria that
are relevant for evaluation of technical writing in all languages.

1.

Subject OA tOpie:
bondettines?
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EVALUATION
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OF TECHNICAL

3.
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Levet, 4ociat poup?

WRITIMGc

an audience?
4.

Accunacy:
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Factuat?
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S.

Logic

d
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WRITING
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CONT'D.:
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CRITERIA FOR

11.

Packaging:
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CONT'D.:

Paco the packaging entice

10.9 Two EXAMPLES

Both of the exaaples presented here are taken with permission from
the Instructor of Writing Handbook (10-2).

Both pertain to popularization

of a technical topic with a definite message.
1.

Example of rewriting of an article:
A.

Original article:
Calcium:

Everyone needs calcium, which is largely responsible
for the strength and hardness of teeth and bones.
Yet most people don't get enough. Scientific research
is beginning to provide evidence which suggests that
sustained low intakes of calcium may be a contributing factor in osteoporosis (a debilitating disorder
most common in middle and advanced age in which the
density of bone decreases, leading to spontaneous
fractures. This disease is severe enough to cause
the vertebrae in the back to collapse, resulting in
a height loss.) Of course, boneloss may begin long
before it manifests itself in bone fractures, so it
makes sense to ensure that your calcium intake is
adequate throughout life. The richest sources of
calcium are milk and milk products, sardines, canned
salmon and green vegetables.
B.

Rewritten article:

Calcium
Do you drink milk? Do you eat cheese? Do you eat
greens? These foods help you to get the caldium
that you need.
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You need calcium to make your teeth and bones strong
and hard. Lack of calcium makes the bones become
thin.
Thin bones break easily. Thin back bones
make older people become shorter.
Don't wait until your bones break easily. Don't
wait until thin back bones make you shorter.
Drink milk. Eat cheese.
Eat greens. Mike sure
that you get enough calcium all your life.
2.

The second example is much lengthier.

express a message.

It shows six ways to

It is wholly reproduced as presented by the authors, in

Figure 10-1.

(For more information contact:

Box 131, Syracuse, New York

R.S. Laubach, Laubach Literacy International,
13210, U.S.A.)
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FIGURE 10-1

6 WAYS to Say

'Pedestrian Be Careful'

By

Frederick T. Yates
International Cooperation Administration

Korea

With
Robert S. Laubach

Lecturer in Literacy-Journalism
Syracuse University School of Journalism

Mae

Repubasked with peAm4saion pow Trust/weak oi Olnitins Handbook.
yoldr.:
New Readmos Pfau., Laa6ach Litekacy Intetnationat, 1980.

20;?.,
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PREFACE
These examples will be helpful -ar students of writing for new
literates, or others who write materials for the "man in the street."
The examiner of these "Six Ways' will be able to adapZ 4otas for his
own use in other subjects and other languages.
The graphics--layout, illustration, choice of type, size of page, etc.-arc of great importance also. But it is the purpose of this booklet
to consider only the words, and how they may be used to "get across"
the message.

Here, in brief, are our opinions of the usefulness of the Six WAYS:
WAY No. 1.

The Essay

The essay
method of
essay may
professor
is pretty
WAY No. 2.

is the most over-worked, and often the least effective,
presenting any message to the common man. A well-written
have beauty of composition well appreciated by the
of literature. But its appeal to the man in the street
close to zero.

Simplified Essay Form

In this form there is considerable emphasis on simplicity, or what
many call "readalq:qty." But the essay form still lacks any
compelling attraction, so that the reader will eagerly continue
throughout the composition. The essay does have its place, in
magazines and newspapers. But don't overdo it, and always keep
the essay short and simplei
WAY No. 3.

Rules in Outline Form

Here is the most direct type of communication through the printed
word.
There is no attempt at literary style. The information is
carried in as clear words as possible--and as few words as possible.
There may be some lack of interest because of the absence of
"human interest." But for leaflets or posters, where the available
space must be used to the best advantage, the outline form is
recommended.
Incidentally, no one leaflet or poster should have
as much content as in our example.
There is enough material here
for a dozen leaflets or posters, each emphasiziLg one important
point.

WAY No. 4.

The Conversation Skit

This is frankly an attempt to get people involved in reading the
"story," or the "he said, she said" dialogue. Because of the
phenomenon called "human interest," everyone, in every part of the
world, is interested in listening to others tel a story, or in
reading what others are actually saying.
Information is not
packed in so tightly as in WAY No. 3, as some of the words must
be given to the framework of the story. But the important thing
to remember is that this way will attract and hold readers'
attention! The "story" need have no real plot (this example
doesn't), or it may develop a plot and bring to life characters
who may keep it going over a long series of articles. The cartoon
strip is a variation of this form, and the development of talented
cartoonists, or writer-cartoonist teams, is to be encouraged.
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my No. 5.

Question and Answer

This one has
Another direct way of getting across information.
more interest than does WAY No. 3. It is a good technique for
communicating specific items of advice or information. It
it provides for review
stimulates conversation among the readers;
and reference.
WAY No. 6.

Rimes

The American advertising industry has made the United States all
too conscious of rimes and jingles. We believe they deserve to
be used with new literates more than at present.

WAY No. 1
THE ESSAY

PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC SAFETY

The coming of the modern age to Korea has brought both great benefits
and concurrent hazards. Motorized transportation is one of the boons
of this modern evolution, but this high speed traffic has resulted in
a growing number of accidents each year. Many of these accidents
involve pedestrians and such accidents are not always the fault of
the drivers. All too often they are the result of pedestrian
carelessness, and could easily be avoided.
Since most Koreans are proud to think that Korea is now taking its
place among progressive countries of the world, they should be willing
to accept the unpleasant as well as the advantageous consequences of
this modern progress. They know that the new buses, taxicabs and
private automobiles enable them to travel swiftly 4nd comfortably.
They realize that the motor trucks speed up deliveries at lower costs
and promote the flow of commerce and industry. Therefore, they should
cooperate with keeping the roadways clear for the smooth flow of
However, many Koreans seem to think they are still living in
traffic.
the leisurely days of the ox wagon and the hand cart. They stroll
down the middle of busy streets, greeting their friends and perhaps
stopping to gossip as in the olden days, while horns blare and brakes
squeal and traffic swirls about them. Such foolish persons are
They should stay on the
inviting injury to themselves and others.
roadside.

Other foolish persons step out into the road and into the path of moving
traffic without so much as a glance in either direction. When a horn
blows in their ears and a frightened driver shouts at them they are
They do not seem to realize that
actually surprised and resentful.
thcy are walking into trouble and possible destruction.
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Some pedestrians, especially children and nervous old people, often
find themselves in the middle of the street with traffic rapidly
They
approaching in both directions, and suddenly lose their heads.
dart back and forth uncertainly, or just close their eyes and run for
the sidewalk. A driver can usually avoid a standing or slow-moving
figure, but he cannot outguess someone who is on the run.
It is true
Too many children are allowed to play in busy streets.
that most communities lack adequate playgrounds, but children can be
taught to stay on the side of the road. Very young children should
not be allowed outdoors unattended, for they are sure to stray out into
the road.

At busy intersections where there are traffic police or traffic lights
To cross the street against
the signals should be observed carefully.
the signal or to cross at other than crosswalks is to invite accident.
Jay-walkers also slow up traffic.
Pedestrians walking along narrow streets or country roads at night
The fact that the pedestrian can see an
should wear light clothing.
oncoming car does not mean that the driver can see him, especially if
the walker wears dark clothes. The pedestrian should also walk facing
traffic so that he can avoid vehicles that are traveling close to the
margin of the road.

REMEMBER -- THE LIFE YOU LOSE MAY BE YOUR OWN!
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WAY No. 2

Simplified Essay Form
LET'S ALL WALK SAFELY!

Our city streets are busy places.

They are also dangerous places.

They are full of speedy cars and other fast-moving traffic.
traffic can injure you if you are not careful.

This modern

Even if you are walking

you must watch out for traffic.
Here are some things you must remember.

Your family should

remember them also.

Do not walk in the middle of the street.
friends in the road way.

Do not stop to talk to

Stay on the side of the street.

There you

vill be safe from traffic.
Must you cross the street?
Be sure no traffic is coming.
Cross the street quickly.

Then stop and look in both directions.

Now it is safe to cross the street.

But DO NOT RUN.

You may get caught in the traffic.

You may forget to be careful.
Don't be nervous.
the road.

Stop!

Don't run back and forth.

Don't rush to the side of

Wait for a break in the traffic.

Then continue to

cross quickly.

Keep your children off the streets if possible.
for them to play.
traffic.

Find a safe place

/f they must be on the streets, keep them out of

Teach them to walk and play at the side of the road.

them how to cross the road safely.

Teach

Don't allow very young children to

be on the street alone.

On busy city streets watch for the traffic signals.
streets only at street corners.
police.

Watch the traffic light.

_..oss the

Watch the signals of the traffic
The green light means you can cross

safely.

Face
At night wear light clothes on dark streets or country roads.
You
the on-coming traffic. Be sure to walk on the side of the road.
can see the traffic, but the driver often cannot see you. At night

wear light colored clothes when you must walk along the road.

MEM= -- WALK WELT ALWAYS!
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WAY No. 3

RULES FOR SAFE WALKING

Be safe!

Follow these rules for safe walking:

ON BUSY STREETS:

Keep off the road way.

Walk on the side of the road.

Look both ways before you cross the street.
If you are caught in traffic, stop--wait--continue when it is
safe.

SAFETY FOR CHILDREN:

Don't let children play in the street.
Teach them to walk on the side of the road.
Teach children to look both ways before crossing streets.
Don't let very young children be on the street alone.
WATCH THE TRAFFIC SIGNALS:

Cross busy city streets at the street corners only.

Watch the traffic policeman for the signal to cross.
Cross on the green or yellow light only.

The red light

means danger.
Don't try to make your way through moving traffic.
WALKING AT NIGHT:

Wear light colored clothes on dark streets or country roads.
Walk at the side of the road.

Face on-coming traffic so that you can get out of the way
if necessary.

Carry a light on dark country roads.

IT'S BETTER TO BE SAFE

FIGURE 104 CONT'D.
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WAY No. 4

THE CONVERSATION SKIT
Easily adaptable to a radio skit, or presentable on the stage or movies.
POLICEMAN: Ho, old man! Why do you walk in the middle of the street?
Don't you know it's dangerous?
OLD MAN:

I always walk in the middle of the street if I want to.
I can see more things. My friends can see me.
Besides, the

road is smother.
POLICEMAN: It is also more dangerous. Traffic will not always go
around you. Come over here. Walk on the side walk. Be safe.
(A horn blows.

Be careful, lady!

DRIVER:
LADY:

A car stops suddenly.)

I'm sorry.

Look where you're going!

I didn't see you.

I saw you step out into
POLICEMAN: Of course you didn't see the car.
the road.
You didn't stop and look both ways. You were not
careful...Now--look at that old lady!

(Policeman points to old lady in the middle of tne street.
afraid.
She runs back and forth.)

She is

(He blows his whistle and stops
POLICEMAN: Stand still, old lady.
traffic. He leads the woman to the side walk.)
OLD LADY:

Thank you very much.

I was afraid of all those cars.

Look both ways.
POLICEMAN: You should stop and wait.
DO
NOT
RUN!
safe, ross over quickly.

When it is

I'll remember next time.

OLD LADY:

(Policeman sees boys playing ball in the street.)
It is dangerous to play
POLICEMAN: Hey, boys, get off the street.
in the street. A car may kill you.
LITTLE BOY: Where shall we play, then?
no other place to play.

We have no yard.

There is

POLICE(AN: I know. However, you must not play in the street.
Bust stay on the sidewalk.

She rushes out into the street.
woman screams.
a child and runs back.)
MOTHER:

My poor baby!

POLICEMAN:
MOTHER:

She picks up

He was almost run over!

How did he get out into the street?

I don't know.
the side walk.

POLICEMAN:

You

I was in the house. My child was playing on
I came out in time to see him in the street.

You left him playing alone?

Such a little baby?

2U8
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MOTHER:

Well, I can't watch him all the time.

POLICEMAN:

He's too young to be left outside alone.
watch him or keep him inside.

MOTHER:

You are right.

I must be more careful.

POLICEMAN:

Well, my day's duty is almost ended.
my father outside the city.

(Later.

Have someone

Tonight I must visit

The policeman walks along a dark country road.)

POLICEMAN: It is dark out here, but the village is not far.
I will
keep to the side of the road. I will walk with my face toward
the traffic.
Then I can see any cars that come along. If
they get too close I can step out of their way. . . Well,
what's this?

(Alum lies by the side of the road.
MAN:

Help me!

POLICEMAN:
MAN:

MAN:

Are you badly hurt?

Any bones broken?

Help an stand up.

Thank you.

Can you walk to the village?

Yes, if you will help me.

POLICEMEN:
MAN:

I've been hit by a car.

No, I don't think so.

POLICEMAN:

He calls out in pain.)

What happened?

A car hit me from behind. By good luck, it was not moving fast.
However, it did not stop.

POLICEMAN:

It is a crime not to stop. But you were also at fault.
The driver could not see you. Your clothes are all dark. Your
back was to the traffic. The driver could not see your face,
which is light.
Always walk facing the traffic, especially at night.

MAN:

Next time I'll know better!

Let's go.

(The policeman helps the man walk slowly down the road to the
village.)

20
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WAY No. 5
QUESTION le ANSWER

QUESTION: Why are our city streets dangerous?
ANSWER: They are full of fast-moving traffic. Modern traffic
brings many accidents, even to those who walk.
street:
QUESTION: Is it wise to walk in the middle of the
You
mey
be
knocked
down.
ANSWER: No, it is very dangerous.

QUESTION: Where should we walk?
ANSWER: You should walk on the sidewalk or the side of the road.
the street?
QUESTION: Which way should one look before crossing
ANSWER: You should always look in both directions. Then cross the
street when it is safe.

QUESTION: Why should we not run across the street?
If you are '
ANSWER: A driver may not see you in time to stop.
caught in traffic, stop! Let the traffic go around you.
When it is safe, continue quickly to the other side.
QUESTION: Why should we teach our children traffic safety?
ANSWER: Children usually are not careful. They play where
traffic may hurt them. They must learn to stay on the
road side. They must also learn to cross streets carefully.
QUESTION: Should babies be left alone near busy streets?
ANSWER: Very young children should never be left alone.
often walk into traffic and be hurt.

They will

QUESTION: At busy street corners what should we do?
ANSWER: Watch the policeman's signals or the traffic lights.
Cross the street only when the signals say *Walk."
QUESTION: How should we walk on dark country roads?
ANSWER: Keep to the side of the road. Walk with your face to the
traffic. Then you can see on-coming cars. You can step
out of their way if necessary. Drivers can alwa see your
face.

colored at night?
QUESTION: Why should we wear something light
Dark clothes
Because
the
drivers
can
see
you
better.
ANSWER:
are hard to see at night.

BE CAREFUL ON THE ROAD, DAY OR NICHT!
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WAY No. 6
SAFETY RIMES

CROSSING THE STREETS
Look both ways before you cross
Or a car may throw you for a loss.

KEEP COOL
If you're callght out in the street,
Stop! Use your head and not your feet.

CHILDREN IN THE STREET
If the children use the streets to play,
They may get killed and laid away.

WATCH YOUR BABY
Keep your baby off the street
Or a car may knock him off his feet.

NIGHT WALKING
Face the traffic. Wear something white.
Keep to the road side. You're all right!

Rises, while not directly translatable, can be adapted
or devised in
any language. They stick in the mind,
especially when they are repeated
in a number of different places, as on "spot announcements"
on radio,
in posters and in newspapers and other places.
Rimes have a pleasant
way of getting across many sorts of teaching lessons, which
otherwise
might go unheeded or unread.
Try a rime.

It's worth your time!
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11

PACKAGING AND REPACKAGING OF INFORMATION

lid OVERVIEW

PACKAGING oi inliouation id a phoicat xecotding,
akkangememt and pke4entation o

iniokration on a

given medium and in a given liokm.

REPACKAGING o

iniokmation id neannangement o

phoicat

media and/on liokm4 in which iniokmation has been pke-

4ented (ox a pke4entation in a given medium and liokm

o

nutnuctuted iniokmation), WhiCA id taitoked to the

kequixement4 o

a 4peciiiic dientete.

The aim

kepackaging id to enhance the acceptance and u4e
inlioxmation pkoduct4 and the a44imitat1.on and /meat

o

theik content4.

In packaging we make a distinction betweeen two related but still
separate aspects:

PACKAGE MEDIA:

the phoicat 4a4tance on which iniok-

mation id neconded, diotayed, on pne6ented.
PACKAGE FORMATS:

the amangment, 4hape, and tag-out

iniokmation in a given pkoduct on a given medium.

Strictly spealring packaging involves the symbols and signals represent-

ing information, and not information per se, however, for simplicity sake
we talk about packaging of "information".
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The way information is packaged cannot improve its content but it
certainly can enhance its use, assimilation, and recall.

True, a book

should not be jUdged by its cover, but a well designed cover, attrantive
layout, appropriate format, legible print, presence of illustration... helps
in a book's favorable reception and spread, as well as in reading, absorption, and recall of its contents.

The package in which information appears

is often a decisive factor in acceptance or rejection of the whole, even
before the contents have been considered; and it certainly is a factor in
the amount of use.

The same content in different packages does receive

different usage, does affect the rate of assimilation and does make recall
dissimilar.

Historically, this was understood very well from the tine of

antiquity.

But, it is most remarkable that so often the practices in packaging of
information by modern information systems do not reflect such an understanding; the principles of good packaging are simply not being followed.

Too

often the products are illegible, unreadable, overcrowdedomattractive,
unbalanced ... or plain ugly.

The cost is cited as a major factor 6or such

a situation; however, more often than not it costs the same to produce a
well packaged product as a badly packaged one.

In information services

packaging and repackaging of information has not received the attention it
deserves.

This is true, be it in developed or developing countries.

For

instance, the number of articles on information packaging and repackaging
in the literature of information science and librarianship is min6scule
which reflects the amount of concern and work on the topic,

When it COWS to packaging in information consolidation, the question:

How to package a product?
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should be extended to:

How to package a product in a way that will
enhance the use, assimilation and recall of
its contents?

11.2

EFFECT OF TECHNOLOGIES

The ways and means of packaging information has always been affected
by the technologies of the day and age.

Moreover, they were affected in

a revolutionary way when a number of differing technologies were successfully combined or integrated.

Gutenberg united four technologies:

printing

press, printers' ink, paper, and movable type -- and the world has not been
the same since.
possible.

Without any one of these, printing could not have been

During the present age more new packaging technologies are being

invented; old and new ones are being improved and combined in quantum

jumps. Thus, the means and ways of packaging information are in a permanent state of far-reaching revolution.
Printing technologies, which predominated for half a millenium, underwent significant changes in the last 25 years, comparable to the change from
ehe Wright brothers' plane to the spacecrafts.

to supplant and even challenge prints

and now

And new technologies came about

film, phonorecords, cassettes, ...

the videotapes and videodiscs ... Furthermore, the computer and other

electronic technologies hsve left their lasting imprint on information packaging.
But, the most revolutionary step is not in the quantum jumps within
any one of these technologies, but in the combination and integration
(through electronic technologies) of the means of production, processing

and packaging information-with those of its dissemination and display
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as exemplified by radio and tv broadcasting, online searching, satellite
communication, teletext and videotext transmission, etc.

These inte-

grations are having a very significant effect on every aspect of information generation, processing and use.

Consequently, they have a far-

reaching impact (for better or worse) on our civilization, on the way we
communicate and do things, and thence, on the way we live.

Because of these integrationstit is hard to really separate the media
and forms for packaging and display of information from the channels for
its dissemination.

It may be more proper to talk in terns of media, forms

and channels in information transfer.
Application and utilization of all these new and integrated information
technologies are often very troublesome.

At the root of the problem is

not the complexity or cost of the technology itself, but something much
deeper:

the capacity and speed of the new technology to process, store,

recall, transmit and display symbols and signals of information which far
exceed the capacity of the human brain to process and assimilate information.
The human brain has a limited capacity to process information (e.g. Miller's
'magical number' 7, represents the amount of information and the associated
complexity that the brain can handle at any one time - see reference 2-2);
the brain has a large, but still limited memory, and a high but still limited
speed of infornation sensing, processing and subsequent reacting.

For these

reasons, there is worry about 'man-machine interface' and proper utilization
of information technology in relation to humans, not machines.

The fact

is that we, the hunana, have invented this new information technology, but
as yet have not mastered its use.

The problem is human, not technological.
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In any case, information consolidation units have nowadays many more
techniques to choose from than print for information packaging and dissemination.

In given situations, media other than print may be more

effective.

11,3

PACKAG I NG MEDIA

Selection of media for packaging in information consolidation should
be user- and not media-oriented.

In a user-oriented packaging, it is helpful

to think first about human senses and then about media and forms.
beings receive information through their senses.

Human

Thus, media for packaging

of information should be considered in relation to the sense which will be
involved.

In the case of information consolidation, the sense most often

involved is that of sight, less often the sense of hearing, even less that of
touch (e.g. in training or demonstrations), and never the senses of smell and
taste.

Furthermore, the sense of sight involves reading and/or viewing, the

sense of hearing listening and the sense of touch handling.

Thus, the media of

intercst to information consolidation can be classified as pertaining to sight
or hearing and sometimes touch or more precisely to reading, viewing, listeni-g or handling, or any combination thereof.

The four basic classes of media (or, with subdivisions, eight media
classes) in packaging of information are:

BASIC MEDIA

1.

Ptint, subdivided iato:

IN

la.

Pnint-hand copy

INR)RMATION

lb.

PAint-michoimage (mictopaphic copy)

PACKAGING

2.

Audiovisuat media, subdivided .6100:
2a.

Visuat media - Atitt inageA
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BASIC MEDIA

2b.

Vi.suat media

moving imagea

IN

2c.

Audio media

INFORMATION

2d.

Any combinfltion oi5 the thkee

PACKAGING

3.

Eteetkonie media

CONT'D.:

4.

IntekpekAonat contactes (aa a medim)

As mentioned, these basic media can each stand by itself, or they can
cone in various combinations with ene another.

In such combinations, they

become interdependent and even undistinguishable.

The combinations of media

can create a distinct medium of its own, as is the case of audiovisuals
where the audio and the video aspects are combined.

In other words, the

classification of media is not neat with mutually exclusive classes.
Furthermore, it is quite obvious that within each of the basic classes
or subclasses there are a great many further subdivisions possible until we
get to each individual medium that exists.

In the framework of this Handbook

we cannot provide such an exhaustive survey, however, we do give specific
examples where appropriate in this chapter and in Chapter 5 on information
consolidation products.
1.

Print-hard copy.

Print on paper is still by far the most widely

applied medium in information systems and services.
that are seriously challenging

There are other media

the print predominance (11-8 ), but despite

many pronouncements,the print will remain basic to the world's civilization
for a long, long

tine.

Furthermore, print is basic to sone other medic

e.g. for microimages (microfilmy microfiche) one first has to have a printhard copy; movies are made starting with a printed script; many end.products
of electronic media are print, such as computer printouts.
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After all, a book, a journal, a report is an extremely effective
information transfer device.

A book (report, article...) is used 'online'

and can be used in a 'random access manner% it is highly portable; it is
usable under many conditions (e.g. it can be taken to bed); it is produced
at a relatively low cost; it stood the test of tine; and it is thoroughly
incorporated in our civilization.

The number of technoloRies available for the production and reproduction
of print are constantly proliferating: from movable type printing presses
to offset printing, from typewriters to word processing terminals, from mimeographic machines to reprographic (Xerox) copy machines, and so forth.
As a result. it was never as easy as it is now to produce or copy a
mass of printed materials.
is workinR as well:

It may even be too easy.

The economl of scale

devices for printing and/or copying that produce a high

quality product or copy can be obtained at a relatively low cost.

(However,

it is not only the initial cost that should be considered,but also two other
most important aspects:

(i) operating costs and (ii) likely maintenance

costs)

An overwhelming majority of 'living' examples of information consolidation
products that the authors have been able to procure or get a description
of are print-hard copy product,'

So far,the other media have simply not pene-

trated to any noticeable extent the practices of information consolidation.
Even though there are some examples of application of other media, they are
the exceptions and not the rule.

Why is this Ro?

Speculatively, it probably

has to do with the restrictive training (and thus thinking) of information
professionals which is mostly oriented towards print as a medium for inforp
motion transfer.
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lb.

Print-microimage.

This refers to microfilms, microcards, micro-

fiche, and microtexts, often called micrographics for short.
are increasingly being used in a great many situations (11-6).

Micrographics
The obvious

advantages of micrographics aret
* tremendous saving of space in storage.

* possibility to have a wide distribution of documents (books, blueprints, reports) for which there is a limited number of original
print copies available.

* low cost of reproduction once made (e.g. the cost of a microfiche
of a report is much leas than that of its printed copy:
* easy

ft

on the spot" reproduction (e.g. a microfiche, which has possibly

50 or more pages, can be reproduced on a Xerox-like machine at the
same speed and cost as a Xerox copy of a printed page).
* low cost of nailing, in comparison to the mailing cost of printed copy
(e.g. it is Cheaper to mail a microfiche overseas at an airmail first
class rate than the printed report at a printed matter third class rate).
The obvious disadvantages aret

* micrographics cannot be read, peruseC scanned with the naked eye
as a print-hard copy can.
* technology for viewing and readit.g of micrographics is cumbersome

and still not very good; furthermore, viewers are not widely available.
* there are many

noncompatible micrographic technologies; one cannot

use certain technologies in conjunction with certain others.
* the technology and process

used in making the original micrographic image

from print is cumbersome, costly, and complex.

Despite many advantages, the disadvantages are still such that there is
a restricted use of micrographics in information consolidation.

Even with
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the advances of Computer-Output-Microfilm (COM),the situation does not
seem to be changing.

The greatest use of micrographics is in relation to

the storing of reports, catalogs, manuals, blueprints, data, etc. which are
otherwise bulky, but not often used or are used only in reference to retrieval
of certain pages, data or items only and not for reading of the whole thing.
For manuals or data, micrographics should be considered for some information
consolidation products that fall into that category.
2a.

Visual media-still images.

This involves pictures, and illustrations

... drawings, graphs, and charts ... transparencies and slides ... filmstrips

and filmloops ... and a great number of other visual artifacts.

Their use

as or in information consolidation products can be very effective:

a picture

is often worth a thousand words.

Some of the still images can be viewed without any help of a device.
Others need a device to be seen:
filmstrip projectors, etc.
types of still images.

slide projectors, overhead projectors,

A whole viewing technology exists for different

In general, this viewing technology is simpler and

less costly than the viewing technology for moving images.

The still images

are less complicated and less expensive to produce.
For these reasons, pictures, illustrations, slides ... or still images
in short, should receive serious consideration in the packaging of information
consolidation products.
2b.

tapes

Visual media-moving images.

and of very late videodiscs.

This involves films

of late video-

Any of these can, of course, be combined

with an audio channel (or channels) and most often they are.

In other words,

silent films still exist and are produced; they can be effective for various
purposes, such as demonstration or illustration, but they are getting to
be rare.

All of the moving image mmdia involve relatively expensive and
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coaplex technologies for production and for projection.

But, if a picture

is worth a thousand words, a moving picture is worth ten thousand.

With

increased cost and complexity can also come increased effectiveness.
Film as a medium is quite well known and widespread.
here only the lesser known media:

(i) videotapes and (ii) videodiscs, because

of their great potential for information consolidation.
in connection with television:

We shall discuss

Videotapes are used

a tape is in a cassette and a videotape player

is used to show the pictures and sound directly on a given television set
or to send it through a television station.

Videotape players are highly

portable, thus they can be used anyplace in conjunction with a television set.
Videotapes are not that expensive to produce or purchase.

Videotapes have

an advantage over films as they can be played back after being recorded without any film processing.

As a matter of fact, they can be played right away

(they are used as such in training).

Most videotapes have two audio channels.

One channel can be used for one language (let us say English) and the other
is available to record a translation into another language (let us say
Swahili).

Thus, a master tape in one language can easily be reproduced with

translations into any language as necessary.

These are great advantages

to be considered for information consolidation products.

Videodiscs are the newest and quite revolutionary medium that cane along
most recently.

They look like large phonodiscs and are shown through a

player on television or on cathode ray tube terminals.

Two types emerged:

laser videodiscs ('reed' back by a laser buil' that does not physically

touch the grooves on the disc) and capacitance videodiscs ('reed' back by
a stylus that touches the grooves as in a phonorecord).

The two technologies

are not compatible - one type of videodisc cannot be played on the other's
equipment.

Capacitance videodiscs wear out as a pnonorecord, the laser ones

do not.

The capacitance videodiscs and technology is cheaper, but the laser
videodiscs and technology is much more versatile and less sensitive to
things like dirt particles on the disc.
on them:

Laser videodiscs can have recorded

still images (picture by picture, blueprint by blueprint) or moving

images (a film), sound plus an index to each frame that allows direct access
to any frame as desired (a videodisc can typically have about 50,000 frames
on one side).

Each videodisc can be played forward, and backward for replay;

any picture can stand still and be advanced as in a slide projector: the
pictures can be slow moving: or the iump can be made to any frame (as
indexed) backwards or forwards.

Blueprints and documents can be stored

on videodiscs without sound or with sound offering explanation: this can

be followed by a film, a text, or a page of instructions.

Training pack-

ages have been produced on videodiscs which contain a film, slides, written
material, exams, self instructing steps going backwards and forwards, etc.
These have proven to be the best self-training packages yet produced.

The

disadvantage of videodiscs is that they cannot be erased as videotapes and

used over agaisthey cannot be produced as easily and by amateur-run eouiPBent as films and videotapes; they are more expensive to produce and the
play-back technology is more expensive to acquire and maintain.

Nevertheless, these new video media have a lot to offer in packaging
of information consolidation products, particularly if the videotapes or

videodiscs are produced at some large and advanced information system for a
wide distribution and repeated viewing,with the possibility to superimpose
translation in various languages as necessary.
2c.

Audio amdia.

Here we shall discuss the media that are splay
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devoted to hearing.

Those that are devoted to hearing in conjunction with

viewing we already discussed.
cassettes.

These include:

phonorecords, tapes, and

Each has a number of types and separate noncompatible technol-

ogies for play back, although they can be produced and recorded in conjunction with one another.

Phonographs need separate technologies for recording and for play back.
Cassettes and tapes do not:

the same device can be used for both. Phono-

graphs cannot be reused for recording, cassettes and tapes can be used over
and over.

Cassettes and tapes are more expensive.

In comparison to tapes

and tape technology, cassettes are smaller and of lesser bulk, less messy
to use, more portable, and less expensive.
Thus, cassettes have emerged as a medium of great promise when recording of
sound is considered, either by itself or in conjunction with still images
(slides, film-strips).

Presentations involving cambination of slides or

filmstrips and cassettes proved to be very effective.

Moreover, the tech-

nology needed for playback is relatively simple and inexpensive.
3.

Electronic media.

As mentioned earlier, the present day revolutionary

integration of the ways and means of production, processing and packaging
of information, with those of its dissemination and display is due to the
advances in electronic technologies:
casting.

computing, telecommunications and broad-

Each of these technologies also evolved a myriad of peripherals

which greatly extend the working domain and applications, and moreover which
allow for interconnections among the various electronic technologies (e.g.
computing and telecommunications) and between electronic and other media
involved in information transfer.

Electronic technology also has its awn media for display which has no
connections at all with print or other media.

For instance, soft image
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displays on cathode ray tubes and audio synthesizers.
are also unique:
etc.

The storage media

computer memories, tapes, discs, drums, magnetic cards,

Some of the electronic nmdia and technologies have already proved

to be of great practical use and effectiveness in information consolidation,
most notably the online data bases, other electronic media and technologies,
just maturinR (most notably, teletext and videotext)may have an even greater
potential in the future.
media and technology consist

Let us discuss these three.

Online data base

of: (i) a data base (an organized file of

information in a computer) or a number of data bases in different subjects,
(ii) a computer that manipulates the data base as instructed, (iii) a
telecommunication network between the computer and user (e.g. a telephone
line) and (iv) a terainal (print or cathode ray tube) at the user end.
The data bases started in the Late 1960's as a mirror image of printed indexes
and the searching of data base was close to the searching of printed indexes;
the greatest refinement and improvement being in the ability to combine terns.
However, by 1980,the data bases were not any more mirror images of print
indexes:

structures became different; data bases had information values added;

access points have multiplied, etc.

Besides, a number of data bases have no

printed counterpart, they appear in computer form only,and accordingly are
adjusted to computer form and searching.

Moreover, searching changed as

a result, but most significantly manipulations of output became possible,to
create formats, tabulations or even calculations after the retrieval, as
desired by user.

Different formats, cross tabulations, statistical corre-

lations, tine series, reduced outputs ... are created after retrieval of
information from a data base; these were not in the data base, but these

were done in direct conjunction with searching.

Manipulations were intro-

duced that were never dreamed of before in conjunction with printed indexes
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or any printed texts.

Consolidated information products can now be

produced directly from searching of data bases as shown in examples of
Section 11.5.

But, like everything else there is a catch.

First, one

has to have access to proper data bases; in many developing countries
this is certainly possible, but not economically feasible or politically
allowable, primarily because of unresolved issues of transborder data
flow.

Second, one has to know much more than just online searching,

i.e. in addition one has to have the knov-how of manipulation capabilities
and techniques (e.g. if statistical manipulations are involved, this also
means knowledge of which statistical techniques to select and of their meaning);

unfortunately, not many online searchers anywhere have yet acquired

this manipulative know-how.

Nevertheless, these online manipulative

capabilities should not go unnoticed when considering information consolidation in developing countries.
Teletext and videotext are an entirely different proposition:
TV or video terminals.

both involve

Teletext is broadcasting of text through television

channels; 'pages' of text are broadcast through air or cable by a station;
a specially added decoder on a TV set enables the display of a 'page' with
or without the regular picture.

Videotext is a connection of a computer

data base (or many data bases) through a telephone line to a calculator..
like pad and to a decoder on a TV set which enables the display as well as
selection of contents of data bases available.

Videotext is interactive,

teletext is not e.g. teletext will display the latest airline schedule but
videotext can also enable a viewer to make a reservation on a desired flight.
The important aspect in both of these is televisione

the domestic TV set is now

also becoming an information tool, not just a passive viewing box.

Since

television is widespreadothe uses of teletext and videotext can become as
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widespread.

The governments in Germany, Prance, Great Britain, Sweden,

Canada, Japan, the Netherlands, Denmark, and sone other countries have
become very interested and have invested great amounts of money and effort
to develop and operationally test various teletext or videotext networks.
At present,the U.S. is lagging behind in these applications, but a number of
communities and private companies have been conducting experiments.

National

libraries and various information centers have been heavily engaged in these
experiments, particularly in Canada and Great Britain.

In a way, information

consolidation is part and parcel of services provided through teletext and
videotext. The potential for information consolidation is great, but as yet
the whole area is still in a volatile experimental stage (11-7, 11-13).
4.

Interpersonal contact.

As already mentioned, one of the revolutionary

steps in our time is the combination and integration in soma media (particularly
through electronic technology) of the means and ways for processing, storing
and packaging information with, those for its dissemination and display.

people these functions wore almys combined.

In

Thus, it is hard to think of

interpersonal contact (or people) as "just" a medium for information process.

ing and packaging or "just" a-medium for dissemination, although at times one
of these functions-may predominate.

For our purpose, the most appropriate

attitude is to think of interpersonal contact in terms of information transfer,
as mentioned before.

People with a variety of backgrounds and functions can serve as a
media in the transfer of consolidated informationl
* subject specialists (engineers, scientists, technicians, etc.)
* information specialists (information scientists, librarians, etc.)
* change agents (extension workers,

health center workers, etc.)
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* pre-professionals (barefoot doctors, technical assistants)
* information gatekeepers (early adaptors of an innovation, key
organizational personnel as to information)
* authority figures (opinion leaders, organizational or unit heads,
respected persons, etc.)

These people can act in the information transfer functions in the role of:
* lecturers

* demonstrators
* trainers

* problemrsolvers (question-answerers)
* evaluators, reinforcement agents
* any combination of the above
In the interpersonal contact,any other media can be used as reinforcement

and,vice versa,the interpersonal contact can reinforce the use of other media.
These coahinations can work extremely well.
The effectiveness of interpersonal contact as a medium in the transfer of
consolidated information depends on:
* careful selection of the type of person(as to the background and
function)to match and/or appeal to the audience and as to the
ability to project
* careful determination of the transfer function(s) in which the person

will play a role
* training of the person for that role
* attention to form of transfer
Interpersonal contact is naturally restricted to the nuMber of people
that can be reached at any one time.
transfer.

It is not suitable for mass information

It is also restricted in another sense:

it is hard to find and
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train people to engage in intervarsonal contact for information transfer.
However, in a great many situations nothing can beat a person to person contact.

11.4

PACKAGING FORMATS

As mentioned, format refers to the arrangement, shape, and lay-out of
information in a given product on a given medium.

The human brain processes

information and affects cognition and comprehensionfamong others,by association.

Significantly, the rate of the brain's information processing, the

cognition, comprehension and associations can be improved by appropriate
formats geared to the human brain.

In a practical sense, this means that a user can be guided, reinforced,
rewarded, or warned by _embellishing symbols, by enrichdng the meaning of

symbols, by full typographical presentation, by selected use of graphics
and illustration, by colors, by mnemonics... It is important to think of

format in terns of aesthetics, but in information consolidation, (and in
all information services) it is much more important to think of format in
terns of the capabilities of the human brain.

A format does affect the

effectiveness of information transfer.

Specific fornats are dependent on the spedific medium used in a given
product; however, sone principles of effective formating (in the above sense
of enhancement of hunan information processing, cognition, comprehension,

and association) are valid for any number of media.

Among these are:

avaved.)

PRIACIPLES OF

1.

ReadabitZty: (compuheimion wheu /Leading

EFFECTIVE

2.

latmbltZty: (compuheAsion wheke viewing IA invotved.)

FORMATTING:

3.

AuditalitY:

taomphehemAion wheu VAtening

invotved.)
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PRINCIPLES OF

4.

EFFECTIVE FORMATIAG
CONT'V.:

1.

Identijiability (cognition and paception oi key
inOknational etementA)

5.

Readability:

/Ammonia (viAuat ok audio a44oc2ation)

Everybody knows that when a product is hard to read in

in the first place, the likelihood of its acceptance, use and assimilation
diminishes drastically.

Yet, how often is each of us confronted with products

whose typography ia too small OT t00 light, that are crowded or shown

together... i.e. generally unreadable? To improve comprehension through
reading:

* use as heavy a type as available
* use contrasting type in relation to the color of the paper
* use an attractive, pleasing layout
* use sufficient margins and space around text
* do not crowd a page with too many lines and words
* break up long paragraphs, long sections, long chapters

* match the margins, words on each page and paragraph lengths to the reading
level of the public e.g. the lower the reading level, the wider the

margin, the fewer words and paragraphs per page
* use titles and subtitles wherever possible and necessary, but do
not use a subtitle for its own sake
* separate titles and subtitles from the text
* use graphics, illustrations, charts, but only in clear relation to
the text, and integrated with the text
* place graphics, illustrations, charts close to where discussed in
the text

* number all pages
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2.

Viewability.

It is also crystal clear to everyone that in order

to be correctly assimilated,still and moving images have to be clearly seen.
Yet, how often was each of us at a meeting where slides were illegible?

OT was confronted with situations where what should be viewed was presented was
undecipherable?

To improve viewing comprehension:

* on slides and transparencies:

use a very limited number of words

per slide; use large typography (as a rule regular typewriter size
letter is too small); test
* if projected on a screen,watch for the relation between the size of
the hall and the size of the screen; test
* use color in pictures, graphs, illustrations, wherever possible
* use comic strips or cartoon illustrations where possible
* do not clutter illustrations, charts; do not make them too complex complex charts will not be followed
* in pictures (still and moving) make the objects fully recognizable
and contrasts, borderlines fully distinguishable
* watch for the loss of the third dimension; use angles if possible,
to gain the impression of all dimensions
* watch for the loss of the feeling for scale or size of things; use
comparative objects to illustrate scale.
3.

Imdibility.

Tb be heard and assimilated,the sound has to be

not only loud, but it has to have a modality, rhythm, and expression that is
adjusted to the conprehension of an audience.

To improve audio comprehension:

* make the sound level appropriate to the size of the hall or enclosure;
test

* in speeches, lectures, explanations, watch for proper modulations
and rhythm; do not telk flat and/or fast
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* in prerecorded explanations or messages, if possible, use speakers
with professional speech training (including actors, newscasters)
* in cases where video and audio are presented simultaneously, watch
for synchronizations; test
* in cases where audio alone is presented,watch for the loss of visual
dimensions; compensate accordingly, possibly with sound effects other
than speech;

* use music where possible.
4.

Identifiabilit .

This refers to signals other than words (written

or spoken) and illustrations that help the cognition by drawing the attention
of a readez (viewer, listener) to the key elements of content, major points
made, summaries, Changes in emphasis or topic; etc.

The identifiers also

assist in making associations within the text (or materials presented).
Such identifyers are of great importance as they can assume a meaning of their
own, they can modify the tone of information and affect perceptioted and asso-

citation, as shown by numerous psychological and brain research srldies.
also add to the aesthc.ic value of an information product.

They

In information

consolidation,identifiers can be extremely effective and should be planned
carefully and used extensively.

The following practices have proved their value

* whenever available,use different typogzaphy, as to type, boldness
and size, for titles, subtitles, key phrases, summary paragraphs,
short explanations and important parts of illustrations.
so that it stands out.

Use typography

Even many typewriters have the capability

to use different scripts, so,if acquiring a typewriter,get one with
such capabilities

* underline or capitalise key phrases, if differenttypogzaphy is not
used.

But, be careful, do not overindulge in underlining and capi-

talizing, as it,looses it characteristic as an attention getter
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* use border lines, enclosures, separation from the rest of the text,
for key paragraphs or concepts

* vary the margins for enumerations and subordiAate portions of the
text

* use typographicsl symbols (such as *, +, ...) to set up a beginning
of a key phrase or to break up long enumerations
* use different colors where possible, to make key elements of text
and illustration stand out
* intersperse graphic design symbols (vignet:As,geometric patterns, etc.)
through a text or illustration.

Break up nenotony

* use graphic layout to accentuate the important portions of the text.

Watch that break-up of pages or drawings does not occur at inappropriate places

* in audio recordings: use stronger or Aifferent voice to underlire
key phrases.

Use pauses to separate paragraphs.

Use sound effects

for such purposes

* in interpersonal contact,use gestures and animation, pauses, and
facial expressions to call attention to important aspects of a
presentation.

Read a book (nr take training) en effective speech-

making, lecturiug and/or personal conmunication
* try to employ (or train) a person with graphic arts background to
help with layout of texts and use of identifyers
* use identifyers consistently throufhout the text, illustration, or

speech, so that the users areaways alerted to the same things when
they see (or hear) the same identifyer

* do not overdo it so that identifyers loots meaning and become a
distraction rather than an attention feAter.
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5.

Mnemonics.

These are used similarly as identifyers, and some

authors do not even make a distinction between identifyers and mnemonics,
calling them all together view-(or audio-) mnemonics.

However, the prime

use of ABemonics is to assist in recall of previously encountered information and in eliciting issociations among different texts or previous parts
of the text.

The human brain has the capability to recall or search for

informrtion by associating information with color, physical location, size,
and other physical attributes of the objects containing information.
"It is the red book [folder...3 way on top of the shelf").

(E.g.

Tbe human brain

makes associations, some of which may be predictable, others may not.
Mnemonics makes use of such associative and recalling capabilities of the
human brain.

Sone of the mnemonics have achieved universal meaning, e.g. red sign

or signal in many countries is associated with danger or stop.

Companiea,

organisations, institutions have long recognised the importance of having
their products, reports, monographs, pronouncements, etc. immediately recognized and associated with them.

Thus, they developed distinct logos, symbols,

colors, lettering styles, and the like that draw immediate associations
with the organization.

These mnemonics

through usage a meaning of their own.

ptand for identity and have achieved

Mnemonics have an important associative

and recalling function to play In information consolidation products.

For

instance:

* use a well identifiable logo on your information consolidation products
* develop identifiable symbols or designs to stand for different types
of products
* use the same color of association among similar products or between
related portions of the sans product
* use different colors and/or different paper in the same product to
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differentiate between different portions and to make it
easier to immediately access desired information (e.g. use "blue
sheets" as a recall for a certain type of summary, drawings,
instructions)

* use heavier paper to separate portions of a text for easy access
* use markers which protrude from the rest of the text
* use identifiable persons or Characters in comic or cartoon strip

style to stand for a given concept or action (e.g. invent Naestro
Juan" as a wise nan who demonstrates and applies proper construction
techniques and shows what is wrong with nonproper techniques)
* use illustrations and graphic arts designs to convey a message
(e.g. a smiling versus a sad face, a puzzle with different missing
portions at different parts of a text)

* in interpersonal contactose breaks, fables, lunches...in association
with information conveyed
* use symbols ar.d symbolism for abstract concepts

* be consistent in the use of mnemonics.

Do not overdo it; otherwise it

would disperse rather than create associations.

11.5

FOUR EXAMPLES

11.5.1

COMIC STRIP

An ingenious way for information transfer is employed by Tolteca,
a cement producing and distributing company in Mexico.

Tolteca has invented

%metro Juan, a master craftsman, who shows others, through many ttials and
tribulations,how tiO correctly mix mortar and cement for various uses, how

to apply It4or carious pampas, how to test "somplications, how to
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use the equipment, etc.

There are amusing situations and problems, care-

less characters, and many life complications as in any proper strip, but also
clear solutions, diagrams and directions.

The title page of a booklet

is shown in Figure 11-1 and one of the inside pages in Figure 11-2.
(For further information contact:

Cmmentos Tolteca, Av. Toltec& 203

San Pedro, De Los Pinos, Mexico 18, D.F., Mexico).
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11.5.2

PAMPHLET

The Renewable Energy Resources Information Center of the Asian
Institute of Technology (described in Appendix) produces many pamphlets
for use by farmers, rice growers, etc.

These describe simple devices

or structures that can be constructed with domestic or easily obtained
materials and with domestic labor.
out pamphlet in two languages:

The example presented here is a fold-

English and Thai on a solar rice dryer.

The pamphlet contains pictures and diagrams.

Figure 11-3 shows the title

pages of the pamphlet, the one in English on the one side, and Thai on the
other side of the pamphlet.

Figure 11-4 shows the inside of the pamphlet.

Unfortunately, the Xernx copy was not capable of picking up the colors and
worse; the details,of a drawing whiCh is in blue.

By itself,this failure

to reproduce a particular color is our example of a reprographic medium
which is inappropriate.
(For more information contact:

Renewable Energy Resources Information

Center, Asian Institute for Technology, P.O. Box 2754, Bangkok, Thailand)
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11.5.3

MARKET DATA

This example shows the ability to produce customrtailored market reports
directly while interacting with an online data base.

Economic Information

Systems - Business Information Systems [EBIS] (of Control Data Minneapolis,

Minnesota, U.S.A.) available on a network called CYBERNIT, providei data on
some 225,000 business firma and markets in the U.S. and other countries.

One can retrieve data and arrange reports on four aspects: (i) share-ofmarket (who produces how much in a given product line); (ii) line-of-business
(on competitive comparisons to analyze the operations and patterns of divers-

ification of various firma); (iii) state market size (in given products in
each U.S. state and a number of other countries); and (iv) industry by
industry county markets and firms in all U.S. counties (includes number of
employees and size of each industry).
The reports are a tool in market, economic, and industry analysis, sales
strategies, planning, diversification, etc.

The industries and their products

are classified according to SIC (Standard Industrial Classification), which
is a comprehensive, well known classification in industry.

The population

data are based on official census reports.
Figure 11-5 shows a computer-produced report on a request for market
information on one company in the U.S.
Figure 11-6 shows a report on one industry.
Figure 11-7 shows analysis of two industries, by geography

in three countries in the state of Minnesota; from this report one can
jump and get a report on individual companies, or a class of companies.
(For more information contact:

Economic Information Systems, Inc.,

Control Data, P.O. Sox 0, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55440, U.S.A.).
-{
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EIMEL11=5, MARKET REPORT ON ONE COMPANY:

CARRIER CORPORATION.

EBIS GENERAL COMPANY INFORMATION REPORT
CARRIER CORP
CARRIER TOWER/BOX 4900
SYRACUSE
NV 13201
315.424-4711
77
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS $1082.5
MANUFACTURING SALES $97.5
NONMANUFACTURING SALES
$131.0
FOREIGN SALES $1311.0
TOTAL SALES -

MILLION.
MILLION.
KILLION.
MILLION.

ECONOMIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS - BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEM
LIME OF BUSINESS REPORT
SUMMARY OF SALES BY INDUSTRY
CARRIER CORP
SIC NO. OF
PERCENT PERCENT
MIL> CO.SALES SIC SALES RANK ESTAB.

SIC
CODE

SIC DESCRIPTION

SALES

2295

COATED FABRICS, NOT RUBBERIZED
PAINTS & ALLIED PRODUCTS
CYCLIC CRUDES I. INTERMEDIATES
ADHESIVES & SEALANTS
PRINTING INK
FPBRICATED RUBBER PRODUCTS, ME
MISCELLANEOUS PLASTICS PRODUCT
SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS
TURBINES t TURBINE GENERATOR S
MACHINE TOOLS, METAL FORMING T
AIR AND 6AS COMPRESSORS
BLOWERS AND FANS
GENERAL INDUSTRIAL MACHINERV,
REFRIGERATION & HEATING EQUIPM
MACHINERY, EXC ELECTRICAL, MEC
MOTORS AND GENERATORS
INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS
ELECTRONIC RESISTORS
GENERAL WAREHOUSING & STORAGE
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES WHLS746
WARM AIR HEATING & AIR COND WH
CONSTRUCTION & MINING MACH WHL
INDUSTRIAL NACHMRY & EOUIP-WHL

$11.7
$174.5
$45.8
$23.6
$120.5
1.7
$7.2
$6.6
$27.0
$1.7
$101.1
$15.7
$26.2
$482.4
$3.0
$15.7
14.5
$14.6
1.9
$15.6
$42.0
$4.7
$7.5
$7.2
$8.3
$5.2
1.6
83.9
$1.6

0.89
13.31

11082.5

82.57

197.5

7.43

$131.0

9.99

2851

2865

281

2893
3069
3079
3451
3511

3542
3563
3564
3569
3595
3599
3621

3622
3676
4225
5064
5075
5082
5084
5085
5133
5198
6146
7391

7623

INDUMIAL SUPPLIES WHLSN6
PIECE GOODS WHLSN6
PAINTS. VARNISHES, & SUPP UHLS
INSTALLMENT SALES FINANCE COS
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT LARS
REFRIGERATION SERVICE & REPAIR
TOTAL MANUFACTURIM6 SALES

TOTAL MONMANUFACTURIMS SALES
TOTAL FOREIGN / OTHER SALES
COMPANY TOTAL

3.49
1.80
9.19
0.05
0.54
0.50
2.05
0.12
7.71
1.19
1.99

36.79
0.22
1.19
0.34
1.11

0.06
1.18
3.20
0.35
0.57
0.54
0.63
0.39
0.04
0.29
0.12

$1311.0 MILLION.

1.06

2.79
1.03
1.51
13.81
0.01

0.02
0.35
0.80
0.22
7.19
0.95
0.83
4.86
0.05
0.40
0.17

3.72
0.05
0.19
2.74
0.05
0.04
0.09
0.11

0.44
0.01
0.10

2.50

23
5
28
15
1

653
794
43

1

11

2
2
14
1
1

2

8
102
3

1

25

2

17

1
1

1

7

288

1

40
87

1
1

1

298
95
1

414
366
164
192

1

2
10
1

2
2
1

38

a

121

1

102
4

1
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MARKET REPORT ON ONE INDUSTRY. (STARS UNDER OWNERSHIP
INDICATE PUBLIC-SHARES OWNERSH I P)

ERIS GENERAL INDUSTRY INFORMATION REPORT
SIC CODE - 5945
INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION - HOBBY. TOY. t GAME SHOPS
HUMBER OF FIRMS 82
NUMBER OF ESTKILISHMENTS 102
TOTAL SALES $274.4 MILLION.

DO YOU WANT TO SEE INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN BY COMPANY?
ENTER Y OR N.
? Y
ENTER ALTERNATIVE PERCENTILE STARTIM6 POINT, IF DESIRED.
DEFAULT
100 (TOP-DOWN REPORTING).
IF YOU WANT A LIMITED NUMBER OF COMPANIES REPORTING, ENTER THAT NUMBER.
7 8
IF YOU WANT TO LIMIT THE REPORT TO A CUMULATED PERCENT. ENTER THAT
NUMBER.

THE APPLICATION CHARGE FOR THE REQUESTED REPORT WILL BE
DO YOU WANT THE REPORT' ENTER Y DR N.
? Y

$35.00

ECONOMIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS - BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEM
SHARE OF MARKET REPORT
INDUSTRY ANALYSIS BY COMPANY

5945 HOBBY, TOY, & GAME SHOPS
OWNERSHIP

RANK COMPANY
1 TANDYCRAFTS INC
1800 ONE TANDY CENTER
FORT WORTH
TX 76102
2 LIONEL CORP
9 W57TH ST
NEW YORK
NY 10019
3 HOBBY CENTER INC
POTTER VIL CTR
FREMONT
OH 43420
4 S GELLIS I CO
492 CEDAR ST
NEWINGTON
CT 06111
5 GAMBLE SKOGMO INC
15 h 8TH ST
MINNEAPOLIS
MN 55403
6 GENERAL MILLS INC
PO BOX 1113
MINNEAPOLIS
MN 55440
7 KAUFMAN BROS INC
RI 102 S
LEE
MA 01238
8 TOYS R US
1601 OLD DEERFIELD RD
HIGHLAND PARK IL 60035

CUMUL. SALES TOTAL
INDUSTRY TOTAL -

ESTIMATED SHARE
SALES(SMIL) OF MKT

CUMUL.
SHARE

NO. OF
ESTAB.

$101.4

36.95

36.95

14

$38.6

14.07

51.02

3

$11.1

4.05

55.07

5

$11.0

4.01

59.08

1

$8.1

2.95

62.03

1

$5.6

2.04

64.07

2

$4.1

1.49

65.56

1

$2.7

0.98

66.54

1

$182.6 MILLION.
$274.4 NILLION.

FIGURE 11-7:

MARKET REPORT ON TWO INDUSTRIES IN THREE COUNTIES
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(GEOGRAPHIC ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS) IN STATE OF MINNESOTA Im U.S.

ECONOMIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS - BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEM
COUNTY MARKET SIZE REPORT
ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRY DY GEOGRAPHY
MINNESOTA
SIC

SIC DESCRIPTION

053

HENNEPIN

MO. OF ESTAD. WITH EMPLOYMENT OF
50 100 250 500
20
TO AND
TO
TO
TO
99 249 499 OYER TOTAL
49

2011 MEAT PACKING PLANTS
2013 SAUSA6E & OTHER PREPARED MEATS
COUNTY TOTALS
037

(0000)

2

1

0

0

1

3

1

1

0
0

6

35.800
64.800

1487

391

322

165

113

2470

34.333,400

0

2

0

3

0

1

0
0

1

1

429,800
16,700

108

25

16

11

4

164

1.501,200

0

0

4

4

1

0

0
0

0

0

0

1

145,200
6,000

608

140

128

53

73

1002

13,494,900

4

7

6

1

1

19

698,300

5927

990

812

369

287

0385

77,589,500

3

DAKOTA

2011 MEAT PACKING PLANTS
2013 SACSAGE I OTHER PREPARED MEATS
COUNTY TOTALS
123

ESTIM.
SALES

0

RAMSEY

2011 MEAT PACKING PLANTS
2013 SAUSAGE & OTHER PREPARED MEATS

COUNTY TOTALS
SELECTION TOTALS
STATE TOTALS
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11.5.4

Pred

STAT I ST I CAL CORRELATION

Ailt*, Inc. (described in Appendix.)

produces among other biblio-

graphic and non-bibliographic (statistical) data bases with capabilities
to interact with each other.

Furthermore, statistical data bases have built

it capabilities to cross-tabulate data, perform a set of statistical
operations (as selected by a user from a 'menu' of statistical techniques
available) and display the results in desired tabular an/ graphic formo.,,.

E.g. any time series can be calculated againt any other one as a dependent
versus an independent variable.
to the user.

The choices are large and are entirely up

Clearly, the user has to be fami-iar not tray with retrieval

of information, but also with statistical and display capabilities.

The examples shown here are from a database callee !TS (Predicests
Terminal Systems) International Statistics Basebooks (available online on
Lockheed, BRS, SDC, and Data Star on Euronet).

It contains annual "etorical

date and tine series for detailed products and industry for all countries
in the world.

Included are production, consumption. price, foreign tradc

and usage statistics for agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and service
industries.

Aiso included are international statistical composites (time

series) consistina of 2500 records on 50 key series for each of the 50 key
coun zies of the werld.

The 50 key series includes:

populrtion,GNP (by

detail), per capita income, employment, production or usage of najor
materials, products, energy,

rod vehicles.

The tine series provides histol4cal

dati since 1958 and projected corsensus of published forecasts through
1995.
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Figure 11-8, the first example, shows the number of registered auLomobiles (in 000) over the years 1960-1978 for Argentina, Peru, India and
France.

The table was compiled as follows:

First, a time series stored in the data base
on car registrations for each country vas
retrieved; these lists, not shown here, also
contain percentage gradth rate.
Second, for each set of data a name was given;
in this case CARSARG, CARSPER, CARSIND, and
CARSFRA. A user can choose any name to head
the table and the column.
Third, a commend was given to the conputer to
tabulate together the different time series
and display them as shown in Figure 11-8.
Figure 11-9 shows the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita (i.e.
GDP/person) for Argentina, Peru, India, and France, for the years 19601980 and as projected for 1985, 1990, and 1995.

The mit of measure in

the table is standardized in 000 of 1975 U.S. dollars.

The table was

composed as follows:

First, a time series of historic and projected
GDP for each of these countries was retrieved
in constant 1975 U.S. dollars.
Second, a time series of historic and projected
population data for each of these countries
was retrieved.
Third, a command ass given to divide for each
year for tach country the GDP figure with the
populatic.m figure.

Fourth, results were named as GCAARG, (GDP
per capita for Argentina), GCAPER, GCAIND,
and GCAFRA.
Fifth, command was given to display the results
as hown in Figure 11-9.
Figure 11-10, Figure 11-11, and Figure 11-12 pertain to car registrations in
France (CARSFRA) as a function of GDP

per capita (GCAFRA) [each shown in preldous

two figures], and the forecast for France until 1995:

First, Figure 11-10 shows the statistical
regression calculation of the two variables
against each other, (cars as dependent and
GDP per capita as independent vatiables).
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The regression technique chosen was the so called ordinary least r;quares; it calculates
the trend in the growth of cars as a function (or in connection with) the trend in
GCA.

Second, Figure 11-11, shows the resulting
forecast of cars in France (CARSFCST) for
up to 1995 in 000. The sero's under CARSFRA
indicate that the actual historical figures
go only until 1978. The forecast is the
result of the regress
calculation.
Third, Figure 11-12, d..aplays the results
from column CARSFST (forecast of cars in
France) from the previous figure in a graphic
form.

Figures 11-13 and 11-14 pertain to food grain production in Pakistan.

The following names were given (as mentioned, a user can assign any name):

GRAM:

food grain production in Pakistan in millions of tons.

This time series was retrieved first (but the original table
not presented here).

The source for the data (in this case

FAO) was also given, together wit.n the growth rate.

INDPROD: industrial production

index

for Pakistan with 1975

(base for calculation of other figures).

100

The original table

is not presented either.
POPPAK:

population of Pakistan in millions of people.

GNFCST:

computation of forecast for food grain production (dependent

variable) as a function of predictions for industrial production
and population (both as independent variables)
GRNPERCP:food grain production per capita in the past and as forecast in
tons per person
Figure 11-13 shows the statistical regression calculation of grain production in Pakistan (as a dependent variable) against the industrial production
index and population growth (as independent variables).

It calculates the

grain production trends as a function (or in connection with) the trends in

the other two.

!Isere 11-14 shows the figures for grain production, industrial producproduction
tion index, population, grain production forecast, and food grain
per capita for Pakistan.

Values of 0 indicate that no historic data were

available-or applicable.
(For sore information contact:

Predidast Inc., 11001 Cedar Avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio 44106, U.S.A.; or in Europe: 206 High Street, Bromley
RRI IPW, United Kingdom).

INPUT...TABULATE(YEARS,CARSARO,CARSPER,CARSIND,CARSFRA )
YEARS
*****

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

CARSARO
*******

474
535
624
697
806
915
1031
1139

1272
1401
1482
1680
1863

2020
2136
2316
2469
2637
2730

FIGURE 11-1:

CARSPER CARSIND

CARSFRA

*******

*******

*******.

68.7
74.7
83.6
94.8
108.3
121.8
137.4
160.4
180.2
191.3
202.7
212.9
221.6
234.4
250.4
267
285.2
300.9
312.3

287.9
314
347.6
358.9
396.3
420.1
443.6
480.4
526.8
568
622
671.3
698.4
712.2
715
696
748.2
830.1

5450
6220
7070
7960
8720
9560
10210
10930
11670
12280
12990
13800
14550
15100
15550
16250
17000
17780

TABLE OF COMBINED DATA FOR NUMBER OF REGISTERED

CARS (IN 000) FOR ARGENTINA, PERU, INDIA AND FRANCE (LISTED
RESPECTIVELY AS CARSARG, CARSPER, CARSIND, AND CARSFRA).
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INPUT...TABULATE(YEARS.00APARO,OCAPPER IOCAPINILOCAPFRA)
YEARS
*****

OCAPARG
********

OCAPPER
********

OCAPIND
********

OCAPFRA
********

1960

1.0091
1.0209
.99532
.94338
1.0467
1.1195
1.1129

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

1.1325
1.1605
1.2463
1.288
1.3369
1.3674
1.4142
1.4826
1.448
1.4055
1.4559
1.385
1.4863
1.524

.61147
.64341
.6819
.68443
.70986
.72361
.75092
.75873
.73717
.74483
.77621
.7932
.81716
.84279
.87633
.88041
.88184
.8478
.80975
.8155
.8338

.11924
.12137
.12172
.12478
.13138
.12295
.12165
.12872
.12946
.1347
.14146
.14148
.13737
.13822
.13639
.14498
.14388
.15084
.15625
.15699
.15971

3.5461
3.703
3.8804
4.0169
4.2351
4.3972
4.5881
4.7659
4.9329
5.2348
5.4855
5.7284
6.0126
6.2837
6.4429
6.4183
6.7232
6.8872
7.122
7.3074
7.4315

1985
1990
1995

1.6922
1.9884
2.3181

.89877
.98696
1.0731

.17832
.20061
.22093

8.9853
10.55
12.328

1961

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

FIGURE 11-9:

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT PER CAPITA (GCA) IN 000 OF

CONSTANT 1975 U.S. DOLLARS FOR ARGENTINA (GCAARG), PERU, INDIA, AND
FRANCE.
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INPUT,CARSFCSTIWORECAST(CARSFRAX,13CAPFRA,YEARS: 1979, 1980,1985, 1990,
ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES
VARIABLES
CAPSFRA:.
*C
OCAPFRA
YEARS
INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE

OCAPFRA
YEARS
R SQUARED es

ESTIMATED
COEFFICIENT

1

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

31666

44.89

.1848

57.5

51.99

1.106

1.122E-4

728

16.2

44.9

.1851

.99835

ACTUAL

FITTED

3910
4360
4870
5450
6220
7070
7960
8720
9560
10210
10930
11670
12280
12990
13800
14550
15100
15550
16250
17000
17780

3769
4496.9

FIGUkE 11-10:

CONTRIBUTION
TO R**2

STATISTIC

1421423

.99817
RSQUARED(CORRECTED) =
.4696
DURBINWATSON STATISTIC =
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 21
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS.=
644963
STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION =

2
3
4

T

STANDARD
ERROR

189.29

PLOTt * = ACTUAL

+ = FITTED

+

5020. 8

5739.7
6457.4
7177.4
7892.7
8611.3
9328.2
10046
10764
11475
12188
12902
13614
14326
15045
15774
16484
17203
17917

*+
+
*+
+

+
+*
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+*
+*
+
+

+
+

*+

STATISTICAL REGRESSION CALCULATION OF THE CARS REGISTERED IN

FRANCE (CARSFRA) AS A DEPENDENT VARIABLE AGAINST THE GDP PER CAPITA (GCAFRA)
AS AN INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.

SHOWS ALSO GRAPHICALLY THE GOODNESS OF FIT

OF THE STATISTICAL PREDICTIONS.

/TAO1LATE(YEARS,CARSFRAX,OCAPFRA.CAR8FCST)
:INPUT...TABULATE(YEARS,CARSFRAIOCAPFRA.CARSFCST)

YEARS

CARSFRA
*******
3910
1958
4360
1959
4870
1960
5450
1961
6220
1962
7070
1963
7960
1964
8720
1965
9560
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1985
1990
1995

10210
10930
11670
12280
12990
13800
14550
15100
15550
16250
17000
17780

0
0
0
0
0

FIGURE 11-11:

OCAPFRA CAREFCST
e******* ********
3910
0
4360
0
4870
3.5461
5450
3.703
6220
3.8804
7070
4.0169
7960
4.2351
8720
4.3972
9560
4.5881
10210
4.7659
10930
4.9329
11670
5.2348
12280
5.4855
12990
5.7284
13800
6.0126
14550
6.2837
15100
6.4429
15550
6.4183
16250
6.7232
17000
6.8872
17780
7.122
18634
7.3074
19355
7.4315
22905
8.9853
26455
10.55
29992
12.329

FIGURES OF REGISTERED CARS IN FRANCE (CARSFRA) (IN 000).

GDP PER CAPITA (GCAFRA) (IN 000 OF 1975 U.S.DOLLARS), AND FORECAST FOR
CARS AS CALCULATED BY REGRESSION (CARSFCST) (IN 000). VALUES OF 0
INDICATE THAT HISTORIC DATA WERE NOT AVAILABLE OR APPLICABLE.
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/ORAPWCARSFCST)
INPUT...ORAPH(CARSFCST)

+++++++++++++++++ +++++

29992 +

1

+

1

23471

+
1
1

11

16951

+

1

111
11

11
11

10430

+

11
1

11

11

+

11

3910 + 1
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
1

1

1

9

9

5

6
8

1

1

9
6

3

1

9

8

1

9
7

3

1

9
7

8

8

8

1

9

3

8

1

9 9
9 9
3 5

11, CARSFCST

FIGURE 11-12:

GRAPHICAL DISPLAY OF GROWTH OF REGISTERED CARS

AND FORECAST FOR CARS IN FRANCE (IM 000) (COLUMN CARSFCST FROM
FIGURE 11-11)1
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INPUT...ORNFCST=FORECAST(ORAINP,INDPRODP.POPPAK.YEARSt 1979,1980, 1985,
ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES
VARIABLES ...
YEARS
POPPAK
INDPRODP
*C
ORAINP
INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE

ESTIMATED
COEFFICIENT

INDPRODP
POPPAK

TO R**2
.01584

.191

.05995

3.1865

.03905

-.1798

.05896

-3.05 6

.03653

.2193

2.007

.01581

.4402

YEARS

CONTRIBUTION

-2.0

429

-862.1

*c

TSTATISTIC

STANDARD
ERROR

.93325
.92148
R-SQUARED(CORRECTED)
1.4006
DURBIN-WATSON STATISTIC
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 21
47.533
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS =
STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION =
R -SQUARED =

1

2
3
4
'
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

0
0

PLOT! * = ACTUAL

FITTED

ACTUAL

-.26345
.17671

)

FIRM 11-11:

+ = FITTED

+*
*+
+ *

-1.5218
-.1343
1.1494
0
2.5459
0
0
3.7888
5.0623
7.26
6.3185
7.28
7.1847
8.17
8.4193
10.79
9.8306
11.57
12.074
12.1
12.378
11.34
11.335
11.8
13.339
12.73
13.996
12.52
13.685
13.13
13.555
14.26
13.927
15.12
15.745
14.52
i

1.6721

+

*
*
*

+

+
+
+

*
+ *
+

*
*

+

*
+

+

*
+*

+

*+
*

+

*+
+*

*

+
*

+

STATISTICAL REGRESSION CALCULATION OF GRAIN PRODUCTION IN

PAKISTAN AS A DEPENDENT VARIABLE, AGAINST INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX
SHOWS ALSO GRAPHICALLY THE GOODNESS
AND POPULATION AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES,
OF FIT OF THE STATISTICAL PREDICTIONS,
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INPUT...TASULATE(YEARS.ORAINP,INDPRODP,POPPAK,ORNFCSTIORNPERCP)
YEARS
*****
1958
1959
1960
1961

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1995
1990
1995

ORAINP
******
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
7.26
7.28
8.17
10.79
11.57
12.1

11.34
11.8
12.73
12.52
13.13
14.26
15.12
14.52
0
0
0
0
0

INDPRODP
********

0
0
29
35
40
46
53
59
65
69
75
82
94
95
89
99
102
100
99
101

110
117
125
163

212
270

POPPAK
********
0
0
42.695
43.8
44.42
45.475
48.446
50.185
52.02
53.9
55.855
57.89
60.61
62.43
64.3
66.23
68.21
70.26
72.37
74.87
76.77
79.84
80.6
95
111.3
129

ORNFCST
*******

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.26
7.28
8.17
10.79
11.57
12.1

11.34
11.8
12.73
12.52
13.13
14.26
15.12
14.52
16.97
18.802
25.671
34.3
44.397

ORNPERCP
********

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
.14466
.13995
.15158:

.19318
.19986
.19964
.18164
.18351
.19221
.18355
.18688
.19704
.20195
.18914

.21255
.23327
.27022
.30818
.34416

FIGURE 11-14:

FIGURES FOR FOOD GRAIN PRODUCTION IN PAKISTAN (GRAINP)
(IN MILL TONS), HISTORICAL AND FORECAST INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX
FOR PAKISTAN (INDPRODP) (1975 = 100), HISTORICAL AND FORECAST POPULATION
(POPPAK) (IN MILL). FORECAST FOR FOOD GRAIN PRODUCTION PER CAPITA
(GRNPERCP) (IN TONS PER PERSON). VALUES OF 9 INDICATE THAT HISTORIC

DATA lea: Non AVAILABLE OR APPLICABLE.

POREAST PDR FOOD GRAIN (gmmr0
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12.

12.1

DISSEMINATION AND MARKETING OF INFORMATION

OVERVIEW

DISSEMINATION

iA a poce44 Colc pkoced4e6) oi

conveying inionmation thnough gimen channe2 4 to uAtAA:

dimemination inc2ude4 the Apneading about, diAtnibu-

Von and detiveny oi inionnation moducts and/on
41/Latta.
MARKETIkG oic iniconmation iA an aggaegate o

activA2ie4

&Putted at 4at4ying human inionmation need4 and want4
thnough exchange pume444; makketing invetvea viewing

the whole iniconmation &mice on moduct fum the point
oiS view ol5 gnat ntAutta i.e. 6107111 the uise and um
points oic vise.

A job of an information consolidation unit, (or for the majority of
information systems, for that matter), has not been completed with the
production of a product or institution of a service.

Active dissemdnation

and active marketing has to be included as an integral part of the whole unit
or system.

Otherwise, the products will,for the most part, remain on the

shelves and the services will be unused, except by few people.

Yet, time

and again information systems throughout the world neglect to pay adequate
attention to these extremely important functions.

For the lack of active

dissemination and marketing, otherwise good information products and services
lay shallow and unused.

And the tragic aspect of it is that so often there

is nothing intrinsically wrong with the product or service, but the culprit
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in the failure is the inadequacy in dissemination and the lack of marketing.
The situation is observed in developed and in developing countries alike.

On the other hand, there are splendid examples of what proper disarmination and marketing of information and service can do.

The success of the

online information industry ia due as much to the ways by which products and
services are marketed as to the intrinsic merit of these products and services
offered.

Treatment of marketing as an integral part of their products and

services (where marketing particularly includes great attention to user edu-

cation) wa a key lement in the spectacular growth of that new industry.
All information systems and services, throughout the world, and particularly
information consolidation units, should take heed and learn.

Why do information systems pay so little and so inadequate attention to
active dissemination and marketing?

For three reasons:

First, it has to do with the tradition and education of information
specialists and librarians:

active dissemination and marketing was not and,

still is not, cultivated as an integral part of the profession and its
education.

The traditional assumption, still pervading today, is that the

users will find the way to an information systems' door by themselves, if the
system in question offers a good product, collection or service.
indeed will, but most won't.

To reiterate:

Some users

many information professionals

believe that any product or service properly designed to meet a need and
professionally implemented will enjoy widespread utilization.

However, in

practice, such assumption or belief has to be supplemented; typically widespread
utilization occrs only when an additional conscious and deliberate effort
is made to market the service or product and nake the potential users aware
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of its services or proeucts and of its benefits (12-7).
Second, found among information professionals is an uneasy attitude
This

taward active dissemination and narketing, the latter in particular.
attitude can be paraphrase4 as:

"There is something vaguely u._-elical

about marketing of information and if not unethical then at least distasteful."
Unethical?

No. Marketing is not to be equated with pushiness and high-

pressure selling of products or services, some of then rather shabby -this is a total misunderstanding of what marketing is all about.
marketing is the reverse selling concept.

Distasteful?

If anything,

Possibly, but only

These

in so far as any complex problem and hard work may be distasteful.
attitudes are not only wrong, but also harmful

for both a service and its

users.

ildss. there is at tines a philosophical opposition to active dissemination and especially marketing on the ground that they introduce tn element
of commercialization in information work.

The argument is that commercial

aspects (which involve consideration of marzets, costs, prices, value
received, exchange, etc.) have a distorting effect on information products
and services which should be viewed on their own intrinsic merit.

Marketing

certainly does iavolve considerations of costs and economics in relation to
both inforuation systems and users and, in that sense, it involve* commercial
aspects, but not at the exclusion ol all others.

In eases where, as a

matter of policy, information systems are fully and continuously subsidized
without necessiry for any accounting regarding costs, cost-effectiveness,
and cost- and user-benefits this philosophy is in place and it should not
be argued with.

In the case where such policy is not in effect absence of

market consideration is harmful and this philosophy is out of place.

So,

it is not a question of philoSophy at Ai, but a question of the type of
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policies in support of a given information system in general and information consolidation units in particular.

An information system can afford

the luxury of not worrying about the market and connected economic/commerdial
aspects if and only if it is fully subsidized without questions asked.
certainly is a place for such systems.

did usmple of this sort of thing.

There

The Alexandrian library is a splen-

But an overwhelming majority of informa-

tion corsolidation units are not supported iu such a way.

To put it bluntly, an inforea.lon consolilation unit without active
dissemination and marketing integrated with products and services offered
will inevitably fail.

This statement can be made with such certainty because

the probability of success without active and integrated dissemination and
marketing is infinitesimal.

12.2 DISSEMINATIM

As mentioned earlier dissemination pertains to the conveying of information
to users through given channels. or in a practical sense it means the spreading about, iistribution and delivery of information products and services.
There are a great number of ways and means by which dissemination can be
affected.

Some of them are combined or integrated with the means of

processing,sorting and/or packaging information, as discussed in the
previous Chapter -- at times neat distinctions are not possible.

Thus, the

discussion in this Section should be taken in conjunction with the
discussion in Chapter 11 on packaging.

Sone of the more isportant channels

for dissemination of information consolidation products include:

1.

Iste4Pemonø2 detiuety
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detivay

2.

Gtogp pemonat

3.

Sttitegic ptimenent

MOOR

4.

In-houAediutiniAation

CHANNELS

5.

Locat depo4i.to4y

FOR

6.

D,10.44 Media - pn.int

VISSE141NAT7014:

7.

8noa4ca4sti.ng

S.

Wait

9.

Telephone

10.

1.

Compu.teit. netwonk

Interpersonal delivery.

The products are personally delivered to

users, either at their request or in anticipation of a need.

To be effective,

the interpersonal delivery has to involve much more than the handing out
of products, e.g. more than distributing handbills on a street col...".

If

interpersonal delivery includes personal conversation, consultation, and
feedback from users, then this is the most effective dissemination method
there is.

However, it is unfortunately also the most costly and time

consuming method, it has to be prepared well, and it is not suited for mass
dissemination.

As always, it is a matter of trade-off:

high effectiveness

but at a high cost and bother.
2.

Group personal delivery.

The prod_c 1.-.

mita delivered to a whole

group of users, as in a meeting, conference, seminar, demonstration, etc.
The possibilities for personal exchanges and feedback are still there.

This method also needs careful personal preparation for involvement, not
only far handing out the proudct.

It reaches more people than the inter-

personal del:very, And as suck it is still costly and very effective.
3.

Skrateitig, placement.

The products are placed at strategic locations

.
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for users to pick them up on their own.

The location can include:

places

of work, places of worship, specially constructed booths, stores, meeting
halls, sport events, lunch counters, etc. etc.
selected with great care and tested.

The location has to be

Where and how products are placed

does greatly affect the attention paid to a product.

Even in a good location,

a pile of leaflets or brochures by itself is not enough.

They have to be

advertised and accompanied by attention getting devices, posters, etc.

Wall

posters themselves can be a product put on walls in strategic locations.
4.

In-house dissemination.

An information consolidation unit can

institute a distinct in-house dissemination function (such as a circulation
department).

There are a number of services that can be instituted in con-

junction with dissemination:
photocopying, etc.

reference, referral, question-answering,

The policies for these functions have to be carefully

formmlated.
5.

Local depositories.

This involves distribution of products through

cooperative arrangements with an information system or library not directly
associated with the information consolidation units, such as branch libraries,
extension agents, laboratories, educational institutions, government information offices, etc.
success.

Establishing a cooperative formula is essential for

If the cooperating agency has some clear self-interest in the

product, the success of distribution is more assured.

A strong case for such

self-interest has to be made and explained, or the self-interest should be
clearly built in the product.
6.

Mass media.

Local newspapers, professional journals, national

magazines, and other print mass media can be very effective for mass disseur
ination, particularly at the awareness stage.

However, the products have to

be specifically modified to fit the requirements of the mass media, usually
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in terms of length, narrative style, etc.

Advertising through mass media

should also be considered as a dissemination channel.

In a different way,

wall posters are also a mass media of proven success.

So are photonovels.

Thus, in addition to newspapers, other print mass media should be considered.
7.

Broadcasting,.

Radio and television are another dissemination

media of enormous potential and proven success.

Radio, in particular, has

penetrated even the reuotest and poorest parts of most developing countries
and television is in common use in urban centers, even in the slums.

Two

way radio was successfully used for classroom instruction where distances
were too great for school attendance. Specially devised radio shows dispensing useful work,crop, husbandry and other agricultural information have
proven to be very popular among farmers all over the globe.

Instructional

and training show-how TV shows have also been very well received wherever
shown.

However, the broadcasting media have been relatively neglected in

information consolidation, despite their potential.
Exploitation of broadcasting media should receive a high priority when
considering dissemination channels for information consolidation.

Radio and

TV shows or just scripts can be prepared for wide distribution to broadcasting stations.

An information consolidation unit doesn't have to go into

broadcasting or show business to disseminate through broadcasting:

scripts

will suffice.
8.

Mail.

Mailing of products through postal facilities is another

popular and effective channel for dissemination (predicated, of cours, on
the proper functioning of mail services).

However, great attention has to

be paid to establishing proper mailing lists.

Mass mailings to addresses

such as "Occupant" or to institutions at large and not persons in institutions are ineffective:

they are likely to be tossed away, or they will not
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reach the proper person.

Establishing and keeping a proper mailing list

up to date is often a difficult proposition, however, it is also crucial

because a proper 'ailing list will ensure that a product gets into the
hands of the appropriate individuals.

Mailing lists can be established

in a number of ways, e.g.

* by selecting from directories or rosters (of employees, organizations, professional associations, town or church rosters, etc.)
* by selecting from attendance lists of meetings, conferences, seminars,
schools, etc.

* by canvassing an organization, neighborhood, social unit, etc.
* by moss advertising or posters inviting the interested persons
to send their names and addresses
* by purchase from a firm, organization, or individual already having
a general or specialized mailing list.
Upon establishing a large mailing list, specialized or classified
mailing lists can be developed.

It is useful to have mailing lists divided

by groups of people of similar education, occupation, affiliation, background, and interest to enable more targeted mailings.

Mailing lists can

be subdivided by asking the people on a larger mailing list to indicate
choices of products (e.g. restriction on what and how much they want to
receive , types of desired materials:

reviews, pamphlets, booklets, manage-

ment-oriented, employee-oriented, etc.).

The more a mailing is targeted

to a specific audience and the more personal each mailing piece is the more
likely its success.
9.

Telephone.

Information can be very effectively disseminated aver

the phone, because It has an element of interpersonal contact and allows
for instant feedback,

(Provided, of course, th&t there are accessible phones
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to users and the phone network functions without great difficulties).
Telephone 'hot-lines' can be established.

Or for mass use, prerecorded

information is played back upon dialing a number.

In a number of urban

centers healthlines have proven to be very popular and highly used.

Cassettes on a relatively large number of health topics have been recorded
by physicians; these topics include those for which most often physician's
advice has been sought and questions asked, including many touchy medical
subjects about which people are reluctant to ask information.

Lists of

available topics are widely distributed, including through newspaper ads.
People call the number, a person answers an4 engages a cassette player with
the requested topic.

The popularity of the service is in the protection

of anonymity and privacy of callers and in low costs: that of a phone call.
10.

Computer networks.

Disseminating information from or through a

computer via telecommunication networks has also proven very effective.
(Naturally, a prerequiaite

is the existence of and access to a computer

network; many such networks exist in developed countries, and some have

been initiated in developing countries, e.g. Mexico and Brazil.)

This

includes, in addition to online searching of data bases, (as discussed and
shown in previous chapters) computer conferencing and electronic mail.

Their

potential, where existing, for dissemination of consolidated information is

great. A practical example of computer conferenzing is described in Section
7.7.2 in conjunction with reaching concensus on the Hepatitis Knowledge Base.

MARKETING OF INFORMATION

12.3

12.3.1

MARKETING CONCEPT

Selling is having an autnmabile and trying to find a buyer.

Marketing
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is looking at transportation needs or wants and devising and offering a
vehicle( be it an automobile, a cart, a bicycle or plane) that will satisfy
a transportation need or want at an exchange rate ehat the market will
One sells automobiles and markets transportation.

bear.

One sells tooth-

paste and markets whatever will satisfy dental hygiene for health, or even
sex appeal.

One sells or offers a pamphlet on solar rice drying and markets

a solution that will increase productivity and lower the cost of getting
rice ready as a cash crop.

One offers or sells an information consolidation

product, but looks at a market and devises a product that the market needs
or wants and can afford; 'afford' doesn't necessarily have to be in terms

of money, but also in terms of a user's time that he or she has to put in
to assimilate the information.

One sells books, pamphlets, or even informa-

tion, but markets a solution to a problem.

Get it?

The distinction is crucial.

Marketing is an aggregate of many activities as described below.
tion is just one of them.
tising.

Promo-

Marketing is much more than promotion or adver-

Producing a glossy pamphlet about an information product or service,

advertising it, talking about it ... all could and should be a part of marketing.

But, it is a misconception to equate any promotion or even an elaborate

promotion campaign by itself as marketing.
information work behind a statement:

Unfortunately, quite often in

"We are marketing our information pro-

ducts and services" stands nothing more than a brochure highlighting what's
offered.

If there is nothing more, that's not marketing; i.e. promotion

by itself is not marketing.

This distinction is also crucial as the one

between selling and marketing.

The central concept in uarketing is in being customer and not product
oriented.

The contemporary approach to marketing is simple to learn:

(i) identify your intended customer (user) groups, (ii) find out all you can
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about their needs and wants and (iii) try to satisfy them with the right
products and/or services, supported by the right communication or promotion
and available at the right time and location.

Although this is simple to

learn, the managing of the marketing function demands more creativity and
more astute judgement than any other single function in information consolidation.

Using this modern concept of marketing,an alert information manager
designs

the information system's (or information consolidation unit's)

organizational structure to give the marketing component its deserved prominence.

The marketing function should be fully integrated with other tradi-

tional functions of an information system (selection, acquisition, representation, organization, storage, retrieval, dissemination...) and placed in
a position to coordinate them.

The system's marketing strategies and tactics

should be purposeful, well organized, and projected years in advance.
a marketing

Within

oriented information system, planning responds to social,

cultural and environmental changes and displays great flexibility (12-1).
Marketing of infornation consolidation products and services involves at
least these elements:

ELEMENTS

1.

Makket Ae4eakeh and anato.a.

2.

SegmentatZon oithe etientete.

3.

Vevetopment (04 adaptation) apkoduct4 ox 4mite4
424 tang eted tfr

IN

a

given 6Egment ok Aeyment 6.

MARKETING

4.

Con4i4etation j cootA and pkice4.

OF

5.

Pnomotion.

INFORMATION:

6.

Weft education.

1.

DiA.sesination.

S.

Evaluation Eimoduct6 and Atkviced.

The first six elements are discussed below.
the previous section.

Dissemination was discussed in

Evaluation is discussed in Section 13.9.
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12.3.2

MARKET RESEARCH AND SEGMENTATION

This activity implies serious research into and analysis of the infor-

mation needs and wants of a population in terms of various social groups.
The model, variables and methods for user studies described in Chapter 4 are
directly adaptable for a market research study, thus they are not repeated
here.

As a matter of fact, a market information study is a user study, with

possible addition or stress of economic aspects and contraints, as well as
testing of alternate products or services.

The analysis of market research results at minimum produces information
on these two aspects:
1.

Segments (groups, classes) of population of potential users with

similar information needs or wants, as well as,for each segmentotheir

communication patterns and habits, conomic and other constraints,
and other characteristics which influence a choice of an information product or service.

Also included should be the segmentation

of benefits to users.
2.

Suggestions on alternate information products and services that may
satisfy needs or wants of each segment.

If testing a product or

service was involved, evaluation of usage is included.
In marketing terminology, the first aspect is called segmentation:

clearly

identifying groups of people with sone similarities regarding charactertistics
and benefits.

Segmentation is necessary, because there is no such thing

as pcoducing a product that can be all things to all people.

(Even toothbrushea

differ on the basis of different segments of people and needs).
is a key concept and the starting point in marketing.
there is no marketing.

Segmentation

Without segmentation
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The second aspect (information concerning likely products) involves
external and internal components that need to be integrated.

Externally,

this involves a thorough knowledge of the state-of-the-art of the given
product or service, of competition (and there always is competition in
information supply, even if it isn't head-on competition), and other external
effects.

Internally, this involves consideration of own capabilities and

constraints, but most importantly it involves creativity, imagination, inventiveness, vision, and assessment of alternatives.

Originality may or may not

be involved; copying or adapting a product or service Is perfectly admissible,

but a decision on what to copy and/or how to adapt it, still requires an
astute Judgment and even vision and imagination.

Thus, market research, as any research, is a combination of: (i) assumptions, (ii) cold facts, figures and observations and (iii) human imagination
and Judgement.
not guaranteed.

And, as in any research,it is not foolproof.

The results are

However, the worst situation occurs when the results axe

indeed good (reflect the reality -of user's needs or wants, together with

suggestions for appropriate products) but these are not heeded by a blind
management.

There is such a things as being blind (even completely blind)

to the realities (even worse,evident realities) of a market and a potential
of a product or service.

12.3.3 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND TARGET I NG

Development of a product should be coupled frau the outset

with an idea that it will be targeted to a given segment of the audience and
for their given needs or wants.

Examples of such targeting are given in

Chapter 4, together with product characteristics that should be considered.
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Development of an information consolidation product also involves:

consideration of alternatives, determination of the criteria and procedures for
selection and evaluation, analysis and synthesis, and overall production
and dissemination.

These were treated in respective Chapters, thus are
A

not repeated here.

12.3.4

COSTS AND PRICING

There is no such thing as "free" information. All information processing involves

costs, but all information products or services may not involve

a price for a customer.

An information product may'be free of paying directly

by a customer, but it is never free of paying of costs by somebody at some
point in the process.

The meaning of terminology associated with the costs of information
varies in subtle ways from one treatment in the literature to another.

we shall give

Thus,

the meanings as treated in this Handbook.

COST o

inionmatZon helieAA to att expenditune4 incunned

in pxoduction and di44emination o

n6onmation pnoduct4

on 4envice4.

expenditune4

ok

each liunation, unit ot admimiAtnative diviAion o

an

COST ACCOUNTING i4 the netonding o

inlionmation 40tem.

COST EFFECTIVENESS nelieu to intennat penlionmance44
to cost4 C
componi4on o

on Onetion.

diSlietent opetation4 on liunc220n4 on oi

attennate way6 o

doimg the 4ame openation
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COST BENEFITS /mien to extexnat vatue4 acckued to

and by tutu oi an inionmation poduet On aexvice
in netation to &pads expended.
PRICE 4.4 the dineet expendittane Atquixed 06 ubehA

to obtain a ptoduct on aenviee.

PRICING ia the pnoce64 oi detevnining the paiee to

be changed to wsem.

Determining internal costs of a product or service is by no means a
simple tiad straightforward proposition, because cost accounting can be done
in different ways.

Furthermore, determination of elements in the cost

accounting can alter the picture:
ciation of equipment?

Should overhead costs be included?

Depre-

Support services from parent organization (if any)? etc.

Budget of an information system can rarely be equated with costs of a product
or service.

Because of these difficulties it is not uncommon to find o system

without any idea as to the true cost of a product or service it offers.
yes, but costs no.

Budget

However, if and when any prices are considered, cost effec-

tiveness is questioned, budgets are defended and cost benefits are played up,
determination of costs is paramount and basic.

In turn to achieve that, cost

accounting procedures and boundaries for inclusions into costs have to be specified.

Unfortunately, no standardized cost accounting procedures for information
systems exist, nor are there any standardized forms for reporting of cost data.
Costa are rarely reported anyhow.

Thus, comparisons are hard to make (if not

impossible), since even where costs are reported, the method of accounting and
the inclusions/exclusions from accounting are almost never accounted for.
Pricing decisions are a different proposition.

Even a decision on not

to directly charge a user anything for a product or service (i.e. to offer
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information free of charge) is a pricing decision.
of charge can be a decision with mixed blessings:

Offering information free
on the one hand, 'free'

information does attract customers, and on the other, people often do
not attach much value to that which they get free.
pricing policy should be carefully weighed.

Thus, the no-charge

However, this may be academic

for a great many information consolidation units because in order to survive
they have to recover at least some, if not all, of their costs.
There are a number of pricing schemes applied in relation to information
products:

* Marginal cost:

price based on arbitrary decision to recover part

of the costs.

* Cost-recovery:

price based on recovering the production cost of an

item or service.
(i)

This in turn can be based on:

fixed percentage prices, or

(ii) revenue/users prices, based on revenue derived from the esttmated
number of users.

* Past prices, based on knowledge of past prices if they exist with
escalation factors added (such as inflation rate).

* Variable price, based on abilirv to pay (e.g. sliding scale, no charge
for some, higher price for others).
* Market will bear price, based on estimates of the users' willingness to
pay.

* Costs plus price:

based on a profit percentage added to the investment

in producing a product or service.

Again, this can be done as a

fixed percentage or revenue/users ratio.

The economy of scale works clearly and most directly when the scheme
involves the revenue/user ratio

(either in cost recovery or cost-plus sit-

uation): the more users there are, the bigger the spread to charge-off costs
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and the lewer the price.

An active development of a market can bring in

more users and thus can bring the price down.
There is another aspect to consider:

price elasticity.

Increase in

the price of a product nay decrease the number of customers and decrease
in price nay increase the nur',er of customers.

But, how elastic are these

At times, even the institution of a small charge, where there was none

ratios?

before, may drastically affect the number of customers; many will fall away,
but those that remain will be truly using the product.

Pricing is in a way

also a test of the value to customers of a product.

Finally, let us discuss the ethics of pricing information products.
Information has costs, there is no way ou. of it.

Either directly (throug4

direct charges) or indirectly (through taxes, charges added to other products,
work exchange) the end-users pay for costs of information.
question is:

The ethical

should the end users be directly charged for information products?

This question can be answered only within the frame of values and conditions
of a given society.

There is no universal answer.

However, the question can also be rephrased:

Situational ethics pertain.

should those who can affcrd it

not be required to pay?

12 .3 . 5

PROMOT I ON

Promotion of an information product or service should be considered in
terms of communication to and with specific user segments and not just as an
announcement to the world of the product's existence.
in a great many ways.

Promotion can be done

Here are some of them:

* Brochures, pamphlets, posters:

explanation of product and service,
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directions on how to obtain miR,re information and/or the
product?

* Guides, hindbooks:

directions and steps in use of a product or

servifm.

* Advertising the product or service in newspapers, on radio

or TV, in house-news letters, professional society journals, in
programs of meetings, etc.

Publicity, getting articles or interviews abont the product, its
use, tenefits, etc. into newspapers, jourkails, radio, TV, etc.

* Exhibitions and de onstrations, showing the product at fairs, meetings,
conferences, in stores, at work, through a mobile unit, etc.
* Personal 1121sEti, visits to users, presenting papers at conferences and meetings, writing letters, word-of-nouth encouragement,
cessions on user orientatL,n, etc.
TG be effective, promotion has to be :lanned as a continuous affair
with a mix of most, if not all the approaches mentioned above.

A one-shot ad

or brochure by itself can have only little effect, if any, because the effect
of 'remotion is cumulative and not just tied to any single effort.

Thus,

repetition, mix and trying out of various (even unconventional) approaches is
necessary.

123.6 USER EDUCATION

User education can be k; crucial element in the success or failure of
an information product or sevv±ce.
1.

The aims of .ser education are to:

Commuricate about a product or service and show how it fits
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in a broader framework and concern of users.
Explain the basics of its structure and functions, limitations

2.

and preleme.
3.

Explain in detail (with examples) the benefits that can be accrued.

4.

Explain I:. detail the way it can be accessed and used.

If necessary,

train for usage (such as in online searching).
Explain clearly direct and hidden costs, requirements, conditions

5.

of use.

Elicit comments and evaluations from users for improvement of the

6.

product or service.

A well designed and integrated approach to user education has a great
power, as has been so clearly shown I* the success of user education and training
in relation to online searching and data bases in the U.S.

There, the online

vendors and data base producers have amounted a concentrated, highly prIfessional

continuous, and traveling online user educaon effort which was as responsible
for the phenomenal growth of the industry, as was the intrinsic merit of online
products and services themselves.

The main roie of user education is to ensure the credibility of the product
and trust, in its worth and to increase understanding, know-how and skills in using
information.

The worst in user education is for it to be perceived as an effort

in selling, or as a 'big brother'.

The elements to be considered in designing, developing, and implementing
user education include:

* Selection of a topic of user education, starting not from:
"What is it that I want to present?" but from: "What is the sit-

uation, perception and interest of the user and bow does what I know
and have fit?"
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* Adjustment of the topic to indigenous environment and developmental
process, level and situation.

* Incorporation of the indigenous information situation.
* Consideration of the conditions of presentation.
* Incorporation of feedback loops from the audience.

The strategy

for user education should ince- orate reexamination of products and
services.

Each of these has to be studied and specified in detail before one can
mount a successful effort.
be a one shot effort:

As in promotion, successful user education can not

the effects are not direct but cumulative.

Thus, there

has to be a user education program, if necessary peopled with travelling information troubadours.

A sample of general considerations in pricing and marketing of
products and
services from information analysis centers is shown in Figures 12-1 and
12-2,
reprinted from (12-10).

2"fg.
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INFORMATION
F I GU RE 12-1 FACTORS INFLUENCING THE MARKETING OF
ANALYSIS CENTER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Iespery senices

BASIC FACTORS

Number of Inquiries answered
User willingness and ability to pay
Cost of providing service
Urgency of response needed
Quid oto quo arrangements
Interface marketing and accounting
organizction kiterest

National Information Analysis Centel' Objec*Ives

National hifalutin's Analysis Center Policy on
Serrice Charges
Funding Leveb for Information
Centers

Analysis

SPECIFIC FACTORS
Users
Size of user audience
Location of Mei audience
User characteristics
User iieeds
COmmunication practices
Urgency of information requirements
Ability to pay for information
ViiIhngness to pay for information
Traditional information purchasing
practices

Necessity for direct user-to-IAC contact
Products and Services
Publications

Distribution or Dissemination Channels
their acceptance

Availability of Government printing and
distribution facilities
COMM4rCial publiShef Of interface organization intern*
Nature of the matket and users
Nature of the 1AC publications and services
Sales effort required
Special situations
Organization policies Of restrictions
Contractual requirements
Advertising and Sales Promotion
Funds to accomplish this marketing activity

Method used to maintain an awareness of
Wen of the 1AC
Personal contact

Volume or number of copies distributed
Number of pages per pubhcrti. it

Mass COn tad

Urgency for dissemination

Special promolional activities
Stage of IAC development

Rate et which material becomes outdates;

Use of restricted or limited access documents as input to publications
Use of publications in exchange for user
information
Plc fit that may be recovered
Packaging

Pict
Uniqueness of IAC product or service
Demand for the IAC product and service at a

Price determination from cost of providing
the product or service

Reprinted from:
Veazie, Walter B., Jr.; Connolly, Thomas F. The Marketing of Information
Amalysis
Center Products and Services.
Washington, D.C.:
ERIC
Clearinghouse on Library and lacciiiiiii-kiences, 1971 OED 050 722).
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FIGURE 1272

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVAN1AGES OF SERVICE CHARGES
FOR INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER PRODUCIS AND SERVICES
PUBLICATIONS
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Reduced direct Charge to the sponsoring agency
foe publication

Increased indirect cost to the government by gcper
processing costs and fees cost shifted horn
Orte pocket to another

Revenue returned to supplement or eLninale
governmeet funding

Prevect Wine Ptak users from getting the

Broader distribution of publscatsons to private
industry and foreign orprizations who
would be wil:ing to pay for rich products
Broader announcement of publications with anticipated increased utilization
Reduce the 1ACs time :equired tr. handle requests
for pubhcations

Require better selection of report topics which
would be of wider intere::

pror!octs
Timc lag for publication by government or commercial printers
Time lag caused by the procurement cyde

Elimination of limited mernment research data
from inclusion in publicly available reports
Reduce input of information from excharge contributors

A tendency to emphasize the pub:ication of

halt)), the eh:venation of 1ACs which are not
productive in terms of revenue secured
Eliminate ''free loaders"

reports with a broad user audience at the
expense of special reports with a Errited
audience, but which are important in
accomplishing thc ctn. n's mission
Increased time foe book or handbook generation
vs. reports due to permanent compreliensn:
nature of books and associated graphics

INQUIRY ANSWERING SERVICES
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Increased use by pri..ate and foreign organizations
Reasonable rationale to handle proprietary inter-

Reduced use of the service by financially hardrested government asneies and contractors

ests uf users

Require the IAC to be more responsive provide
a better product
Determine if the service can be self-supporting
Reduced direct cost to the sponsonng government
agency

Require ereatel IAC cost effearveness
Dcmonstrate to Congress and management of user

organizations the costs and benefits of Mrs
type of senrice
Necessitate mass marketing which should increase
the number of users
Require government action to encourage the use

of lAC in ptcgram pLinneng, prccurement,
and program MVIews to aswre that cuaent
state of-the-art 1...ience and technology arc
used (Such action is necessary if the IACs arc
to remain in operation)

Reduction of user IAC specialist relationship
Time Lag resulting from purchase request requirements
Billing problems associated pith the service
Posiblc shift of use to private industry and foreign

orpnizations
Lou of exchange arrangements

reduced proces-

sing of state-of-the-art information

Increased cost to the governn.ent as a result of
double overhead
fee paym:fit by cenkr
ul tabu orgenzations

Profit or fee to a commercial interface orpmzation or government service

Develop possible corspetition between IACs for
limited user service dollars and potential
competition betwten the IAC and comma.
cial organizations in covering the ume
subject areas

Repr in t ed from :
Veazie, Walter H., Jr.; Connolly, Thomas F. The Marketing of Information
Anal is
Center Products and Services. -7Rishington, DX.:
ERIC
ear
on Library ar3 Inforiiiiin Sciences, 1971 OM 050 722).
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SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR INFORMATION CONSOLIDATION

13

FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS AND FRAMEWORK

13.1

Information consolidation involves selection, evaluation, analysis,
synthesis, possibly restructuring and repackaging of information, as well
as dissemination and marketing of resulting products and services.

The

efforts connected with these functions are complex, demanding, and costly.
However, the fundamental questions are not how (i) effective or (ii)
efficient are these functions per se, but:
1.

What can an information consolidation unit do to assist an information user in identifying, clarifying, or solving a problem?

2.

What can an information consolidation unit do to raise the probability
that a user will find useful information with the least effort?

The questions form a foundation on which to build any and all information
consolidation units, if they are truly to do user-oriented information consolidation.

The questions provide a philosophical and a practical, operational

framework for viewing the objectives, processes, and products, of information
consolidation units and for evaluating the successes and failures.

These

questions, in effect, define information consolidation.
From such a foundation and framework follows the first and basic requirements for informetion consolidation:

Study thy users.

The users should be

studied before an information consolidation unit is started and during the
whole life cycle of the unit.
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13.2

OBJECTIVES OF IHFORMATION CONSOLIDATION UNITS

A clear and specific statement of objectives is required to answer the
question: Towards what specific ends is a given infurmation consolidation
unit to strive?

If specific ends are not clear, the ways and means cannot

be effectively instituted, operated and defended.
In general, an information consolidation unit has the following objectives:

To provide for information needs
* of a given group of users,
* in relation to their given problems,
* with information from given sub ects, or topics,
* contained in given information sources,
* evaluated. . prepared, and supplied in a way that is appropriate to
that given group of users, and

* AS accomplished under given economic constraints and other social,
cultural, and political requirements and values.
A specific statement of objectives requires a detailed study and specification of the aspects underlined above.

As time passes by conditions change.

Thus, it is required to:

* institute a mechanism which will constantly monitor for possible
changes in environmental conditions and requirements, user needs and

wants, and the state-of-the-art of information work, and
* adjust the objectives and subsequently the operations according to
the changes.
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13.3

PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS

The basic processes in most, if not all, information consolidation units
selection, acquisition, evaluation, analysis and synthesis of infor-

are:

mation with a view to the provision of a product or service, and their dissemination and marketing.
1.

The requirements for these are summarized below:

Selection requires:

* a selection policy (involving statement about users and needs;

subject, topic, or mission to be dealt with and type of informati n
sources and materials to be covered
* selection aids and tools which will guide in selection and help

verification
* specification of a selection process (involving decisions on who
selects; procedures for judging intrinsic values of information in
sources; and procedures for judging demand and user appropriateness)
2.

Acquisition requires:

* procedures for procurement of necessary information sources
* in cases of no outright procurement: procedures for access to sources
e.g. getting on loan, photocopying pertinent sections, getting
permission to use them in another information systems, etc.
3.

Evaluation requires:

* criteria for assessing the quality or intrinsic merit of information
(validity, reliability, accuracy, credibility, significance, etc.)

* criteria for assessing the information products and services
* procedures for achieving a consensus in assessments.
4.

Amalysis requires:

* specification of the topics in relation to which information will
be analyzed
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* a classfication scheme

or a table-of-contents of the topic

for organization and systemization of analyzed information
* specification of procedures for extraction of the most relevant
and salient information or data
* assessment and verification of the extracted infornmcion or data

by evaluation criteria describeddbove
* sorting of extracted information into given classes or headings
5.

Synthesis requires:

* comparative arrangement and evaluation of extracted information
* derivation of a consensus and resolution of possible conflicting
information

* compression or merger of information into a structure and form
most suited for intended users and uses
* evaluation of the final product
6.

RestructurinK of synthesized information requires determination of

the node in which the contents of information consolidation products will

be presented to users in a way that is most compatible with

situaticn

and needs and that will enhance the comprehension and assimilation of information presented.

Mbre p?ecificall-, restructuring requires determination

of:

* extent to which available content is to be incorporated

* degree of invariability of information as found in the original

(i.e., whether ma information valve is to be added)
* degree of detail in information
* degree of ahanges in aequence of presentation relative to the original
* technical sophistication

2 s2
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* temporal presentation
* editorial qualities
In restructuring,principles of effective technical writing and scaling to
audience have to be followed.

7.

Packaging and repackagina requires determination of a media and

format in which an information consolidation product will be presented to
enhance its potential use, comprehension, assimilation, and recall. Media
choices for packaging are:

* print media: print-hard copy and print-microimages
* audiovisual media: visual media-still images; visual media moving images; audio media; and any combination of the three
* electronic media
* interpersonal cc

act

In packaging formats the requirement of effective formating should be
followed in terms of:

* readability (comprehension where reading is involved)
* viewability (comprehension where viewing is involved)

* audibility

(comprehension where listening is involved)

* identifisbility (cognition and perception of key information elements)
* mnemonics (visual or audio association, particularly for recall)
8.

Dissemination requires determination of the channels by which infor-

mation products will be delivered into the hands of users. (Often packaging
and dissemination may be combined).

* imerpersonal delivery
* grc..p personal delivery

* strategic placement
* in-house dissemination

The choice of channels is among:
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* mail

* local depository
* newspapers

* broadcasting; radio and TV
* telephone
* computer networks.
9.

Marketing requires determination and integration of procftdures for:

* market research and analysis
* segmentation of users into groups WIth similar characteristics.
values, needs, and information benefits
* development and targeting of information consolidation products
to given user segments
* user education
* promotion
* evaluation.
10.

Choice of products: possible information consolidation products

iuclude:

* new announcements, newsletters
* pamphlets, brochures. question-answer sheets
* monograPhs, teChnical reports
* critical reviews, state-of-the-art reports, and handbooks

* technical guides and "how-to" booklets
* operational or maintenance manuals; specifications; ,tandards
* recurring summaries of advances in a topic; short textbooks
* market reports; industry reports
* statistical condensates, cross-tabulations, or correlations
* briefings

* radio or TV shows
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* comic $ trips, photonovels

* wall posters
* lectures, tutorials
* demonstrations, exhibitions
* question-answer sessions
* information 'hotline'
* prerecorded telephone messages
* referral(with assessments of the referred to party or organization)
* video newsletter
* audiovisual presentations (packages)
a

* videotapes, videodiscs for training
* computer online searching and manipulation of output
* viewtexts, teletexts

13.4

CONNECTION WITH OTHER INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Any and all information consolidation units require a carefully laid
out connection with a number of other, larger information systems, services or
networks.

This is beeause no unit can be self-sufficient in respect to all

information it needs or all information processing (indexing, data compilations,

etc.) that has to be done to serve as a base for selection, analysis and
other processes.

Strong connections with a library (or libraries), information centers
and other information systems at hone and abroad are required in order to
provide for:

* access to primary literature which will not be procured
* access to indexes and other secondary sources for searching not
procured
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* photocopying services

* seardhing for and procurement of specific items through information
brokers

* procurement through jobers to fill orders
* interlibrary loan services
* computer services
* online network connections

13.5

SPONSORSHIP

An information consolidation unit requires either an outright, direct
sponsorship (host) or a very close working connection with a subject or
mission which in effect constituted an indirect sponsorship.

An information

consolidation unit cannot function without a working relation with a broader
organization or mission, if for no other reason that the complexity
of processes and products (outlined in the previous section) requires
expert subject support and advice which cannot be possibly duplicated within
the unit itself.

A big problem of any and all information consolidation units

is to establish a working relation with subject experts.
most imporant roles of sponsorship.

That is one of the

Direct sponsorship in a host institution

requires at minimum:

* clear specification of lines of authority and responsibility in relation to the information consolidation unit
* placing the unit so as to enable a working relationship, particularly

with subject experts, within the broader organization
* giving the unit a status which will sustain such a working relationship and induce subject experts to work with the unit.
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Indirect sponsorship requires at minimum:
* clear specification of the lines of cooperatio-, particularly emph!--

sizing the benefits for each of the parties involved
* placing the unit 84 to enable a working relationship and cooperation
.7ith subject experts

* stressing the benefits of cooperation in order to sistain the working
relationship and get subject experts to cooperate.

An information consolidation unit is required to:
* justify its existence and continuation to the sponsoring organization
* demonstrate its usefulness and value
* have a built in mechanism to detect and even anticipate changes
in interest and plans of sponsoring organization and adjust accordingly.
Connection with a sponsoring host (organization or mission) should also
enable an information consolidation unit to set its topic and coverage either

not too specifically or not too broadly, as in either case the audience would
tend to become too small.

13.6 FINANCING

Financing and staffing are the 1110Rt difficult and vulnerable aspects

of information consolidation units anyplace.

Information consolidation

is a costly proposition whirl requires adequate and sustained financing.
The financial requ'rements are for:
1.

',Lumina costs:

* feasibility studies
* user studies - marketing research and analysis

* design
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2.

Launching Costs:

* development of functions, products, and services
* deployment and testing
* development of market and marketing
* investment in facilities, tools and equipment
* staffing and staff training and education
3.

Operating Costs:

* salaries for a director, professionals and supporting staff
* fees for consulting experts
* cost of procurement or access to necessary information sources
* expenses incurred in given functions
* marketing expenses

* continuing education expenses for staff
Financial outlays to cover all of these expenses can be considerable.
It is not unusual then to seek and establish composite funding.
For the planning and launching costs,financial assistance from national
and international organizations (outside of direct sponsoring or host institution) is indispensable.
one to three years.

Such assistance is necessary for a period from

A good proposal is required to secure the asaistance,

which in turn requires considerable and careful preliminary work.

A good pro-

posal shows the need, justifies the approach taken, describes methods, and
demonstrates competence for carrying out the tasks, ,I.e. follows criteria
described in Section 7.3.

For the operating costs,the unit has to rely on financial support from
the sponsoring or host institution.
to a full

subsidy.

In some instances, this support amounts

However, in many other instancespafter about 3-4 years

from launching,cost-recovery programa have to be instituted in order to
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recover costs in part or even in full.

The unit may have to become nearly

In those cases,careful consideration has to be given to:

self-supporting.

* pricing policies and price elasticity
* apreading the operating costs over a sufficiently large number of

users, so that economy of scale may be working (law fees over large
adequate revenues)

numbers

* strictly controlling and minimizing internal expenditures and maximizing
the efficiency of operations
* pooling of resources with other information systems; establishing of
resource - and operation-sharing.

Financial problems require realistic planning, such as starting at (0 a
modest level with (ii) cautious and judicious function and product development,
(iii) immediate stress of marketing. and (iv) involvement of experts from
host institution at low or deferred cost.

13.7

STAFF I NG

Many information consolidation units are small, sone are even operated by
only one person.

The staffing requirements mentioned below may have to be

concentrated in one or few persons.

Thus, these requirements may have to

be translated into required expertise rather than treated as a required number
of persons.

Staffing requirements are:

* a director having management and representational capabilities, and
a visionary outlook

* profess1onal(s) with information expertise
* professional(s) with subject expertise (internal or external consultants Or collaborators)
* supporting technical personnel an needed for given technical jobs.
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The requirement is not to have necessarily both, the information professionals and subject experts within a unit, but to have access to subject
experts as needed.

That is, as already mentioned, quite often a tough

requirement, because of time pressures on the subject experts.

Thus, the

requirement is to make every possible effort to use subject experts effectively, save their time as much as possible, 4nd make their collaboration as
easy as possible for them.

However, reliance on outside and part-time collaboration can go only so
far.

NO unit can operate on part-time staff alone.

Full-time professional

staff is a necessary requirement, how many depends on the size of the effort.
It is better to have information professionals as full-time,and subject
experts as part-time staff, than vice versa.

The best choice is, of course,

to have both full-time, but that is difficult to achieve in most instances.

These are the minimum requirements for attracting and keeping permanent,
competent information staff:

* adequate compensation, comparative to compensation givdn to other professionals in the organization
* 1:-.b status (e.g. civil service scale) equal to other professionals

* benefits equal to other professionals
* opportunities for training and further professional development
* working conditions under which professionals can exercise their
competence, comparable to working conditions of other professionals.
Staff training is a necessity.

However, such training requires a con-

tinuous program of professional development.

This can take many forms:

institution of in-house courses and lectures; sending people to outside
courses, meetings, conferences, lectures; cooperation with professional
associations or acadesdc institutions in starting and carrying out
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continuing education courses; subscriptions to professional literature and
periodic discussions of readings, etc.

LIFE CYCLE OF AN INFORMATION CONSOLIDATION UNIT

13.8

Human organizations are living systems.

In Chat sense, an information

consolidation unit can be considered in relation to the phases or stages
in the cycle of its life:

from inception, to birth to adolescence, to adult-

hood and possibly to death.
as discussed below.

Each life phase has different requirements

Adaptation of these requirements are made from Valls

(13-5).
1.

Preplanningç or idea phase (inception).

Covers the period from the

time that someone has the idea for establishing the unit until a proposal
for assistance is sent to a national or international organization.

Requires:

* detection of a need and problem: that it actually exists and that
it is not just an assumption
* definition of a subject or topic to be covered
* definition of types of users to be served
* determination of the size of the effort
* outline of the methods and approaches to be used
* drafting of a pre-proposal and testing the ideas with as many people
as possible
* securing the backing of a host organization for the future unit
* searching for a funder for assistance, conferring with that organization,
adjusting the proposal to requirements of the funder.
2.

Planning phase: (incubation). This covers the period from the tine

a proposal is accepted to the time a unit is physically launched. It requires:
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recruiting and training professional staff
* securing a location and facilities of easy access for experts and
users

* securing expert consultation

* dealing with the management aspects, including lines of authority
and responsibility
* conducting a user study and market analysis
* establishing an advisory board and using it

* drawing up a full definition of choice of subject or topic covered and
of the size of the effort
* getting.the necessary tools and equipment
* designing processes, products,

services, and preparing specifications for

associated evaluative criteria and working procedures
* planning of marketing,including evaluation of products and services
* testing and adjustments
* establishing connections with other information systems.
3.

Launching phase (birth).

Includes the period extending from the announce-

ment of the services until the time when users start reacting.

Requires:

* effort to create a wide awareness of the units existence and of the
potential benefits to be derived from using its products and services
* promotion, user education, travels, visits, demonstrations, etc; in order
to achieve high-visibility and open lines of communication
* launching all operations and producing first products and services
* immediate positive (non-defensive)reaction to any
questions, complaints, rriticisms
* strengthening connections with experts
* continuing staff training with adjustments as necessary
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* reporting to funder
* showing results to sponsoring organization.
4.

Ad ustment or first operatioral phase (infancy).

Ccr/ers the

period extending from the first user reaction to the provision of products
and services and to the satisfactory execution of routine operations.

Requires:

* evaluation of user and market reactions
* shake-down of all operations, and adjustments as necessary, reassignment of staff
* increased attention to quality control in all operations, products
and services
* creating trust and confidence in users
* strengthening connections with other information systems: routine
conduct of exchanges and resource - and operation - sharing
* expansion of marketing
* consideration and development of new products
* showing results to professional colleagues
* showing benefits to sponsoring organization.
5.

Expansion or second operational phase (adolescence). Covers the period

extending from the attainment of full operations status to the achievement of a
relatively high growth rate.

Requires:

* continuing evaluation and reevaluation and initiation of necessary
changes

* shifting attention from routine operations to continuing and inten-

sified marketing and recurring contacts with increased.mumbers of users
* increased attention to efficiency of operations, minimizing costs and
maximizing performance
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* launching of new products and services
* opening avenues to new users (late adopters and laggards)

* preparing cost-recovery programs and
* reexamination (and if necessary readjustment) of relations with subject experts; seeking of new groups of experts on a rotational basis
* rotation of advisory board
6.

Self-sufficiency or third operational phase (maturity).

Covers the

period fzcom achieving relatively full market potential (high growth rate) to

the battle for continuous existence and survival, and to relative lower growth
rate or even steady state.

Requires:

* continuing evaluation, reevaluation and adjustment to changing environmental conditions and changing user needs
* achieving financial cost-recovery programs as planned, adjustments
as necessary

* launching new products and services;

improvement of old ones; mandatory

abandonment of less useful products
* increasingly cultivating user contacts and trust; leaving nothing
to routine with users
* new training and professional development efforts for new staff:
continuing education for all staff
* continuing marketing, but with new marketing approaches.
7.

Possible discontinuance (death):

an information consolidation unit

can be terminated of its own accord because of inadequate budgets, performance,
and/or internal failures, however, there are cases when the unit is closed.

because of other objective reasons such as:

* sponsoring or host organization changed interests as to subject or
topic and the information is no longer needed
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* the pace of the activity in a technical area of information coverage slackens i.e there is no information to consolidate

* the information became available within reach of the user community
on its own
* the urgency of information needs has gone.

13.9

EVALUAT ION

Evaluation of products, services and operations of an information consolidation unit is required on a continuing basis.
The criteria that users tend to apply in evaluation of information products
are discussed in Section 7.6.
1.

Briefly, the users place value on:

Quality of in:ormation ( or data) provided (precision, accuracy,
credibility, recency).

2.

Scope of information provided:

(completeness, comprehensiveness,

coverage of topic).
3.

Appropriateness to their need or request (fitting the need, level,
language, sophistication; degree of spurious information and information overload; understandability; ease of use).

4.

Hassle in getting the information (timelag , paper work, ease of
access, red tape, support received).

5.

Costs inclue

.g direct price paid, hidden costs in using the product

or service, time required in assimilation of information.
Ranking in priority of any of these criteria may differ from user to user

and from time to time, thus, user evatuation is not a fixed 'number' or value
in space or time in relation to a given product or service.

These 'floating'
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evaluation patterns should be recognized, thus many and continuing evaluations need to be done to recognize some predominant direction or recurring
pattern.

Instruments designed for evaluation by users should include the enumerated
(and possibly other) user-valued factors rather than those dealing with inter-

nal concerns of a system or organization.
However, the ultimate evaluation by users should not be considered in terms of
any of the aspects that deal directly with a given information product or
service.

The ultimate evaluation is in terms of the benefits received:

increased productivity; increased well-being; better life; more comprehensive
understanding of a problem, action, or consequence; more certainty in decision
making; easier actions; promotion; healthier surroundings; etc. etc.

All

of these are benefits that are very hard to pinpoint, uncover and for the
most part impossible to quantify.

Non-economic or non-monetary values are

often present (as discussed in Section 3.6.).

Thus, an ultimate evaluation

requires consideration of these aspects.
There is a general agreement that the value of informati.in is extremely

difficult to quantify, and where quantification is attempted it can be
aone only through indirect estimates or anecdotal evidence, but, unfortunately,
not through direct observations and the determinrtion of a cause-effect link.
The present state of methodology simply does not allow for true quantification,

and for rigorous valid and reliable observation of economic cost-benefits or of
information products and services,even though they may be required and
desirable.

Search for cost-benefits is a search for some estimate or other,

often of an almost speculative nature.
These factors contribute to the success Jf an information consolidation
unit.
1.

Sound understanding of users:evaluation of user and market needs,
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wants and dynamics; ability to fit with those needs and adjust
to dynamics.
2.

Relative uniqueness of products or service provided - in their
features, reliability, access, costs, appropriateness and efforts.

3.

Relative technical superiority - in accuracy, timeliness, completeness, consistency, packaging.

At the end, the rate of satisfied customers in proportion to the customers served, or even better:

in proportion to the total number of

customers that could be served in a given segment, may be fhe most appropriate
and achievable evaluative measure.
Over a decade ago (in 1970) in surveying the effectiveness studies of
information analysis centers (IAC) in the USA, Wooster (13-7) listed these
criteria which may also be applicable at present, at least to some extent,
to the evaluation of information consolidation units (Wooster warned that
these are randomly listed without assigned priorities):
"1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

What percentage of possible users does the LAC serve?
What is the cost of making a search?
Does the retrieval system provide the proper amount of exhaustivity
and selectivity per dollar and per request?
What are the econemic or "opportunity" costs that would be incurred
in the absence of IAC?
Do scientists [users] in the field believe that the IAC meets their
needs?
To what extent do references to the service provided by the IAC
occur in the literature of the field?
Output of specialized reports.
Professional qualifications of manager, staff.
Does it meet the specific needs of the sponsoring agency?
Percentage of repeating users. Are these regularly surveyed to
determine adequacy of information provided?
Were prospective users surveyed before center was started?
What alternative sources of information would be available to
users if, Heaven forbid, the IAC were abolished?
How much interaction is there betweeen users and IAC staff in
formulating questions and evaluating answers?
'Incest Quotient'(IQ): Does the LAC have an outside advisory board?
Does it use them or are they just windaw-dressirg?
IQ continued, What are their relations to other IAC's? Do they
refer questions to other IAC's, receive questions from them?
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16.

17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

13,10

Still sore IQ. Do they exchange computer programs, vocabularies
with other IAC's? Is there any attempt at networking? If so,
which TAC initiated it?
Are the detailed unit operations - acquisitions, indexing,
abstracting, storage, retrieval, output formatting, etc. efficient?
How well do they know their unit costs? How do these compare with
other LAC's?
What is the rate of ude of doouments and other information resources
involved in the center?
How willing are the customers to pay for the service provided?
Which came first - the IAC or a demonstrated need for its services?
How sharply defined is the field that the center covers?
Does the center take advantage of available services for information
retrieval, including other IAC's?
Is the storage system rearonable in view of the available hardware
and size. Does the IAC strike the proper balance between computerphilia and phobia?
Are micrographic storage and dissemination methods used wisely?"

ANATOMI ES OF FAILURE

In the examples presented in other Chapters we have been dealing with
either possible or successful applications.

Here we will deal with

factors that contribute to failure of information consolidation.

Failures'

in any information system were never as much analyzed as successes, thus
there is so much less to draw from.

However, there is some consensus as to what may contribute to failure:

* No market for product or services
* Market is dynamic, product or service is not
* Product and services designed for information specialists or librarlans,
not users

* Same service or product available elsewhere under better conditions
* Price is too high; hidden costs in use are too high; too time consuming
bo use

* Difficult to obtain, access, use; easier to be without iniormation
than use products or services of the unit
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* Lack of direct link wit' an information producing or 'consuming'
institution (operating Jaboratory; research And development facility;
health, agricultural...agency, etc.) and consequent inability to
stay in the forefroat of the interests of technical community
* Related technical programs are terminated and no adjustment to other
programs can be made
* Lack of effective director
* Inadequate staff; or too small a staff
* Inadequate economic and technical support and resources; budget is
too small
* Vis major:

usually political upheavals.

Also over a decade ago (in 1968) the U.S. Comndttee on Scientific a

'

Technical Information made a study of the failures of certain information
analysis centers (13-2).
"

The conclusions are worth recounting:

A center in operation for 1 1/2 to 2 years was reviewed by the
sponsoring agency along with other centers for its performance
according to six criteria: acquisition program, inputs to an
abstracting and indexing publication, effectiveness and
efficiency of internal operations, quality and utilization of
the Advisory Board, output of specialized reports, visibility,
and penetration of user community. The subject center was
rated low on all counts.
The local management situation of the
center was such that substantial improvement could not be expected
in the immediate future. Accordingly, the center was closed
down, and its file returned to the sponsor to be relocated at
another facility.
A center active for fifteen years under multiple agency support
had provided excellent literature support service in the technical area considered the most important when the center was
established. The center had no direct link with any laboratory
or operational R & D facility and thus was insulated over time
from the changing interests of the technical user comnunity.
The center found it difficult to shift to new technical areas
in response to evolving sponsor and user requirements. When a
tight budget caused the sponsors' agencies to review carefully
their roster of projects all sponsors placed this center low on

_

stemaiiiiimorms
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the priority list. Basically unwieldy, the multiple funding arrangement by research organizations offered no single
enthusiastic advocate of a center where most of the users
were applications oriented.

A center started its own information analysis activities
without sponsorship, because of the director's strong scientific interest in the subject. His high professional reputation in the field, and the center's potential for serving
the general user community led to sponsorahip. However, the
agency division which provided the initial funds had only
limited tumds to permit the center to develop a complete
program. Accordingly, responsibility for support was changed
to a different agency division.
There were at least three factors which, in combination,
brought about the closing of this center:
1.

The division personnel as research oriented program
administrators, did not feel the need for the P-formation and data the center was providing to bench
scientists and engineers.

2.

The center was not funded at a level sufficient to
enable it to prepare state-of-the-art studies and to provide
critically evaluated reponses to inquiries. If these
products and services had been forthcoming during the
start-up period, the program division might have seen
the value of continuing the center.

3.

The attempt to transfer funding to the program division cane in
a tight budget period. The division
has not made any plans to assume the funding."

In summary, information consolidation requires not only a study of
options and successes but also of failures.

13111

CONCLUS I ON

The general aim of this Handbook is to contribute to the art of information handling by trying to provide a better understanding of concepts,
processes, and options of specific information practices called information
consolidation which are leading to a widening of the population of users
served.
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The Handbook provides a general model of what is meant by,and what
is involved inlinformation consolidation.
summarized in this, the last Chapter.

This model is in effect

No doubt the model can and should

be refined or modified, particularly when it comes to specific instances,
subjects, environments and implewentations.
offers only a general framework for,and

In other words, the model

description of options in,infor-

Ration consolidation, but not prescriptions.

In each specific case of

implementation, astute judgements and creative decisions have to be made
on the specific information consolidation practices, products and services

as appropriate to specific users, requirements, and environmental conditions.

Information consolidation is neither a panacea for inforaation needs
and problems in development nor
efforts.

substitute for luny other information

It is just one approach in the whole spectrum of information

practices needed for various aspects of development.

However, inforration

consolidation is a very effective approach to the fulfilment of specific information needs for evaluative and synthesized information and to the service of the
unserved.

As the examples in this Handbook have shown, information consol-

idation is applicable to highly sophisticated users - scientists, engineers,

managers, policy-makers, as well as the users of lesser sophistication workers, villagers, school children.

The choices are wide.

They can be

made only on the basis of priorities and values in specific developmental
efforts and environments.

Information transfer and communication have proven to be essential for
development, for social change.

In turn, information consolidation has

proven its high effectiveness and potential for information

transfer and
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communication.

Regardless of its complexity, information consolidation

should be given a high consideration in

the institution or refinement of

information efforts serving development.

Yes, information consolidation is complex.

But, it involves complexity

in processes only, whereas in products and services it offers simplicity
and appropriateness.

This is the secret of the value and high potential

of information consolidation as an information transfer mechanism in
development.
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APPR4DIX 1

MOLES CIF INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTERS MID 111IR PMCCOCTS

As

suggested

in Chapter

8, information analysis centers exist in a wide

variety of subject areas and ndssions.

A, samae ct such centers along with some

ct their methods and products

far

(NS

as

these could be determined fraa

materials received by the authors) are given below:
1.

Science

Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
University Chendcal Laboratory
Lensfield F)ad
Ctmbridge cBa low, England
Method:

journals and abstracts of two major crystallographic oceferences
are

scanned, relevant articles ccpied, and bibaiographic and other

data abstracted and transferred

to a computerized file which is

used in critical evaluation ct the numeric data
Products:

series of standard reference volutes called Molecular Structures
and Dimensions which include runeric data compilaticos

2.

Engineering and Technology
(1)

Asian Institute of Technology
(four informatice centers listed below)
P.O. BOK 2754

Bangkok, Thailand
Method:

provides advanced education

in

engineering,

science,

and
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allied

fields through academic programs and research; problem

oriented approach aimed at finding appropriate solutions to
Asian problems through the four specialized centers

A Guide

General Products:

Service Unit;
booklets

Setting

to

a Technical Information

Division of Energy Technology's

in English

and Thai;

illustrated

Infanastion Update; see also

other divisions below

CUO

Asian Information Center for Geotechnical Engineering
Method:

acts as a clearinghouse for information on soil mechanics,
foundation engineering, rock mechanics, engineering geology,

earthquake engineering,

highway engineering, soil science,

groundwater hydrology, and related fields
Products:

AZE news (a newsletter giving information on future events,

new publications,

on-going projects,

zeports by liaison

offioers in many countries, news of AGE's operations, etc.)

ACM

Current

Engineering

Awareness

Abstracts

Service;
(abstracts

Asian

Geotechnical

of

geotechnical

publications originating in Asia; abstract includes author,
title,

source,

abstract,

and keywords); state-of-the-art

articles written by specialists on gectechnical engineering
topics;
base,

AGE Digest
classified

(printed version of computerized data

by

the

International Geotechnical

Classification System and published in a series ct booklets
corresponding to the various classes)
(lb)

Environmental Sanitation Information Center
Method:

attempts

to

find ways of bringing relevant information to

rural users with little education; is working to build up a
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comprehensive

collection of docurents

environmental

sanitation;

cooperation

with

individuals

existing

the

in

is

field

in

the

establishing contacts

centers,

ccganizations,

an endeavour

in

field ct

to meet

and
and
the

information needs of developing countries not being met by
other information facilities
Products:

bibliographic

presenting
the

newsletter

Fnfo

news of relevant activities in various parts of

world,

sources,

quarterly

bulletin,

current

research and

results,

infocmation

recent and forthcoming events, annotated list of

documents

and

received,

Sanitation

occasional

rev:_ew;

Environmental

Low Cbst Options;

Abstract:

technology

announcements;

an

annual

simple brochures; booklets

translated into various languages
(lc)

International Ferrocement Information Center
Method:

serves

as a clearinghouse for information on ferrocement and

related materials;
forms

of

attempts

to collect information on all

ferrocement applications,

unpublished,

and

to

repackage

either

and

published cc

disseminate

this

information as widely as possible through its publication,
reference, and reprographic services
Products:

Journal

of Ferrocement containing papers on research

development,

applications,

bibliographies,

news,

meetings,

and

took

techniques,

anvotated

notes, information on international
reviews;

state-of-the-art monograph,

Ferrocement by R.K. Paul and R.P. Pam; Ferrocement and Its
Applications:

A Bibliography,

classified according to
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subject;

ot

"how to do" booklets (for example,

Ferrocement Grain Storage

two designs

shading

Bin,

an

illustrated

booklet

of grain storage bins and describing

details of construction in non-technical language by P.C.

Sharma and V.S.

Gopalaratnam);

reprints

of report, The

Potentials of Ferrocement and Related Materials for Rural
A Feasibility Study by R.P. Phemratanapongse;

Indonesia:

pamphlet

FOCUS, in many languages, introducing ferrocement

as a form of concrete useful in oanstruction with a minimum
of skilled labor
(ld)

Renewable Energy Resources Information Center
Method:

attempts

improve awareness

ba

of available infccmation on

renedable energy resources and to clarify the applicability

of existing

appropriate technologies; solicits informatian,

news

and state-of-the-art papers from readers in an

items,

attempt
in

the

to

build up a camprehensive collection of documents

field of

renewable

energies;

attempts

to answer

renewable energy questions in terms of apprcpriate technology

as judged

by expected user

contacts and cooperation

requirements; is establishing

with worldwide organizations and

centers

active in sclar and other renewable energies, giving

special

emphasis to relations with institutions, firms, and

individuals

in

tropical Asia and the Pncific; attempts to

determine and meet information needs in that region by having
potential users complete questionnaires
Predicts:

RERMC News,
around

the

giving
world,

news ct activities at the center and

annotated listing of publications
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on-going

received,

projects, new equipment, coming events,

etc.;

announcements,

Renewable

Energy Review Journal

and

review papers cl high

state-of-the-art

containing

quality but at a modest academic level; Abstracts of AIT
and Publications on Renewable Energy Resources;

Repocts

brochures cx booklets in English and various local languages

such as Solar

Rice Drying, an illustrated booklet giving

design and construction details in a simplified way to be
applied at the local level; may translate other publications
into several Asian languages
(2)

Clearinghouse on Development Comunication
1414 22nd Street, N.W.

Washingtcn, D.C.
Method:

20037 USA

specialized collection of pcint and non-print

a

maintains
materials;

provides

services plus materials and

referral

in application of ccamunication

infccmation on developments

technology to development problems
Products:

newsletter, Development Compunication Report covering recent

worldwide development activities
media

that

use ommunications

(foc example, "To and From the Field:

and Agriculture"
profiles,

dealing

in a

Commanications

recent issue); a series of project

two-page descriptions cf communication pcojects
with

problems

in

the development

sectors of

agriculture, nutrition, population, health, education, human
resources,

Satellite

and

integrated

Application

fcc

development

Public

(for

Service:

exancle,

Project
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Summaries)

published

to increase access to information on

projects in the developing wcrld which other countries may

uent to consider

adapting

informaticn bulletins

to their problems; a series of

treating

in depth and usually on a

°imperative basis, the applications cf communications media

bo major
(fcc

sectoral

and multi-sectoral development problems

example, Tele-Niger:

a Rural African Context);

Adapting an Electronic Medium to
films;

audio and video tapes;

special reports (fcc example, Educational Technology and the

Developing Countries: A Handbook, available in French and
Spanish)
(3)

Concrete Technology Information Analysis Center
U.S. Arny-Engineer Waterways Experiment Staticn
Ebx 631

Vicksburg, MS 39180 USA
Method:

gathers, analyzes, evaluates, condenses, and publishes reports

on ccocrete technology
Products:

state-of-the-art
Influence

reports

(for

exampae,

the Deterioration" of Concrete

"Factors which

in Dams and

Measures for Preventicn of Deterioration by Bryant Mather);

summary papers

(fcc

example, "High Strength, High Density

Concrete" by Katherine Mather); miscellaneous papers (for
example,

"Concrete for Earth-Cooled Structures" by James E.

Mc)onald and limy C. Liu)
(4)

Electronic Properties Infcrnation Center
Purdue University
2595 Yeager Road

-291-

47906 USA

West Lafayette, 1N
Prcducts:

study

special

sheets,

data

reports,

interim

bulletins,

bibliographies,

generated

ccmcuter

reports,

state-of-the-art reports
(5)

Institute of Electrical Research

Department of Technical Informat:on
Apartado Postal 1239
Cuernavaca, Morelos

Mexico
Method:

information

selects

a

in

number of areas of

electrical

engineering from around the world; has staff of about a dozen
engineers and a half dozen librarians; engineers work with the

300 professionals within the institute and regularily visit
electrical institutions around the country; services organized
according

to external and internal users; engineers primarily
librarians

to internal users;

oriented

to external

external

services organized around some subject (for example,

users,

mctors and genexatccs; transformers; plant ocostruction; plant

geothermal energy;

operation;

visit plants
and provide

etc.);

electrical

engineers

and centers in these subjects, interview users,

three basic services: 1)

current auareness, 2)

searching of data bases

retrospective

available

thrcugh

Mexioo's SEODBI online system (connected to Lockheed, SDC, and
other

with

data bases)

relevant

summarizing
answering

sent

all

in

a

results

folio

screened and only the most

including

retrieved documents,

a short abstract
and

3)

question

(provisicn of specific facts, addresses, data, etc.
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obtained

from

searching

various

reference

tools

or

consultation with specialists)
Products:

current awareness

bulletin Peferencias

in

subject areas

menticmed above--each comprised cl about 3-4 annotated (in
Spanish)

citations of relevant articles selected frcm the

journals,

proceedincrs,

institute library

reports,

(upcn

request

etc.

received by

the

users are furnished with

copies of articles listed in the bulletin); translaticms (or
reprint,

if in Spanish) of an article deemed of interest to

users often included with Referencias

(6)

Internaticnal Irrigaticm Informatice Center
P.O. Box 8500

Cttawa, Canada

or
Volcani Center
P.O. Box 49
Bet Cogan, Israel
Method:

brings

together

irrigation;

experiences of diverse

extracts

information

abstracts %ith systenatic,
critically

evaluate

photocopying,

enhancing

grcups working in

to produce structured

pre-set

information

format but does nct
currently;

provides

translation services, and information aimed at

irrigation prcgress,

especially in developing

countries; solicits comments frau users
Products:

abstract journal aimed at helping readers assess the value

of

the

original material before

they seek

it

out;
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state-ct-the-art

review book series (for example, Cuality

of Irrigation Water);

handbook Small Scale Irrigation by

'Peter H. Stein; newsletter Irrinews in English and Spanish;
catalogues;

directories;

guides;

Current

Irricab:

Annotated Hibliograplz of Irrigation; fliers

CO

International Technical Informr.lion Network

Office of the Director, DevelopIng Countries Staff
Suite 620, 425 13th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Method:

20004 USA

cooperative
sponscmed

of

association

information

organizations

by USA1D and cmganized by the National Technical

Information Service of the U.S. Department of Commerce bo
expedite

transfer

of

U.S.

scientific

and

technical

information and to make information originating in developing
countries as accessible in these countries as technology from
developed countries; holds conferences and wcmkshops
Products: abstract newsletter with guest editorehip editions by member
agencies
(8)

Machinability Data Center
Metcut Research Associates, Inc.
3980 Rosslyn Drive

Cincinnati, OH 45209 uSA
Method:

analysis by experts ct data extracted from articles, reports,
tests, etc. and repackaging into various pmoducts

Products:

Machining Data

Handbook;

MCC Machining

including Machining: A Process Checklist;

Machining Guide;

Chendcal Machining:

Prccess

Series

Nontraditional
Production with
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Chemistry;

Low Stress Grinding

2E2HE Technology:
compilations;

for

An Cverview and

computer

programs;

Cuality ;reduction;

Bibliography; data

programmable calculatcc

strips; Machining Friefs containing technical notes (for
example,

"Small Hole Manufacturing" in a recent issue) for

use in shops and indLstries plus announcenents of interest
(9)

(9)

Mechanical Properties Data Center

Battelle Laboratories
505 King Avenue

Columbus, OH 43201 USA
Method:

continuously acquires,
government

reviews, and analyzes documents from

agencies and contractors plus published

and

unpublished data fres private industry, research centers, and
universities;

enters

it

measured

extracts data

fran relevant documents and

into computerized data

bank

(bank consists cf

test results and descriptive infcrmation fcc over 1

1/2 million mechanical property tests, including non-numeric
descriptors related to material processing, fabrication, test
procedUres,

retrieval

compositicn,

and other

pertinent variables);

and dissemination of nechanical

properties of

metals and alloys
Products:

Structural

?Alloys

landbooks plus

supplements; Aerospace

Structural Metals Iandbook plus supplements; Alloys Cross
Index
(10)

Metals and Ceramics Infoneaticn Center
Batelle Laboratories
505 King Avenue
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Columbus, Ohio 43201 UbA
Method:

calling

upon

knowledge ct scientists

the

and

engineers

throughout

the Battelle staff, acquires, reviews, analyzes,

evaluates,

and extracts documents for input into data base;

dissendnates

end authoritative

timely

information on the

tses ct advanced metals, ceramics, and

characteristics and

selected composites; provides advice and assistance; pravides

to over

access

100,000 analyzed

as needed by

swrces;

users,

dbes

and

indexed

in-depth

reference

review and

analysis of technical literature in hbOhly specified areas,
compares

foreign

and

domestic

technology,

organizes

conferences and symposia, and publishes proceedings; includes
user evaluation sheet in all publications for user feedback
Products:

handbooks/databooks
Handbock

example, EIngElblerant Desirn

Engineering

Property Data on Selected

state-of-the-art

reports (for example, ,Zracks

and

Ceramics);

(fcc

at Structural Holes"); conference proceedings (for crawler
Proceedings

ct

the

1978

Triservice

Conference cc

Corrosion); critical reviews or technology assessments (foc
example,

A Review of the Status, Selection, and Physical

Metallurgy of High Strength, Low-Alloy Steels); CAB CUrrent
Awareness

data

Bulletin,

a digest giving impcctant facts and

from articles or reports being abstracted; sumaaries

of important developments in metals and ceramics technology

(11)

National Academy of Sciences (NAS)

National Research Council KM
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2101 Constitution Avenue
20418 USA

Wbehington, D.C.
Method:

Advisory Committee on Technology

Innovaticn (AC77) of the

NRS/NCR's Board on Science and Technolcgy for International
Development

seeks out, investigates, and publishes

(BOOTTD)

reports in science that are original, unconventional, exotic,

cc

neglected

innovative

(including

benefit developing countries);
ideas

for new studies and

based on such criteria
(empacially

countries

innovativeness,

AC77 generates and reviews

selects the most relevant ones

as potential benefit to developing

rural

the

soundness,

scientific

that could

subjects

interest

poor),

to

practicalityp

MUD

missions,

and apprcpriateness for NRS treatment; ACTT

helps staff select chairpersons and panelists for ad hoc
panels to do studies (each panel is uniquely qualified fcc
its

including

topic,

representatives

frcie a wide array of

disciplines plus researchers from developing countries);
panel maats once cc twice to debate topic, draw conclusicns
about its relevance to developing countries, and consider the

research or

testing needed for application; reworked drafts

are edited,

returned to panel

printing,

further checked

by

for

review,

and,

before

independent reviewers

for

completeness, scientific validity and balance; ACTT and staff

ensure reports are
up-to-date;

accurate,

when piblished,

clear, well illustrated, and

copies of reports are sent bp

UMMIsissions, appropriate U.S. embassies, foreign embassies
in

ashington,

and often to hundrede of universities,
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research institutes, and U.N. agencies as well as

libraries,

assistance organizations

to technical

Australia, New

Europe, Canada,

NRS prepares press releases

fcc news media; met reports include tear-out

about reports
mailers,

etc.;

Zealard,

in

so readers can obtain copies; ACTI tries to ensure

that reports are acted upon by giving executive summaries and
summaries in French ant Spanish (Arabic and Portuguese in too

cases), as well as using enough illustrations and captions so

messages can be understood at a glance, plus listim on the
reports

addresses of specialists %to can provide more

detailed advice cc materials; BOOM also provides workshops,
advisory teams, long-term programs special studies

seminars,

in addition to those of ACTI, plus wadding AID and other
interested agencies with access to the latest information and
thinking on development topics; N211 Project on TransportAtion

Technology Support for Developing Countries provides improved

access to information on planning, design, construction, and
maintenance

of

low-imoluse

and

produced,

defined,

correspondents

in

(information products

transmitted

via

network

of

developing countries who promote

information

in economic development of

infrastructure,

thus enhancing other aspects

effective use cf
transportation

67

roads

of rural develoment through personal interactions with users
in

the

field,

conferences, publications, and several other

forms of communication)
Products:

state-of-the-art
example,

reports in conjunction with seminars (for

"INcrfty Communications for Rural Health Services
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in Ceveloping Countries");

80617D reports (for example,

"Aquatic WeedMmagement:

Same Prospects for the Sudan and

the Nile Basin");

reports offering guidance

individual

AC77

problems

throughout

for

the developing world (crl

subjects as diverse as house construction, boat building,
energy, nutrition, rene4ab1e industrial resources, and pest

generally

control)

aimed

at

stimulating

ideas and

introducing new tovics to decision makers in government,
administrators,

research

institute directors, researohers

in neighboring disciplines,
students,
(for

entrepreneurs,

example,

voluntary groups,

industry executives, and farmeis

Tnderexploited

Promising Economic

graduate

Value"

and

Tropical

Plants with

"7he Winged Bean: A High

Protein Crop for the Tropics")
(12)

National Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center
PA). Box 1607
Rockville, 141)

Method:

20850 USA

maintains

extensive

heating and

files on all aspects of solar hot water

computerized file of solar

energy equipment

manufacturers and distributors
Products:
(13)

booklets, for example Solar Hot Water and Ytur HOme

Nondestructive Testing Information and Analysis Center
Southwest Research Institute
6620 Culebra, P.O. Drawer 28510

San Antonio, TX 78284 USA
Method:

determines needs and structures
strategies;

searches NTIAC/NTFILE,

searches; verifies search
DIDC/TRrILB, WUFILE, and
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commercial

files; forwards search strategies, printouts, and

to

annotatices

requestors;

literature

of

Southwest

Research

literature

the world;

oontinuously
consults

Institute;

surveys open

technical

maintains

staff of

cceputerised

file cm all aspects cf nondestructive evaluation

plus access to Wan computer

supports

file;

technical

conferences, commissioned studies, etc.
Products:

NTTAC Newsletter;

custam bibliographies

inquiries where

technical

bibliographic

citations;

in response to

information sought goes beyond

state-of-the-art surveys

(for

example, "Electromagnetic Acoustic Traneducers"); technical

and

assessments
requirements;

critical

reviews

NTTAC Handbook;

tailored to user

Proceedings of the

12th

Symposium cc NOndestructive Evaluaticn; repoct guides

(14)

Plastics Technical Evaluaticn Center
Pictinny Arsenal

Dover, NJ 07801 USA
Method:

reduce raw data to user's specifications and

specialists
supplement

them with unpublished infccmation which refines

and updates

the published data;

evaluate documents

for

retenticn and if retained index, abstract, and put them into
data base

Products: PLASM

Reports

procurement
Engineering
COmposites)

giving

citations,

information;

handbooks

Design

Handbook:

abstracts,
(fcc

and

example,

Joining of Advanced

(15)

Regional Centre for Technology Transfer

Manickvelu Mansions
49 Palace Road, Post Box No. 11!

Bangalcme 560 052 India
Method:

journals,

scans

materials;

selects,

information

adapts,

to severel

and

books,

reports,

repackages,

other

and

information

disseminates

types of end users (policy makers,

planners, administrators, entrepreneurs, regulating agencies,

R&D institutions,

and

(Ecommic and

ESCAP

industrial

development agencies) in

Social COmmission

Asia and the

for

Pacific) region
Products:

digests

technical

of

information

on activities of

developing countries in ESCAP region (fcc use in promotion,

development of

research and development,
capabilities,

technological

and new technological developments) in the

fors of research round-ups, technical notes, etc. covering
areas

identified

answers

as inportant by countries of the region;

to specific questions provided from information

collected and repackaged by
Enquiry

Service;

special

the

Technical

publications

Information

(of

materials

presented at workshops, seminars, or consultation meetinys)
opecific

activities

sectors or

subjects;

newsletter describing

in technology development and

developing countreis of the ESCAP region
(16)

Reliability Analysis Center
Rome Air Development Canter

Griffiss AFB, NY 13441 USA

tl:L.

transfer

in
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Method:

maintains

and offers bo users ccuprehensive electronic

component

reliability data

consultatice,

seminars,

information plus direct

and

workshops,

tutorial courses,

and

search services
Products:

critically evaluated data compendia (for example, alital

Pailure Rate Data);
Eesign

Handbook;

survey study reports;
Electrical

Reliablilty

Cverstress/Electrostatic

Discharge .0E6ONE4 Symposium Proceedings; RAC Newsletter;

technical reliability studies

(for example, Microcircuit

lire Bond Reliability)
(17)

Small Industry Extension Waining Institute
Yausufguda
Hyderabad 500 045 India
Method:

library maintains wide range of books on economics, small
industry,

management,

finance,

technolcgy,

etc. paus aver

1200 periodicals; provides massive classified information on
several

topics;

attempts

assist

to

in pramotion and

modernization of small industries through training, research,

and consulting activities
development,

in the fields of small industry

manageuent,

and

documentation center caters

to

extension;

national

information needs of small

industry
Products:

meeting

internaticnal

classified

program

information

preparation

of

lessons,

on

several

topics

feasibility reports,

profiles, etc.
(18)

announcements;

Soil Mechanics Information Analysis Center

massive
enabling

product
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U.S. Army-Engineer Waterways Egperiment Station
BOK 631

Vicksburg, MS
Method:

39180 USA

announces

availability

information;

abstracts

of

rock

and

soil

mechanics

and rates reports and may give brief

evaluation statements
Products:

literature

surveys,

state-of-the-art

studies, Evaluation

Statements and Abstracts of Recent Acquisitions on Soil
Mechanics and Related Subjects
(19)

Solar Energy Research Institute
1536 Cole Boulevard

GOIden, CO 80401 USA
Method:

plans

and

activities

carries
in

out

research

and commercialization

solar energy technologies (active and passive

salar heating and cooling, solar thermal, photovoltaic, wind,
biomass, and ocean thermal)
Products:

national Saar Information Data Bank (to provide online as
well

as other response modes for all areas of solar energy

information); brochures aimed at helping people find needed
information on solar energy technology; newsletters planned

to look

at

research areas, legal interests, and consumer

interests
(20)

Tethnical Assistance Information Clearing House

American Council of Vtauntary Agencies
(WVAFS)
200 Park Avenue South

HasrPork, NY 10003 USA

for Pbreign Services, Inc.
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Method:

operated by ACVAFS--a confederation of member
agencies providing

and exchange of

a forum for cooperation, joint planning,

and

ideas

duplication of effort
relief,

voluntary

infccmation

in ccder to avoid

and assure maximum effectiveness of

rehabilitation, and development pccgrams of hmerican

voluntary agencies;

three

standing

committees

functional

serve as instruments for exchange and joint paanning; ad hoc
committees are established as needed; member agencies use the

Council

jcdnt

in

intergovernmental

appcoaches

institutions

disaster,

and

countries;

keeps

agencies,

missions,

development

in dealing with

pcoblems

and

refugee,

the developing

in

files of information on U.S. voluntary
and

assistance

development

govermental

to

foundations and
programs;

their

maintains

cverseiss

relevant

directories, books, periodicals, and reports

Products: TAME Nedsletter; annotated bibliographies (for example, A
Bibliography cn EValuation, Needs Assessment, and Pro'ect
Design

for

acquisitions

Oversew Development
Country

list;

Assistance

Development
Organizations:

Programe);

reports

Programs

of

(for

U.S.

annotated
example,

Non-Profit

Angola); MICH Directory, indexed by agency

name, country, and category of assistance
(21)

Technical Information Service
National Research Council of Canada

Ottawa, Ontario KIR 053 Canada
Method:

experienced
technical

engineers
publications

analyze articles
selecting

in

articles

international

relevant

bo
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Canadian manufacturing conditicas and requirements and give
these articles descriptive titles; provide information needed

in decision making in order to advance technical and related
cperaticra while reducing unwanted infccmation
Products:

Canadian

Subject Retrieval Program (list of subjects from

air conditioning

to wocdWorking mailed to executives fcc

selection of subjects of interest; list of selected titles

covering a
titles

5-year

selected

technical

by clients

articles

Technological
their

pericd sent cm each subject requested;

called

Awareness

sent

by mail in the form of

Tech

Program

Briefs);

Canadian

(manufacturers register

interests and computer-selected individualized lists

of Tech Briefs titles are sent to them monthly; selected
items sent ty mail); Canadian Audic Cassette Tapes (clients

supply cassettes on which speech-ccmpressed audio messages

and returned

are recorded
motivation,

etc.);

Informatics.:

Sources

for use in employee training,

Reference Guides; Canadian Government
(listed

by subjects of interest to

indUstralists)
(22)

Ta*usalogacal Institute
Gtegersensvej

ER-2630 Tastrup
Copenhagen, Denmark
Method:

attempts

to develop,

support of trade and
consultancy,

testing,

adept, and transfer nee technology in

industry via an

inquiry

service,

education, job training, and researdh

and development; highly flexible appccach to prcbelm solving,
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tailoring activities to specific needs of clients (small and
authorities);

industries and Danish

medium-sized

various

departments

address specific needs of certain trades such as

automotive,

building,

tanning,

general
control,
several

and woodworking

problems such

industries;

technical

also addresses more

as automation, management, pollution

and working conditions;

establishment

staff participates

in

assistance programs abroad, for example,

(in a joint venture dreging on local expertise

in early analysis
know-how

chemical, foundry, machine, plastics,

and planning stages and on Institute

in construction and operating phases)

ct two

industrial training centers in Kenya and a school for cabinet

makers in TUnisia
(23)

Technonet Asia (hem Network

for

Industrial

Information and

Extension)

Roon 703, RELC International Rbuse
30 Orange Grove Road
Tanglin P.O. Box 160
Singapore 9124
Method:

cooperation of 13 organizations in 10 Asian-Pacific countries

to improve the quality and efficiency of production in small

and medium scale

industries by sharing

information and

technology, training of extension officers, holding workshops

and

regional meetings for exchange of information, referral,

and interchange of extension and information personnel; gives
emphasis

to

application of knowledge concerning known

processes, methods, techniques, equipment, modifications, and
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approaches to existing operations effected by the tra-sfer of
technict-

information and provision of industrial extension

services; supports state-of-the-art reviews; provides current

awareness

services;

establishes links with specialized

sources;

develops training in self-reliance and

information

direct

networking;

identification

indigenous entrepreneurs and the

and

motivation

of

appropriate edOcation of

these people in proper uae of technological information
Products:

newsletter, digest, pamphlets, films and other AN' materials

usefUl to the extension worker; roving seminars on selected
industries (fruit and vegetable processing, wood furniture,
eatalworking);

a

guide

to

setting up a Technical

Information Service unit; papers (for example "Technology

and Small
Chico);

Industry Cevelopment--Some Prendses" by Leon V.

Appropriate Technology Series (for example, Steam

Generator fcc Batten Forming)
(24)

1213117/82--Technology Exchange Service

COntrod Deta COcporation
P.O. Box 0
Minneapolis,
Method:

tot 55440 USR

provides

spur

b3 new business by making existing technology

available on a worldwide basis;

participants enter their

information into TECENOTEC data

base, making it instantly

availatde to other users; users list their technology, both
items for sale and items wanted, and search the data base for

varied business opportunities;

data are not compiled by

administrators but provided by participating individuals and
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users offering

organizations;

of

descriptions

ideas,

technology fcc market submit

existing

processes,

patents of

infommatica about related proe-cts, services, and expertise;
users

seeking

technology supply description of product or
when offers are no longer valid, they are

service

needed;

removed

from file, ensuring current data; users search data

base by entering keywords
system matches customer

related to information needed;

keywords to information available;

when data of interest located, user mmy request more detailed

information and

the

source; no previous

knowledge cc experience required; customers charged

computer
for

identity of

the

amount of information they store cn the file and for the

amount

they retrieve;

interactive

terminals

customers may access data base from
in their own offices, linked by local

to the MENET Services network in Nbrth America,

telephone

EUrope, and Australia; TNX and TELEX lines provide additional

interactive service
customer

the world;

throughout

search service center

a personalized

serves customers without

terminals cc those who need assistance
Products:

data base ct technologies (available bo inventors, small
firms,

large corporations,

Newsline,

and governments);

TECHNOTIC

including articles of interest from a variety of

views plus *Techno-bank Update")
(25)

Ibermophysical and Electronic Properties Information Analysis Center

Purdue University
2595 Yeager Road

Nest Lafayette IN 47906 USA
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Method:

systematic
journals;

literature
documents

search

received

of

abstract and

are microfiched,

technical
thoroughly

reviewed,

and

translated

into mnemonic oode onto coding form; substance is

pertinent

information

is

extracted and

assigned a classification number and coded form is processed

by computer

for

storage and retrieval; compilation of data

tables
Products:

literature retrieval guide, data tables, state-of-the-art
reports, critical reviews, national standard reference data
series,

master's

theses'

titles,

reference

set on high

temperature

solids,

assessments,

newsletter, promotional brochure, documentary

handbooks,

data

books,

technology

film
(26)

U.S. Department of Energy Technical Information Canter
P.O. Box 62

Cak Pidge, TN 37830 USA
Method:
Products:

publication of selected energy-related materials
symposium

series, energy-saving booklets, translations for

non-English speaking citizens
Ahorrar Energia)

3.

Agriculture
(1)

Centro Internacional de Agriculture Tropical
(two centers listed belva)

Apartado Aerev 6713

Cali, Cambia
(la)

Cassava Information Center

(for example Consejos para
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Method:

maintains

on

the world's most complete collection of literature

cassava;

this collection,

working with

information

scientists, documentalists, translators, bibliographers, etc.
(in

close collaboration with the scientific researchers of

the Cassava Production System Program)

perform in-depth

analysis of information to provide abstracts and keywords or
descriptors;

for

categories

of

classification
easier

use;

abstracts

solicits

into

from users

broad
their

internal damments, progress reports, and

'published papers,

correspondence containing

information of vassible use to

other researchers; provides a system of coupons to facilitate
purchase of products and services
Products:

monographs

(based

on extensive collection of documents)

which critically analyze research in cassava by areas of
knowledge

(for

manuals

(fcc

Harvesting

example, Cassava Pests and lbeir Control);
example,

Aid);

Cassava Drying and A Cassava

reproductions

and

translations of

newsletters pccsenting in pleasant, easy to read

articles,

format current worldwide cassava research and cultivation
activities

(for

example, the recent application in Brazil

of cassava to extracting alcohol bo mix with gasoline) plus

information on new publications

and upoaming technical

meetings; a cassava workers directory; cards and cumulative
volumes

in English and Spanish containing abstracts cc

summaries aimed at giving potential users a better idea of
whether

they should

read

the

entire

article;

Cassava
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(lb)

Bean Information Center
Method:

to Cassava

similar

Informatice Center

except deals with

specialised literature on beans under trcpical conditions
Products:

monthly abstract cards in English and Spanish plus annual
cumulative volume

4.

Commerce, Business, Markets
Predicasts, /nc.

11001 Cedar Amenue

Cleveland, OH 44106 USA
Method:

maintains one of the most comprehensive business information banks
in the world; infccmaticn input from primary and serondary sources;

infccmation quantity reduced and quality upgraded via processes
ranging

from

simple

decision-oriented
indexing,

research;

abstracting,

cperations

data

manipulaticn

to

scphisticated

basic operations include cataloging,

sorting, storing, and retrieving; analytic

include composite forecasting,

econometrics, market

segmentatice, input-output aalysis, and technoecencew- studies
Products:

digest

PH3MPTI

Financial

Index
example,

Ideas,

of

newsletters

Predi-Briefs,

Technical Survey;

Cocpccate Change);

Harldcasts);

indexes

Marketing

Ideas,

(for example, F&S

statistical publications

industry studies

(for

example,

(for

"Mbrld

Rubber & Tire It6Lkets", %bad Health Spending Outlook", °Solar &
Cbriventional Hbme Heating & Cboling Systems", 9/4inire Equipment",

"Meld Petrochemicals",

"Mtcld Food to 1995"); market reports;

annotated catalcgc (for example, Catalog of Industry Studies)
5.

Environment
(1)

Biodetericration Centre
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(University of Aston in Birmingham)

St. Peter's College
college Road, Saltley

Birminghar 88 NE England
Method-

produces publications and clfers services designed to oover
bicdetericcation

and

biodegradation;

operates

as

a

self-financing unit, deriving income from sale of publications
services; employs about 12 personnel, including academic,

and

technical,

students

and clerical

staff plus postgraduate research

(Centre head and one clerical assistant financed by

the University);

staff play a part

in undergraduate and

postgraduate courses in the University and supervise research
students working for higher degrees; arranges short courses on
a variety of topics for industry; offers industry and commerce
a

range of services

projects;

produoes

document collection;
in

fee;

for

both short and long term researdh

special

bibliographies

from rentre's

provides photocopies of papers included

bibliographic journals and special bibliographies for a
invites enquiries on bioieterioraticn and biode7radation

and supplies answers in the form of relevant documents; allows
visibors

to the Centre

to make appointments to search the

literature collection and photocopy desired information (staff

available to assist with searches); provides on a contract
basis a wide range of facilities for testing materials which
any be subject to deterioration and for monitoring the effects

of biodetericration;

carries out both short and long term

research projects sponsored by industry, government, etc.
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Products:

three

journals

International

(available as hard ocpy cc microfiche):

Edodeterioration Bulletin

research papers,

articles,

and

reviews,

the

(includes

1)

review

notes on nee techniques, book

Biodetericratiom Society Newsletter)

Edodeterioration Research Titles

2)

(references to published

literature on bicdeterioration divided into over 60 sections

on materials and organisms
Materials

Edodegradation

for easy reference)

Research

Titles

3) Waste

(classified

bibliography of current published literature on all aspects

of biological

treatment of solid and liquid wastes and the

of waste materials

biodegradation

in

nature);

special

bibliographies (for example, "Fouling of Pipelines and Waste
Systems"

and

Wastes");

occasional publications including A Thesaurus of

Used

Terms

"Omposting of Agricultural and Municipal

in

Potentially Bicdeteriogenic Fungi
the

and A Catalogue of

Biodeterioration

(published jointly with

International Biodegradation Research Group); technical

enquiry

services

commissioned bibliographies and special

studies including literature evaluation; contract research
services

(two

examples

preventative measures and
microbiological
particular
the

considerations);

recommendations

1.

for

short courses on industrial

2.

techniques designed for non-biologists and

industrial

practical

are

work

situations and oriented towards both

and

research

the

in

underlying theoretical
such

general areas as

tiodeterioration of fuels and biological
upgrading of agricultural wastes

treatment and
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(2)

Energy and Environment Informaticm Center
525 Market Street, Mezzanine

San Francisco, Ch 94105 USh
(3)

Energy/Environment Information Center

Denver Public Library

1357 Broaday
Denver, CX)

80203 USA

provides referral service and oomputerized access to published

Method:

and

unpublished

technical

reports,

articles monographs,

theses, and dissertations
Products:

technical

reports

wildlife

thesaurus;

in phctoccpy or
indexes of

microfidhel

state

fish and

research; Fish and

Wildlife Reference Service Newsletter; referenced answers to

questions such as

"How do energy costs affect the rise in

inflatica?"

6.

Health
(1)

Appropriate Health Resources and Technologies Actica Group
85 Narylehone High Street

LonionlaM 3DE England
Method:

serves

as

an

information center and clearinghouse

for

materials related to primary health care and health-related
technologies;

unmet

shares

in overseas projects, helps to identify

needs and possible answers to sudh needs;

individuals and

links

institutions interested in exchange cl ideas

at the neighborhood or village level
Products:

information

sheets;

bibliographies;

newsletter Diarrhea
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Cdalogue which
information
treatment

focuses on promoting exchange of practical

and

experience related

of diarrhea plus

to prevention and

information on the

latest

developments, ideas, problen solutions, the organization and

results of field

studies,

and the establishment of new

national and local programs in diarrheal diseases control in
developing countries

(2)

International Audiovisual Resource Service
c/o International Planned Parenthood Federation

Ecrland House
18-20 Lower Regent Street

London any 4PW England
Method:

identifies and meets demands
population

control

developdng

countries;

for

audiovisual materials in

and related areas with emphasis on
naintains a central AV reference

collection of materials including prototypes for adaptation;

provides advice,

consultation,

assistance,

and training in

material and equipment selecticn, acquisition, production, and
operation;

produces

technical

publications;

reproduces,

translates, and adepts AV materials; provides an international
purchase and distribution service

Products: AV

reference

ccalection,

multilingual

training media,

catalogs, and technical publications

7.

Centers or Agencies with Information Repackeging Projects in Planning
(1)

Docasientation Centre'

-315-

Tata Energy Research Institute
24, Mali Mody Street
Bombay 400 023 India
Subject:

(2)

renewable energy technology (solar, wind, biogas, etc.)

International Rice Research Institute
Los Banos, Philippines
SUbject:

(3)

rice research, cultivation, etc.

Ministry, of Naticnal Education

P.O. Box 9121
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Subject:

adUlt literacy and educatica
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